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VOLUME If.

THE
Territorial

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 13, 1902
tion In a neat speech, after which the
convention adjourned.

DEMOCRATS
Convention

at Court

Houss Today.
LAUGHLIN TEMPORARY

Press Club.
The members of the Albuquerque
Press club are requested to meet at
the editorial rooms of The Citizen at
7 o'clock this evening to arrange for
the proper reception of the Territorial
Press association, which will convene
in this city on Wednesday.

CHAIRMAN

burses and mules arrived yesterday
morning at 10 o'clock, after a nlnct
cays' march from Fort Winjiate am',
went into camp on tho commons In tho
rear of Gov. E. S. Stover's residence
The Twenty-Secon- d
Annual Fair on Railroad avenue. Captain Walker No
ot Compromise by tiie
was seen by a Citizen reporter yes
terdoy a few minutes after his arrival
Opens .Tomorrow.
Men.
and stated that he and '.lis troopers
hod enjoyed pleasant weather durlnp
their trip from the fort to the city and,
WEATHER CONDITIONS ARE GRAND that his boys expected to have a good COAL MINERS STRIKE IN BELGIUM
time. The boys of troop (1 that wer
here last year told great stories when
they returned to the fort and the boy. One of the Big Coal Collieries ReMiss Mabel Hunt Elected Queen-T- ha
of troop F expect to have some to re
late when they return to their fortified
Finish Exciting,
sumes Work.
home.

THE

DAYJEFORE

Sip

Costumer Here.
The famous Denver costumer, Mrs.
Somers. arrived In the city last night.
He Wants a Delegate Who Keeps His Fitting
the elegant costume of Queen
Tecalco will be her first work. Two
"Light Under the Bushel."
pages of her majesty will also be costumed by Mrs. Somers. and brings the
fine costume in which King Montezuma will appear. Costumes for the
FERGUSSON NOMINATED DELE6ATE.
FORMAL 0PENIN6 PROGRAM.
merrymakers who will take part In
Friday night's carnival and dance,
The territorial democratic conven- were brought along by Mrs. Somers.
The weather promises to bo fine.
tion to nominate a candidate for delegovernment weather report gives
The
Republican Headquarters.
gate to congress, met at the court
out
that
the week will bo fair and
A
rooms
In
commodious
of
sultet
house in old town this morning, being
called to order by the chairman of the the N. T. Armijo building on Rail- warmer in the northern district. Wind,
road avenue are being fitted up southeast.
central committee.
After the .convention had hecome by Chairman Hubbell and SecreThe city certainly has on its holiday
quiet and the delegates seated,. Rev. tary Sheridan as republican head- fcarb. The decorations
strikingly loyal
quarters.
of
executive
Tho
committee
W. J. Marsh was called upon and dein color and quantity are strong proof
e
livered the Invocation, invoking the the territorial republican central
v.ill hold a meeting there to- that the fair will be the grandest ever
Messing of God upon the people of the
held In New Mexico.
morrow at 10 o'clock a. m.
territory.
The trains of last night and this
Mr. Marion announced that the cenmorning, from north, south and west
INDIAN VILLAGE.
tral committee had selected the temw re heavily loaded with visitors. The
porary officers of the convention as
Psrt of Indiana Here Gave Exhibition streets are already crowded, regardfollows: N. B. Laughlln, of Santa Fe,
Last Night.
less of the fact that the festivities have
chairman; E. O. Creighton, of Roswell,
The first arrival of the Indians, who not yet begun.
secretary; E. C. I)e Baca, or Las are to become
a part of the industrial
Vegas, Interpreter on the platform, Indian village, made
their appearance
MIS3 HUNT ELECTED.
and Rafael Romero, of Mora, In- last night with an exhibition of tumbterpreter on the floor.
ling. Not being accustomed to life ot Popular Young Lady Chosen Queen
These nominations were ratified by the train, they attempted to disembark
"rVcalco.
the convention, and a committee of before the train stopped. A series of
Miss Mabel Hunt was elected queen
Hon. Antonio Joseph and Hon. Charles successful and hard tumbles was the
of the twenty-seconterritorial fair of
F. Easley was appointed to escort the result.
New Mexico Saturday over the other
temporary chairman to the rostrum.
Manager Swltzer stated that for the
candidates by a large majority and tho
Mr. La ugh If n made a rattling good present they will be Installed
in the
democratic speech, stating that the Indian collection rooms of the Alva-rado- , popular public feeling was manifested.
The winning vote was 1,740. Miss
times Indicate favorable signs not only
where they will do their weav- Belle ancey waa second
with 1,079
In New Mexico, but throughout the ing. Work on
village
Indian
will
the
United States, for democratic success. be commenced at once. More of these and Miss Anita Armijo was third with
735. The judges were Mayor C. F. MyAfter throwing bouquets at Albu- artistic workmen are expected soon.
ers. Judge B. S. Baker and Dr. Baltes.
querque as the best and most progresThe contest showed interest early
sive city in the southwest, Mr. Laugh-liReturning Philippines Soldier.
thanked the convention for honorSan Francisco, Cal., Oct. 13. The In the erenlrrgr. "shiall votes being cast
ing him with the office, and then called United States transport Logan arrived at the different voting precincts for
for tho next order of business.
here today, twenty-nindays from each of the candidates. At 8 o'clock
It was moved, seconded, amended Manila, via Nagasaki, Brigadier Gen- the vote showed Miss Armijo in the
and the amendment finally carried, eral Frederick D. Grant on board. The lead by about a hundred votes. Miss
that one member from each county transport also brought six troops of Hunt was second with 245 and Miss
delegation act on each of the three the Ninth cavalry, 187 casuals, 55 dis- Yancey was some few votes less. Much
committees credentials,
permanent charged soldiers, 123 sick and a num- interest was displayed during the silent vote by the Hunt peopie. In fact
organization and order of business, ber ol insane soldiers.
Matson's store was filled with Hunt
and platform and resolutions.
people. About 8:30 a well filled envelPhilippine Commissioner.
The following committeemen were
Washington, Oct. 13. Gen. James F. ope was cast for Miss Yancey and the
chosen:
Smith, of California, has been appoint- Hunt people took up another collecCredentials.
Bernalillo, J. W. Adams; Chaves, E. ed a member of the Philippine com- tion. Her supporters were many. A
O. Creighton; Colfax, F. A. Hutchin- mission to succeed Bernard Moses, little later another Yancey envelope
went in and another collection was
son; Dona Ana, Bliss Freeman; Grant, who is to retire January 1.
forthcoming, but it was needless. Miss
S. S. Skinner; Guadalupe, J. M. Cas-lus- ;
Cannot Combine.
Hunt was elected early In the hour. No
Luna, G. L. Shakespeare; Mora,
Mexico City, Oct. 13. The general votes were cast the
last ten minutes
M. C. Needham:
McKinley, F. G. opinion here is that American capital
The winner is one of Albuquerque's
Brown; Otero, W. O'Rielly; Rio Ar- ists seeking to combine the cigar com
riba, Jacob Posner; San Miguel, Theo- panics have met with insuperable ob fairest and most popular young ladies,
dore Pena; Santa Fe, N. Baca; Sierra, stacles. One of the principal com She Is the oldest daughter of Mrs,
Rose Hunt, living on North Fourteenth
W. S. Hopewell; Socorro, M. Torres; panies
is doing a greatly enlarged street and has lived in the city from
Taos, J. A. Martinez.
business and the
appear childhood. She is accomplished, beauEddy, Valencia and Union counties unwilling to sell. shareholders
tiful, well known and loved by a host
are not represented. San Juan deleof friends, who have watched her
gates were not present, but sent word
MURDER TRIAL.
growth to womanhood. Miss Hunt will
they would put in appearance at the
afternoon session. The proxies for Noted Poisoning Case Again Before carry the honors of Montezuma's
queen most gracefully.
New York Court.
Lincoln county are held by O. N. Mar-i(iNew York, Oct. 13 The second trial
Very little has been said of the Al
of Roland B. Molineaux, accused of the varado reception and ball that will oc
Permanent Organization.
murder of Mrs. Katherlne J. Adams cur Thursday night. It will cost $5 a
Bernalillo, R. W. 11. Bryan; Chaves, on December
couple and promises to be very swell.
23, 1898,
E. O. Creighton;
Colfax, Condldo day after many delays was called toadjourn
It Is requested that formality be oh
and
M.
Ana,
W.
Danburg; ments In the criminal
Olona: Dona
branch
It will be the Eocial event of
served.
of
su
the
Grant, F. J. Clark; Guadalupe, Felipe preme court. Justice
John S. Lambert, the week and the only time during the
Francisco y Baca; Luna, G. L. Shakes- of Fredonia. presided. Molineauc
was week that Montezuma and Queen Tepeare; Mora, Rafael Romero; McKin- not in
his counsel began calco will receive in state. His royal
court
ley, John Stewart; Otero, W. O'Rielly; t'ieir argument in objection
to a mo Ugliness, the queen and the members
Rio Arriba, Jarob I'osner; San Miguel, tion made last week for a special jury of the royal
court will be the only
J. M. Tofoya; Santa Fe, A. R. Gibson; panel. The court room was thronged participants in
the grand march and
Sierra, W. S. Hopewell; Socorro, L. with the usual crowd of men and worn the waltz that follows.
Chaves; Taos. J. A. Martinez.
en who attend Important trials. A
The following gentlemen art the at
Resolutions.
formidable array of counsel was at the tendants of the emperor: E. J. Alger,
Bernalillo. A. B. Mc.Milien; Chaves. table devoted to the defense, including Louis Brooks, Samuel Plckard, Alfred
E. O. Crelghmton; Colfax, D. Brown;
Frank S. BJack. former Frost, O. A. Matson, Lellx Lester,
Dona Ana. R. L. Young; Giant. W. B. District
Attorney and
T. N. Wilkerson, D. A. Macpherson,
Walton: Guadalupe, Leandro Casius; Court Justice Wm. K. Olcott. Barlow Ralph Hunt, Leon Hertzog and two
Mora, A. S. Weeks and George
Luna. G. L. Shakespeare;
Gordon Battle, gentlemen in waiting, yet to be selectBranch;
McKinley, Paul Williams: hot a formrr assistant
district attor ed.
Otero, W. O'Rielly; Rio Arriba. J. H. neys and Henderson Peck. Gen. E. L.
Committees in charge of the first anCrist; San Miguel, O. A. Larrozola; Melliieaux, father of the deceased, was
nual ball are as follows:
Santa Fe, John P. Victory; Sierra, W. nlso present.
On Reception John F. Pearce, Chas.
S. Hopewell: Socorro, H. M. DoughF. Myers, Solomon Luna, M. W. Flour- erty; Taos. Antonio Joseph.
DISTRICT COURT.
uoy, W. S. Strickler. Ix)uis I'felil. AlAfter the. committees had been
fred Grunsftbl, James H. Wroth. F.
The
attorney
district
filed
has
the
a
motion
prevailed
and
named
that annual omnibus
A. Hubbell, George L. Brooks. Wm.
delinquent
tax
for
suit
they
retire for deliberation, the
H. JIahn. Mariano S. Otero, John A.
convention went into caucus for the l'Ji'l delinquent taxes, and has an Lee, David Weinman. R. W. D. Bryan,
purpose of selecting their candidate nounced that defaults will not be en W. C. Porterfleld, E. G. Murphy, D. J.
tered before the 20th. lue district at
for delegate to congress.
torney also dismissed the suit as to Leahy, C. T. Brown, John Uoriodaile',
At 1:30 p. in., tne convention took
the taxes of M. W. Flornoy and the L. H. Brown. T. J. Helm.
a recess until 2:30 p. m.
On Floor Thomas N. Wilkerison. A.
Bartolome Fernanuez land grant.
The court will give final call of the Jl. McGaffey, Charles K. Newhall. H. S.
Fergusson Nominated.
Pickard, Leon Hertzog, Clarence W.
The reports of the various commit- docket on Wednesday morning of this
Joseph J. Sheridan, William
Medler.
15.
week,
October
tees were read and adopted, after
The jury will reconvene on Monday Spencer.
which Bernalillo county yielded to San
Tickets are on sale at the establish
Miguel county and Hon. A. A. Jones, morning next, October 20.
ments
of the following business men:
attorney of Las Vegas. In a fine speech
& Lewlnson, B. Ruppe, J. H,
COMING EVENTS.
Weinman
nominated Hon. H. B. Fergusson, cf
O'Rielly & Co.. E. L. Washburn. M.
this county, delegate to congress.
16.
October
Grand ball at Commer- Mandell. Members of the committees
The nomination was seconded by the cial club.
vill also be supplied with tickets.
other counties, and a motion prevailed
Octolier 16. Montezuma ball and
' Captain K. Walker and Second Lieu
to make the nomination of Mr. Fergus-soat Alvarado.
tenant Reed, with seventy soldiers and '
by acclamation.
October 16. Athletic smoker at Co teamster of troop F, Fourteenth Unit
The nominee accepted the nomina lombo hall.
I
ed States cavalry, with about 100
com-rr.li.te-

d

n

e

n

n

COAL JTRIKE

FORMAL OPENING.

AMERICANS

The Program and Other Facts About
Tomorrow.
Tho greatest fair ever held in New
Mexico or the great southwest will be
formally opened tomorrow afternoon
at 1 o'clock at the corner cf Railroad
avenue and First street by Judge Ben
jam'n S. Baker, who will be Introduced
to the assembled throng by Gov. M.
A. Otero, present leader of New Mexl
co's public spirited men.
Governor Otero will arrive from tho
capital tonight on the 7:15 train and
vill be met by the First Regiment
band and' a body of Albuquerque
Guards. He will be accompanied by hir,
wife and son. The party will be escorted to the Alvarado, where an elegant suite of rooms Is being reserved.
The governor will remain over during
the festivities and assist in making tho
fair a grand success.
At 2 p. m. horse racing will begin
at the fair grounds. An unusually
large number of harness and saddle.
horses are here and the racing will
eclipse any ever Been here before. A
number of fast ones are entered.
The entries in the harness events

are:

Free for All Trot Ed WlnBhlp, own
ed by H. B. Birch, of Pueblo; Nancy
King, W. O. Reynolds, Denver; Dudle
Egmont, J. I. Frank, Denver; C. K. W.,
C. K. Wllley, Colorado Springs.
2:13 Trot Ed Wlnshlp, II. B. Birch
Nancy King, W. O. Reynolds; Dudle
Egmont, J. I. Frank; C. K. W., C. K.
Wllley.
Pace WInfleld Strat- ton, G. H. Estabrook, Denver; Shecam,
J. I. Frank; Primrose, Joe Barnett, Al
buquerque.
2:13 Pace Fairy Medium, C. B. Lew
Shecam, "J. I. Frank;
is, Trinidad;
Primrose, Joe Barnett.
2:30 Pace Minnetonka. O. H. Esta
brook; Pay Day, H. B. Birch; Fairy
Medium, C. B. Lewis; Capt. Carey, C,
D. Baldwin; Bonnie Treasure, W. L.
Trimble.
3:00 Trot and Pace (for New Mexico
horses) Milton S.. Geo. A. Blake; Mo
Ginty, R. H. Greenleaf; William T.,
W. L. Trimble; Dr. Gordon, F. W,
King.
At 2:30 p. m., the base ball game be
tween El Paso and Albuquerque will
take place.
8 p. m. Butts' Manual drill, corner
Railroad avenue ami Second street by
the Fourteenth cavalry.
7 p. m. until 11 p. in. Midway at
tractions as follows: Ferris wheel.
trip the trolley, miniature railroad. Lunette the flying lady.
Poses plastiquc, statues turning to
life, moving pictures, eruption of Mt.
l'elee, dancing pavilion, fat woman
and midget, living pictures, Diablo Ver- de and a dozen other first class attrac-tnins- .
Free-for-A-

merry-go-'roum-

l,

8 p. m.

ball at

Basket

Colombo

hall.
BASE BALL.
Ball Players and the Line Up for Tomorrow's Game.
accompanied
Manager McDonald,
by Harry Bay, of Cleveland, who arrived In the city Saturday night and
will play center field with the Albuquerque flta-- s iliiriny the coming tour-

nament; Bert Voiles and Harry Son-ier- .
Inspected the diamond at the fair
grounds yesterday and report it in
good condition.
The El Paso players passed through
the city Saturday iiiulit, bound for the
Pass city, where they played exhibition games yesterday and today. They
will arrive In the city tomorrow morning on passenger No. 22 and will be
met by a delegation f local fans. A
train load of El l'a- - rooters are expected to meet them. Tho El Paso
team is composed of an aggregation of
ttrong players and they are coming after the money.
The balance of t lie Albuquerque
team will be here t minht and will receive a warm reei ptlon. Some few
changes have been made In the team
the last few days mi account of it being impossible for some of tho players
first booked to conn-- La Jole.will not
be here, but his vacancy has been fill
ed w ith strong mat- - rial. A number of
the players of both teams are accom- .

(Continued on

l

age four.)

DINE

WITH KINS EDWARD.

Wilkesbarre,

NUMBER 272
the largest delegation that has ever
ccme to Albuquerque
The Agricultural College exhibit arrived last night with Prof. F. E. Lester
and College Secretary J. J. Vernon In
charge, and is being placed In position Government Troops Defeated
at exhibition hall this afternoon. John
D. Hughes, a student of the college, is
Venezuelan Insurgent.
aFslstlng.

BLOODY FIGHT

Sixty Day In County Jail.
a smooth looking crook,
arrested on the charge of petit larceny, was given sixty days in the
county jail. Blatt was arrested Saturday night for stealing a grip from J. H.
James, at the depot. Mr. James was
on his way to Kelly. He had been attending the normal university at Sa- Una, Kan., and stopped over here to
make connections.
When arrested
Blatt had over $100 In his shoe, about
$25 in an inside pocket and $3 in
change. He evidently belonged to a
prosperous class of crooks. Mr. James'
bad luck did not stop with the loss ot
a grip, but a valuable watch worth
about $200 and some money was taken
from under his pillow while he was
asleep In a city rooming house. The
matter was placed in the hands of the
police and It Is being thoroughly investigated.
R. Blatt,

Pa., Oct. 13. Interest
today la efforts of the
coal companies to Induce the men to
return to work under protection of the
troops. Information from the coal companies Is difficult to obtain, but judging from early reports from various
sources there are few additional workers In the mines of this region today.
The troops were out early today, but
none were called upon to suppress disorder. It was stated at strike headquarters that there are no desertions GRANT COUNTY DEMOCRATS.
from the ranks of the strikers today
and fewer men are at work than last They Hold Convention and Nominate
a Ticket.
week.
The democrats of Grant county met
Armory Stoned.
at Silver City and nominated the fol
Hazleton, Pa., Oct. 13. The local ar- lowing candidates
for the county
mory, where Col. Bowman, of the First offices:
regiment has his headquarters, was
Sheriff James A. Blair; assessor,
stoned during the night. The sentries Joseph Bible; collector and treasurer,
lived three shots into the air and the J. W. Fleming;
superintendent of
stoning ceased.
schools, Alvln K. Whue; prolate clerk,
W. B. Walton; probate Judge, A. 'Bar
Colliery Started Work.
rett; county commissoners, J. C. Cure- Hazleton, Pa., Oct. 13. Pardee Sons ton, B. B. Ownby.
& Co. started their Lattimer colliery
today with a force of about 125 men,
New Orleans Etrlke Settled.
the majority of the laborers being speNew Orleans, Oct. 13. Although an
cial officers Coal mined before the egreement waa reached last night bestrike started was run through the tween the New Orleans Street Railway
breaker. Companies from the First company and the striking motormen
regiment guarded the colliery hut no am)- - conductors, whereby the latter
attempt was made to interfere with agreed to return to work this morning,
the men at work.
there was some delay In resuming
traffic today on account of new compll
'
Baer Is Silent.
cations over the demand of the strlk
Pi evident
Oct. 13.
Philadelphia.
eid on returning to work to sign new
&
Reading,
Philadelphia
Daer. of the
applications
for places which were to
was In his office in this city at the us- bo rferred to persons who would pass
ual time this morning. He had nothing upon the eligibility of the applicant,
to say for publication regarding his and which some of the employes de
vsit to New York yesterday, where it clare would give the company opporIs said that he had an Interview with tunity to reject any man they
desired
J. P. Morgan on the coal strike situa- After a conference between the offic
tion.
ials of the carmen's association and
the company's representatives, the
Conference to be Held.
applica
was disposed of,
New York, Oct. 13. At noon today matterbeing withdrawn andthethe men
a conference of representatives of the tions
were ordered to take out the care.
coal roads assembled in the office of
Chairman Thomas, of Erie. PresiINDIAN SCHOOL NOTES,
dent Truesdalo, of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, when he arrived,
Superintendent Collins went to Zunl,
said: "The conference is to be held
and it will be an important one. It last evening on official business.
D. D. Graham has been promoted to
may be productive of immediate
the position or bonded superintendent
on the situation."
The conference in Mr. Thomas' office of the Zunl school and Mr. Collins will
lr.sted more than an hour. When the turn over to him an the property and
rarticipans dispersed they declined to will relinquish all his authority over
Mr. Graham baa
make any statement as to what had the Zunl pueblo.
tianspired.
been among the Zunl people for a
Mr. Morgan declined to talk about great many yiars and he thoroughly
the meeting with secretary Root last understands them and Is undoubtedly
Saturday. He would not discuss the the right man for the place.
coal strike In any way except to say
Miss Mabel Egeyer, the day school
that he had heard of no change in the teaeher at Acoma, has been transr neral conditions.
ferred to this school and is now installed in her position here.
Strike in Belgium.
Miss Emma L. Kanfriian, of AbbeMonas, Belgium. Oct. 13. Miners of
ville, Kan., arrived last evening and
colony
Hornue
three pits in the Grand
began ber work as teacher this mornare on strike today. The movement ing.
threatens to spread through the whole
Miss Inez Bates, of Nettle Lake,
cistrict. An increase of wages !s de- Ohio, arrived
yesterday and began
ground
manded by the miners on the
work as
nurso this morning.
that the price of coal has risen In con- This fills school
the quota of employes for
sequence of strikers In United States
this year and now the school is in full
bnd France.
running order.
The foot ball team Is doing good
Guests of the King.
13.
Oct.
London,
Ambassador work under the able coaching of RaChaote and Generals Corbin, Wood mon Johnson. The boys are In ex
and Young were the guests of King cellent health and spirits, and are
Edward at luncheon at Buckingham ready for a hard game when they niqct
palace today In honor of Lord Kitchen- their opponents on the gridiron. The
er prior to the latter's departure for lineup is as follows: Center, Padro
India, where be Is take command cf Iiancgas; right guard, WTlllam Brown;
the British forces.
left guard, S. Colter; right tackle,
Solou Sombrero; left tackle, B. Carlo;
FAIR NOTES.
right end, Mariano LovaTa; left end,
Superintendent C. E. Burg will he at Perry Isamanwa; quarter back, Charright half back,
the information bureau through thi lie Pecongveoma;
week to give-- the visitors all the as Jose Vijil; left half back, Candalarla
sistance they may desire. His furnit Roybal; full back, TTamou Johnson.
Tho Indian school band is again or
ure and equipments were moved into
ganized and is doing good work under
the quarters yesterday morning.
Secretary McCanna received a com- the instruction of Joseph Abner, the
munication yesterday from F. J. Otero, new band leader.
S. V. Streator, of Chicago, a repreat Sulphurs, entering F. G. Blake in
the broncho busting and roping con- sentative of the American Lumbertests. Blake was here last year and man, a Chicago publication, arrived
last night on the delayed train from
did great work in the saddle.
Bookmaker Jim Dye arrived last the north. The gentleman Is here on
night and will get bis equipment over a visit to his wife, who is hibernating
in this city, and he will remain until
to the track today
A large number of fair visitors ar- after the fair.
Joe Holzman, of Las Vegas, formerly
rived in the city last night A remark
was made by a gentleman from Raton of Albuquerque, is in the city.
that the Gate City would send down
Bubscrlba tor Tb Daily Citizen.
waa centered
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INDIANAPOLIS

Dsalh of a Texas Congressman and
Funeral Arrangements.
TEXAS

WOMAN

BRUTALLY

UUSSEBEB.

Willemsted, Island of Curacoa, Oct.
The troops of the Venequelan
have been repulsed while
to again occupy Coro, capital of the state of Falcon, and sustained heavy losses. A schooner with,
sixty men on board sunk. The engagement was fought at Ooyabo, three-milefrom Caracas, Saturday.- The
government force was defeated, losing
122 men. The revolutionists have almost completely encircled Caracas.
An Important engagement began
this (Monday) morning near .La Victoria between the forces commanded
by President CaBtro, numbering .4,100
men with fifteen guns and the revolutionary forces commanded by General
Matis, Mendoza, Peralota and Rlera.
guns.
about 6,000 men with twenty-twAt Valencia, two hours' march from
La Victoria, the sound ot fierce cannonading can be heard. Vice President
Vicente Gomes, left Caracas today by
special train with" 800 men and a large
amount of ammunition to reinforce
13.

nt

-

o

President Castro.
Ghastly 8tret 8cen.
Indianapolis, Oct. 13. Five bodies
were found in boxes In South Merla-de- n
street this morning. It la supposed
that the ghouls that recently were pursued by the authorities became fright
ened and took this method of escaping detention.
Funeral of a Congressman.
Washington, Oct. 13. Speaker Henderson has designated the Texas representatives a the committee on the
part of the house of representatives to
attend the funeral of the late Congressman Sheppard of that state.
Dastardly Texas Murder.
Hempstead, OcL 13. There is considerable excitement over the' killing
of Mrs. Samuel P. Lewis, aged 74,
unknown person. She waa heard
to screim and call for help and. three,
shots were fired. A search was at one
made and the woman, clothed only In
her night dress, was found In the rear
of the public school some fifty yarda
away from her bouse. Some suspects
are being held.

(

mj V '
Committed Suicide.
New York, Oct. 13. Charles Q.
Pale, cashier for two years of the New
York County National bank, was found
dead in his home in West New Brighton, having shot himself during the
night. Dale was about 40 years of
age and leaves a widow and daughter.
An investigation of his accounts showed they wore correct.
No cause for
'
his suicide is known.
County Republican Committee.
The republican central committee of
Bernalillo county will hold a meeting
at republican headquarters In this city
on Wednesday. October 15, at 10
o'clock a. m., for the purpose of calling
a convention for the nomination of
county officers.;
k
FRANK A. HUBBELL, Chairman.
Fawn and Bear.
dear little fawn, and an ugly black
bear were the center of attraction at
the Columbus hotel last evening. Mrs.
Minnie Campbell, who has been proprietor of Stone home at the Jemes
hot springs during the summer arrived
last evening to look after the interests
of the Columbus hotel. She brought
witli her the fawn and bear.
The
guests of the house are delighted with
having these two new guests in the
house, because there are prospects of
a grand feast.
A

T.

11.

Card of Thanks.
Me.Mahou wishes to

express

his sincere thanks to the members of
the Woman's Relief Corps, to hla
brother Eagles and to all kind of
friends who ministered to his beloved
wife during her illness and who proved
so helpful and sympathetic lu the sorrowful hour of death.
lion. Alex. Bowie, of Gallup, came in
from, the west Sunday morning, and
will go down to Socorro tonight to attend the grand lodge of Masons there
tomorrow. W. A. Kreamer, wife and
children; J. S. Spears and others from
Gallup came In this morning. Messrs.
Spears and Kreamer will go down to
Socorro tonight.

.
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Pills and Plasters
.Perfumes and Toilet Articles
Cigars and Soda Water
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....ALVARADO PHARMACY....
B II. BRIUCJS

& CO ,

Proprietors.

Opposite ALVARALO HOTCL

through tho melancholy farce of electing delegates to the democratic county
convention.
That was a sixteen to
HUGHES & McCnEIGHT, Publishers ono ratio sixteen republicans to one
Editor democrat which is about how the two
Thos. Hughes
City
Mgr.
and
Editor parties line up in San Miguel county
McCrelght,
W. T.

JIbuqucrnuc Daily (Jifijcrf

u

Published Daily and Weekly.

.
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started on tho long trip. The train
consisted of eight conveyances, occupied by the following persona: George
H. Browne and family, Mrs. Barnett,
J. H. Schroder. D. K. B. Sellers and
family, W. N. Klght and wife. O. I,.
Cooper and family, F. B. Allen, Mrs.
H. A. E. Pickard and daughter. Mrs.
D. M. McN'asser and daughter, Oliver
Jackson, Mrs. Hugh Currie, Mrs. Agnes
Currle. At Ojo Alamo Mr. and Mrs.
John Wetherlll and Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Wade will be added to the train, and
at Pueblo Bonlto the third division,
conslcting of 300 Indians and as many
ponies vill be In waitins, and from
there all proceed together to the Rio
Grande river, tho entire caravan going
in from there to Albuquerque the
morning of October 13. Farmington
Hustler.

MINING

ENGINEER.

-

e,

Will Amaze Our Visitors!

OSTEOPATHY.
Dr. Conner.
of Dr. A. T. Still
of ORteopathv, Klrkville, Mo. Lung trou-s
a
ble and all chronic
Office. Whlilns: bulletin, rooms -- 1 and
23; Automatic telephone, 164.

Poet

crnd-int-

And illustrate to them why this store has grown so
great in the public favor. Monday, October 13, at

dls-asf-

DENTISTS
Edmund J. Alner, 0. D. 8.
30G Railroad avenue. Offloe hours,
8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to
5:00 p. m. Telephone 4G2. Appointments made by mall.

8 a m., wo bliaH commence a

SALE of
bright, ih'av frOl and winter styles in Dress Good?,
Garments,
Silks, Dry Gootls,Ladies' Kcady-to-WeMillinery, Men's Clothing, Furnishings and Foot- wear for men, women and children, fresh from tho
makers, in which the greatest values and the grandest bargains of this age will run riot throughout
the store. We own up

The Carlsbad Argus says: "Delegate Rodey's record in congress is so
satisfactory and his work so complete
that all over the broad territory of New
Mexico there can scarce be found an
aspiring democrat with sufficient temerity to contest his

Room

17,

l.

The fact that our new Fall and Winter stocks are far and way larger than those with
which we ever before commenced a season and the further fact that we havn't any
room to display them these conditions have made this sacrifice of values an imperative necessity but, when a thing must be done, we do it without considering
consequences. THIS SALE WILL LAST JUST SIX DAYS commencing Monday,
October 13th, at 8 a. m., and will close on Saturday night, October 18th.

Tho Store the People TalkAbout

Whiting Block.

Wanted.
ARTHUR MACOMBER, M. D. ..
School teacher for district No. 3, pre
Whiting
Night Calls.
Building.
councinct No. 3, of Jarales, Valencia
ty. Address all communications to
DR. E. N. WILSON,
Christopher Schecle, clerk of board of
Physician and Surgeon, Rooms
school directors.
Office
Grant Building, Albuquerque.
Hours 1 to 3 p.m. Colorado 'phone 129.
Mrs. Albright
has secured some fine assistants to
W. L. Brackett & Co.,
care for her customers during fair the new blacksmiths on Copper aveweek. Parties desiring fine photos nue, between Second and Third streets,
should secure time for sittings to have received a new rubber tiring
avoid the rush at the Albright Art machine and guarantee their work.
Studio, 113 North Third street.
They do horseshoeing as a specialty.

Cosmopolitan

Orders

Patterns lov

Promptly
Filled

None Higher
220

ivei

Leon B.Sterwroprietop

You are cordially invited to make this I
store your headquarters while in the
city.:l Makeiuse of our talephone and free parcel check room.
Arrange to meet your friends here. Come in as often as
you please. You are welcome.

Visitors!

'

"DIAMOND

Mail

Paper

10-1- 8

The republican convention at Raton
took advanced and radical steps to prevent dishonest primary elections n
Now Mexico. The primary election Is
the foundation stone of the republican
form of government, and no party can
o
tolerate dishonest methods at these
"The Big Thing" at Colombo hall
elections.
Thursday night, October 16.

Y

....We're Up Against It
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o

SIX-DA-
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Fifty-Sevent- h
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Fair Week Bargains That

V. V. CLARK,

wnnins- ana met iinreioii pngnirvi.
M.
juqucrque, N. maps;
Oold avenue,
Wert
6ppclaltle-Repnrtsurveys and
plnns and reduction works; mines ana
mining lnvestmonts; seconu iisnu mlnlnt
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.

Another new railroad is assured for
New Mexico.
A company has been
formed to construct a line from Raton
to Ellzabethtown, and it is said that
work upon It will begin at once.
dispatches
afternoon
Moctatod Pi
County
Circulation
City
and
Largest
The republicans of New Mexico arc
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation, pledged to repeal the coal oil inspection law. Two years years ago the
Copies of this paper may be founa legislative council passed a biil to reon file at ssntngton In the ofilce ot peal the law, but it was defeated in tho
ipeclal correspondent, E. Q. Sip
gen, B18 F street, N. W., Washington, bouse.
Delegate Mark A. Smith, of Arizona
New Mexico demands Statehood passed through the city Saturday
night, en route home from Europe.
Congress.
from the
Mark has fully recovered his health
Terms of Subscription:
will be in Washington in Decemand
W
W
txntly, by mn", ono year
help pass the statehood bill for
to
ber
00
tx
I
months
by
mull,
rily,
tfejly, bv mail, three monins. ....... 1 M
the territories.
60
mall, one month
IViHy,
16
ftolly, by carrier, one month
o
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
t ! The El Paso News, democratic, says:
Wwekly, by mall, ppr year
STOVE WORK.
DAILY CITIZEN will b delivered "New Mexico factions did not get
THB o..y
John H. Stlngle,
at the low rate of 20 ennts per
In the
Go to E. J. Post & Co. to have your
ATTORN
Cromwell blooa
or fnr 7i cents per month, when up enough nerve to oppose the
we,
Albuquerque,
N. M.
by
get
good
job
a
stovo
done
work
and
lea
are
T"
thnn
fwM monthlv.
S. Rodey, who workB.
of
"es
those of any other dally paper In the ed harder for territorial advancement competent mechanics.
armory.
PHYSICIANS
o
than any other republican ever sent
"The Dig Thing" at Colombo hall
J. E. Dronson
Congress
Delegate
to
For
to congress from New Mexico."
Thursday night, October 36.
Homeopathic Physician,

rr
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS

LAWYERS
SULPHurt HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE.
8. Rodey
.'ernard
Carries the U. B. man; only line with ATTORN
Albuquerque, N.
a change of stock en route; good rips, M. Prompt attention given to all buslneesn
Will prao-tlchorses and drivers; leaves Albuquer- pertaining to the profession.
courts of the territory and beque every Tuesday, 1'hursday and Sat- fore IntheallUnited
States land office.
urday at G a. m. For particulars adIra M. Bond
dress W. L. Trimble t Co., agents, Al42 F street, N.
buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprieATTORN
W., Washington, T. C. Pensions, lands,
tor, Jemez,
patents,
cavlata,
copyrights,
letters pato
ent, trade marks, claims.
Peninsular base heaters burn less
fuel, give more heat and ventilate your ATTORNET-AT-IjA-William D. Lee
Oiaoe, room T
rooms. Whitney Company.
N. T. Armljo bulldlnirWill practice U
all the courts of the territory.
Cold Storage.
Having completed our extensive Ice ATTORNEK-AT-LA-R. W. D. Bryan
Albuquerque, N.
plant, we have plenty of cold storage M. Office, f lint National Hank buildlnf
room and are ready for orders from
rrank W. Clancy
those desiring cold storage. Wo can ATTORNEY- - iLAV, rooms I an
give any desired tenrperature from 50 N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.M
degrees to freezing.
Southwestern
E. W. Dobson
Brewery and ce company.
ATTOUNET-AT-I.AOffice, Con
JEMEZ

i3

ICE."

NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING

Jo. Brackett, one of the accomplish
Wanted. Half a dozen bright boys
ed and pleasant young men of Raton, to sell The Citizen every afternoon. Of the Stockholders of the Montezuma,
placed the republican convention un- Call at office between 4 and 6 o'clock
Savings, Loan and Building Asder special obligation by his services p. m.
sociation of Albuquerque,
to the committee on resolutions. Mr.
New Mexico.
Brackett is one of the best clerks In Demlng has just been incorporated:.
Notice is hereby given that a meet
tho territory, and the people of Colfax
ing of the stockholders of the MonteSelected Cigars.
county should elect him this fall to the
a.
twenty years joe Richards has zuma Savings, Loan and Building as
J
J
For
B. S. RODEY.
office of county clerk.
BUSINESS LOCALS.
conducted a retail tobacco and cigar sociation will be held at the office of
of Bernalillo County.
store. For twenty years Mr. Richards said association In the city of AlbuDemlng, the seat of the n:w county
The republican convention at Raton has watched closely the- brands of to- querque on the 10th day of NovemLuna.
last Friday was tho most representa bacco and cigars desired by his cus- ber, 1902, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon of Demirg
WELCOME TO THE FAIR.
la the great mining enter
congre
ever
body
republicans
of
tive
tomers, and has equipped his cigar of said day.
of the southwest.
The city of Albuquerque extends a
very
iteming has Increased 60 per cent In
store at 113 West Railroad avenue,
cordial welcome to the people of the gated In the territory. There were
The object of said meeting is to vote
southwest, who to the number of sev- few proxies. Nearly every delegate to meet the demand. Railroad boys are upon the proposition to increase the population In four years. j
by the people was in h'.s seat. requested to make his place headquar- capital stock of said association from
lots win
Investments in Demin-eral thousand, will visit the twenty-secon- elected was
double and treble In one year.
no wrangling. .The whole ters while In the city.
$1,000,000.00 to $1,500,000.00.
annual territorial fair, which There
Klelnwort's Is the place to get your
of
A copy of the proposed amendment nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
will begin tomorrow morning and con convention was imbued with a spirit
Mrs.
pics.
Try
our
mince
lemon
and
harmony.
and
enthusiasm
is as follows:
tinue day and night till midnight next
meat.
Akers, 501 Keleher avenue.
Demlng has sow a large Ice plant
Saturday.
"Be It resolved by the stockholders
o
city
made
have
The people of the
Savings, Loan and and electric light system under
of
Montezuma
the
enMONUMENTS.
lavish arrangements to generously
Get registered this week.
All kinds of stone and amble work. Building association In a meeting duly
In Demlng the demand for rental
tertain visitors and the fair associa Prices
Shop and yard cor called and assembled that the articles houses is five times In excess of the
moderate.
has provided an exposition that nor Fifth street and Railroad
avenue. of incorporation of said association supply.
Either Fergusson or Joseph will be tion not
be excelled anywhere in the
will
H. Q. MAURINO.
be amended by striking out the second
the democratic victim.
Demlng has an abundance oi water
Rocky Mountain region. For months
paragraph
of said articles of incorpor for Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
Delaney's chocolate chips are a de
progress
in
preparations
been
have
the
ation, which reads as follows: 'The gardens.
The young men of New Mexico con
Buy lots and build in uemmg. xour
and the exhibition in every depart licious confection. Don't fall to get authorized capital of the association
trol the politics of the territory.
some.
every
ment will be excellent In
returns will be 20 per cent on
rental
($1,000,000.00)
Is one million dollars
o
Investment
way.
the
and shall be divided into ten thousand
McSpadden-Springe- r
This city and county will give Dele
Transfer Co.
In Demlng good sale loans can be
shares of the par value of one hun had at better rates than In the old es
gate Rodey at least 2,000 majority.
Haul anything.
The democrats of the territory are
dred dollars each,' and Inserting In tabllshed towns.
Let us haul your trunks.
holding a well attended convention in
Demlng offers the same opportuni
the place thereof the following: 'The
Every republican newspaper in New this city today. They do not expect to
Home made bread, cakes and pies authorized capital of the association ties now that the most prosperous
Mexico is giving Delegate Rodey hear win in November, but will put up a reyean
at Mrs. Ackers, 601 Keleher avenue.
is one million five hundred thousand cities In the wa offered several
ty support.
spectable fight. The city of Albuquer($1,500,000.00) and shall be di tga.
dollars
que extends to these misguided gentle
Demlng needs one nunarea new
Mrs. H. E. Snerman, dressmaker and vided Into fifteen
Get into the republican band wagon
thousand shares of houses
to suDDly the demand, and
217
No.
South
Second
people
ladies'
welcome,
men
our
cordial
a
tailor.
and
and march along with the procession
the par value of one hundred dollars needs them now. This demand conwill look' about at the street.
they
hope
that
each "
of progress.
tinues to -STOW.
o-republican prosperity in every block
Demlna- snins over lUO.oou neaa oi
Dated this 27th day of September
when
get
your
worth
money's
You
The republican resolutions adopted of this growing city.
cattle annually: la the center of the
you buy "Diamond Ice." Southwest- 1902.
greatest breeding region in tne soutnat Raton commend the good work for
A. B. McMILLEN,
ern Brewery & Ice Co.
west and cattle men au Know una.
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
lie territory of Governor Otero.
FRANK A. HUBBELL,
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No,
Publication.
for
Notice
M. W. FLOURNOY,
206 South First street over tne
Will Reach Santa Fe on
Grade
The
1763.)
Holding
(Small
Claim No.
J. C. BALDRIDGE,
store.
Hyde Exploring Expedition
Biam's crown prince will visit New
Wednesday.
Department of the Interior, United
thorough
give
W. H. GILLENWATER,
to
is nreDared
Mexico and ArliO&a. It is probable
grading camps of the
of
Two
the
treatment, do hair dress
scalD
Directors.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
that he has heard of the cowboys.
Santa Fe Central railway in the vicining, treat corns, bunions and In
24. 1902.
Sept.
ity of Santa Fe were moved Saturday
growing nails.
She gives massage
Report of the Condition
Notice is hereby given that the fol
Show every courtesy to strangers to the La Jara canyon, five miles south
Savings, Loan and treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bam
the
Montezuma
of
notice
filed
lowing
has
named
cost
claimant
doesn't
and visitors at the fair. It
of Kennedy, where there is much work
Building Association of Albuquerque bini's own preparations of complexion
15 cents a year to be polite to people. on a deep cut where the grade goes of his Intention to make final proof in
cream builds up the skin and Improves
support of his claim under sections 10 New Mexico, at the close of business the completion, and are guaranteed
down the mesa to the Ortiz plains. A and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 September 30, 1902.
not to be Injurious. She also prepares
To the New Mexican: Let's get to force of men is also now engaged at
Resources.
a hair tonic that cures and prevec'a
Stats., 854), as amended by the act of
gether and fight the opposition and another big cut, twenty-twmiles
$66,000.00
Real estate loans
dandruff and hair falling out; restores
stop all factional quarrels in repuDii-ca- south of there at Morlarty. The grad February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470), and Stock loans
770.00 life to dead
hair; removes moles,
before
proof
will
be
made
said
that
ranks.
708.23 warts and superfluous hair. Give her
ing force going toward Santa Fe will the clerk of the probate court at Al- Accounts receivable
city's limits on Wednesday buquerque, N. M., on November 10 Advanced members
425.67 a trial, hhe also has a very fine tooth
Th territorial reuubllcan central reachasthat
Dowder. which she guarantees 10 r)
is
finished
grade'
as
the
soon
and
au metallic euosiance. 11
committee have established headquar will be moved to Torrance, where grad 1902. viz: Carmel Ruiz de Sandoval
$67,903.90 free from
perfumes tho breath, hardens the gums
ters In this city, and will make an act. Ing is to commence, coming toward In bahalf of the heirs of Telesfora Lo
Laibilities.
pez de Ruiz, for the tract in sections
and makes tne teem Clean ana wane.
Ive campaign.
...$42,9SO
About 100 teams and Nos. 7 and 8, Tp. 9 N., R. 3 E., New Loan fund
Albuquerque.
It is highly recommended by ail nrst
6,077.46 c'ata dentists.
Also a face powder, a
300 men will constitute this grading Mexico principal meridian.
profits
Undivided
placed
was
At Raton The Citizen
cure, and pimple cure, and pue
tne
freckle
3,190.58
for
Bteel
ordered
rails
The
outfit.
Guaranty
fund
following
witnesses
names
the
He
under many obligations to Mr. C. E road are about ready for shipment and
All of these preparations are
2.426.77 cure.
fund
nurelv tecetable compounds Give her
Stivers, the accomplished and energet will bo shipped as soon as the graders to prove his actual continuous adverse Reserve
280.27
sundries
possession of said tract for twenty Individual
a trial Automatic telephone 490.
ic editor of the Range.
4,494.40
start northward from Torrance. About years next preceding the survey of the Uncompleted loans
em
now
Hot chocolate, ice cream and Ice
650 men and 250 teams are
Due banks and checks
The unfortunate political difference ployed in tho different grading outfits township, viz:
cream
6odas. Delaney's.
andcash
cash
Apodaca
Gregorlo Barela, Francisco
which have prevailed In the republl and bridge gangs at work on the line
8.453.86
items on hand
Gutierrez,
Amador
y
Molina,
way
Justo
a
In
fair
are
Fe
Bring in your tinware and have it
can ranks at Santa
Sanchez, all of Albuquerque, New MexAlbuquerque Hardware con
repaired.
HOI FOR ALBUQUERQUE.
to be harmoniously adjusted.
$67,903.90
ico.
pany
County
of
Mexico,
Territory
of
New
protest
Any person who desires to
6f tho Part of the Caravan Here and Others
hloViout
Bernalillo ss.
against the allowance of said proof,
Arriving.
With a few bottles or our celebrated
r.rand Army of the Republic was 409,I W. II r.illtnwatej-- . secretary of "Pilsener" beer, and a nice large piece
Tea-toany
fln-Juan
substantial
t
who
of
Sau
or
knows
of
the
division
The
S49. in 1890. The number of members
wagons laden
under tho laws and regulations of the above named association, do eol of ' Diamond lee," In your refrigerator,
now is 203.745, showing an average an caravan, consisting of
began
ete.,
their
interior department why such eninly swear that the above statement you can enjoy life these warm days.
baggage,
the
fruits,
with
14.574.
nual loss of
my Knowiecig
Trv it Southwestern Brewery & Ice
long journey of 20 miles overland nroof should not be allowed will be is true to the best of
men
and
belief.
above
Co.
follow
opportunity
at
given
an
the
Saturday,
the
says:
Friday
and
last
ThP I.as Veaas Record
W. H. GILLENWATER,
hand tlont d time and place to cross examine
well
enthus
known
100
ing
ago
over
weeks
nf
,.niA
Secretary.
Have you seen mat blue enameled
to
iaor(r rnn bllrans attended the Las Ve ling the lines: M. McKenzie, Joe Had the witnesses of said claimant, andsub
sworn to before me, steel ware at the Albuquerque Hard
and
Subscribed
of
George
that
in
Holly,
evidence
rebuttal
offer
Charles
ball
Eaton,
city
J.
den.
ware company's store. It 1h the mos
gas republican primary in the
this, the first day of October, 1902.
Brett, Paul Arrington, William Teeter mitted by claimant.
CLAYTON,
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
l jist niaht at the democratic cuy
MOORE
W.
OTERO,
R.
MANUEL
division,
This morning the second
seen in Albuquerque.
Public,
ary a few lone and dejected pilgrims composed
Notary
Register.
of citizens in carriages,
and went
i., on anoearance
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WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES
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ALBUQUERQUE;

W,

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President.
W . 8. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
CEO. ARNOT.
SOLOMON LUNA
WM. MclNTOSH
W. A. MAXWELL
. A. M. BLACKWELL
C. BALDRIDGE
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RAILWAY

THIRD STREET

Meal Market

-

'

OF

AU

fresh

and

salt Meais

KAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.

EMIL KLE1NWORT,
MASONIC BUILDING.

N. THIRD 8TBFKT

We make the best door and window
screens. They are far supetior to any
made in the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A,
Telephone No. 463.
Sole agents for Casino and Oia brand T.
Canned Goods. Dealers in
1902

1882

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

Staple and Fancy Groceries

. 214 South Second street
Hillsboro Creijnery Butter Best on

Orders solicited.

earth

McSpadden-Springe- r

Free dellvory.
Transfer Co.

The Union
Market
207 West Cold Avenue.

Haul anything.
Let us haul your trunks.
o

Plumbing.
We have added a plumbing department and tin shop to our business.
When you have anything In this line
to be done see us about it before placing your order. Albuquerque Hardware company.
o

Let us figure on your plumbing.
buquerque Hardware company.

Al-

Excellent Dinners.
The Columbus hotel, 204 South Second street, upstairs, has an established
reputation for first class dinners, fam
ily style.
Mrs. G. E. Hopkins, pro

prietress.

Wl.. GOETTImu

CO, Proprle.oru.

All kinds of Fresn Meats bandied.
Sausage making a specialty.
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SOUTHWESTERN BREWERY
&

ICE COMPANY.
Established

,

two-third-

1BC5.

The Bret brewery In Albuquerque
ras built by Ferdinand Selva, in 1885
and two year g later the Southwestern
Brewery & Ice company wns organized
and incorporated to succeed to the
business. In 1889 and 1890, respective
ly, Jacob and Henry Loebs, formerly
of the great breweries of St. Louis,
came to Albuquerque and purchased
the local brewery.
The plant was originally small, but
Its capacity was adequal to every de- mand, and It was not until after the
Loebs became interested In the busi
ness that it grew to proportions demanding nn expansion of facilities. In
1898, less than ten years after they
purchased the original plant, the Log lis
laid the foundations for their present
Imposing buildings, and the old brewery and ice plant were abandoned immediately upon completing and equipping the buildings.
As it stands today, the brewery is
the finest In the southwest. It has a
capacity of 40,000 barrels of beer per
annum, and the Ice plant has a capacity of thirty tons a day, besides refrig-eratinthe company's cellars, etc. The
buildings are handsome brick structures, resembling the great breweries
of the east, and the equipment Is modern throughout. A bottling plant Is
maintained in connection, and has a
capacity of a thousand
bottles per
hour. A feature of this plant is the
new automatic
bottle washer, by
means of which 30,000 bottles a day
may be thoroughly cleansed. This machine washes sixteen bottles at, a
time, and was installed at a cost of
g

$500.

The brewery and Ice plant, with the
grounds, cover more than half a block,
and, being immediately on the railroad
track, are advantageously situated for
forwarding.
The company receives
patronage from all over New Mexico
and Arizona, and the' Item of transfer
salvage is an Important consideration.
Beer and Ice are shipped" as far as
Kingman, Ariz., on the west, south to
El Paso, Deming, Silver City and Tucson, and north into Colorado.
In view of the fact that many brewers, owing to the high price of malt,
substitute inferior ingredients, it Is
well to state that the Southwestern
Brewery & Ice company does use malt
and rarely has less than 1,500 bushels
on hand. No adulterants are used,
and the result Is apparent In the brew,
which is of clear amber color, of su- perlor flavor and of the highest grade
of excellence.
The process of brewing Is no less Interesting than instructive, and, as the
general public is not informed on the
subject, it may be well to present an
explanation herewith. The process begins in the brew house,- - which. In the
instance of the Southwestern Brewery
& Ice company, is a three-storstructure. On the top floor is a mill for
grinding the malt; immediately under
this Is the malt hopper, beside which
is a hot water tank, and below these
is the mash tub, which has a capacity
of 126 barrels. The mash tub is on the
ground floor, where are also the engine
and a large kettle.
After the malt has been ground, the
water in the hot water tank is heated
and a certain portion turned into the
mash tub. The mash machine Is then
started and the proper amount of
ground malt is let in through the hopper, which communicates
with the
mash tub. After about a half an hour
of stirring with the great steam rake,
which is the feature of the mash machine, the mash is allowed to settle.
After an hour more water, of a higher
temperature than that first admitted
is let into the mash tub, and. the mash
machine Is started again. This time
it runs only a quarter of an hour, after
which the mash is heated by steam to
its final temperature. The mash ma
chine is then put in motion for another
twenty minutes, after which the mash
The malt
has a rest of an hour.
"wort." or extract, is then pumped
into the brew kettle, in which there
is a steam coil, and after being boiled
for two hours and a half, hops are
added in three different portions.
After the boiling Is finished the mash
tub is cleaned out, and the hop .wort
is drawn off into that receptacle, from
which It is pumped up to the surface
cooler, in an adjoining structure, and
thence to what is known as a baudeiot
cooler.
From the coolers the liquid passes
to the settling vat, which is on the
fourth floor of the main structure.
When it has thoroughly settled it is
drawn oft to the fermentation vats on
the floor below, where the temperature
is a few degrees lower than on the
fourth floor, which is kept at about 44
degrees F. There are a great many
vats in the fermentation room, filled
wun beer iu the various stages of fermentation, and as rapidly as the liquid
is thoroughly fermented it is drawn off
to the Run vats on the second floor,
where the temperature is still lower,
for maturing. .From this room the
beer passes to immense vats In the
cold storage room, on the ground floor,
where the temperature is only a few
degrees alove freezing. These vats
contain about 75,000 gallons of beer,
and are the source from which the
supply is drawn from for the daily
shipments aiid deliveries.
The entire process, from the brew-hous- e
to the cold storage cellars, requires about six months, practically
all of which time is spent in the maturing vats. The quality of the brew
is determined not only by the ingredients and the proportions in which
they are mixed, but, as well, by the
temperatures maintained during the
y

various stages of the process.
The company brews three or four
s
times a week and fully
of
the output is shipped to points outside
of Albuquerque. The leading commer
cial brand is ""Plleener," and it has a
wide sale in Albuquerque, being hand
led by the Alvarado and other fine bars
of the city, besides being sold exten-tlvel- y
to the family trade; but the
Bavarian and Bohemian beers brewed
by the company are quite as popular
among connoisseurs, and "Culmacher,"
a very dark beer, is extensively used
as a tonic.
The new ice plant was built the
present year. A fine "Vilter" compressor has been installed. Double distilled water is used for making the ice,
and the blocks are frozen In deep cans
of 400 pounds capacity. The cans are
submerged in brine through which
ammonia pipes are run, and a travel
ing crane is run over the cans to lilt
them when the blocks are solid. As
above stated, the capacity is thirty
tons a day besides the refrigeration of
the company's cellars.
Jacob and Henry Loebs are natives
of Bavaria, but have been in the United States since boyhood. They are experienced brewers and do their own
brewing. In a few years, by Industry
and honorable dealing, they have built
up a business that covers the entire
southwest with its trade, and, beginning with a primitive plant, have
erected a modern brewery and Ice factory valued at upwards of $100,000.

the candidate for the council named

tnissioner of the third district, H. C.
Conger; for surveyor, J. L. Zimmerman.
The delegates selected to the democratic territorial convention at Albuquerque are N. B. Laughlln, Charles F,
Easley. Eugenlo Sena, A. R. Gibson,
Anastacio Gonzales, J. P. Delgado, J.
h. Zimmerman, John P. Victory.
Garcia. Nlcanor Baca. W. H.
Coleman, E. B. Baca and Eduardo
Mar-celn-

Rio Arriba and San Juan counties.
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. .
Shoes, Clothing or Or;-- : .rlea But Everything In tha
Or ..ods Line.
Agents for McCal'
All Patterns 10 and 15 eta.
Mall Orders Solicited
d Pilled Same Day as Received.
Are most cordially Invited to make our store their headquarters. We will
have pleasure in showing you the largest and most varied stock of dry goods
In the territory. At your disposal are materials for writing,
parcel check
room accommodation, messenger and telephone service, etc., etc. Do not fail
to register your name with us and we will mail you our fashion sheet
No
.

onis.

Festival Visitors

low's:

Commissioner Second district, W. F.
Woughcrty; commissioner Third dis
trict, Julian Smith; sheriff. Lucius Anderson; treasurer and
collector, John T. Bolton; assessor. Frank
Rhelnboldt; probate clerk, Robert M.
Love; superintendent of schools, A. N.
Pratt; probate Judge, L. N. Hoag; surveyor, Byron J. Fields.
V. A. Finlay
was elected chairman of the 'county
central committee, and L. O. Fullen
secretary. There was much interest
manifested and an energetic campaign
will be made. Following the nomina
tions several excellent speeches were
made. Judge A. A. Freeman, A. N.
Pratt and Col. G. W. Prlchard being
the speakers.

and City

Patm,'

NEW FALL SUITS.
Tailor-made-

a
a
a

Fi'biline, Pebble Cloth and Mannish ClHhs

CARNIVAL

CARNIVAL

ASHAMED

O

a

of your shirt front if we have had Its
laundering to do we're as proud of
our handiwork as you are of nice
linen. Money is a good deal to us
honest pride in good work even more
We bespeak your patronage and as
sure you satisfactory results. Special
rates on large contracts for hotels,
restaurants and the like.

Imperial Laundry

oIII
III

X

-

No. 2

Passamenterles, Braids,
Drop Garitures, Pendants, Buttons, Bands and Galloons, In silk,
applique, jet, spangles, pearl and Persian; all the fashionable colors
for street and evening wear, and at prices marked for rapid selling.
AT THE LACE COUNTER
Allovers, Bands, Insertions, Galloons, Edges and Collars. The
new shades of Arabe, Champagne and Butter Color being strongly
In evidence.
s
r
Special values in Lace Robes, almost ready to wear, made entire
with skirt, waist and sleeves. See these at
$25, $35 and $50
.
WAISTINGS
French Flannel, 27 inches wide this season's importations embrace the newest effects produced. In fancy Btrlpes and Persian
patterns, make up swell waists, dressing sacques and klmonaa
Prices 75c and 85c. Also an elegant line of solid colors and black
, . 50o
Price
Fancy Waistings, 27 Inches wide, come In corded effects and
fancy stripes; bright, new colors. Price
25c and 35o
Eiderdown Flannels, 36 inches wide, in a handsome line of new
plain colors, suitable for dressing , sacques
and
bath robes.
Price
50c and 75c

SILK SKIRTS
to choose from,
silk and crepe de chene silk, in
made unlined, some with tight
A olg line

made of taffeta silk, peau de sole
all the newest creations, some
fitting lining and some with silk
drops, made with ruffles and
pleatlngs, In an endless variety
to choose from at
$7.50, $10.00, $15.00, $20.00,..
$25.00, $35.00 and $50.00.
.
SPECIAL
Silk Skirt, made like cut here
illustrated. No. 880, of a good
.
quality taffeta
SPECIAL PRICE $12.50
CLOTH DRESS SKIRTS
Made of broadclohs, Venetlons
and Mohairs, in habit or Inverted pleated back, unlined and
lined, also made with silk drops,
in all coirs from
$3.50 and UPWARDS.

Walking Skirts....

Our line is the most extensive in
weBt and includes every class
of goods and every style of make,
and all coirs: black, tans, modes,
oxfords, blues, greys and mixed
mannish cloths In habit back and
box or inverted backs made of
meltons, kerseys. Corduroys, plaid
backs, etc.

the

Price:

CARNIVAL
.

THE ECONOMIST

SPECIAL No. 210
Walking Skirt, made like cut, of
a good quality kersey Special
Price
$2.98
CARNIVAL

MISSES' 8UITS AND
SEPARATE SKIRTS
Our line is complete In every detail and we carry the same complete line in Misses' as we do in
Ladles.'
MS!
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Is your
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down?
ment. Guaranteed coura for
cold, taken in small, medium
or long doses. All sorts of
good overcoats from $10 to
Temperature
still going
down? Try suit treatment;
gets nearer to you than over
coats, and comes at attract
ive prices. Good sorts marked from $10 to $22.50.
Your temperature gone
down as far as it can? NO?
Try our good, warm under
wear, all kinds, styles and
grades from $1 to $9 suit
Therel We have made you
comfortable at last and you'll
so all winter.
Pocketbook isn't hurt much
either, i. it?

mm m
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temperature going
Try overcoat treat-

$25.

ill

Ladies,' Misses' and Children's Shoes.
For These Bargains, See

CHAPLIN.

DON'T FORGET THEPLACE.

121

West Railroad Avenue.

HartSchaffncr
& Marx

,

Tailored

$v &typc fix
--

)

h&y

I$
I
2

Elk and Eagle neckties for
sale in our store.

.COME AND SEE

WM.

$3.50, $5.00, $7.50, $10.00,
$12.50 and $15.00.

Fair Visitors are Welcome!

lU

They Nominate County Candidates in
Several Counties.
The democrats of Santa Fe county
met at the territorial capital on Thurs
day and nominated candidates as fol
lows:
Council, A. B. Renehan; representa
tives, J. C. Jackson, Ascencion Rael;
sheriff, Warren Graham; treasurer and
collector, J. D. L. A. Carrlllo:
assessor, Eugenlo Sena; probate judge,
A. Frank; probate clerk, Nlcanor
Baca; school superintendent, Jose Ortiz y Baca; commissioner of the sec
ond district, Ramon Sandoval; com- -

BARGAIN

COUNTER......
are all the latest modes and fancies in

fair guests.

THE DEMOCRATS.

1

AT THE TRIMMING

Big Bargains in Shoes for

z0

No.

e

Back of Postofflce.

.

BARGAIN

Ladles' Tailor-MadSuits, made of various materials: Ettamlne, Canvas
Clsth. and Pebble Cheviot, nicely made and well tailored Jacket, lined with
Bilk, and skirt Percallne lined, moire trimmed and satin band trimming a
regular $15.00 value Carnival Special. Price
$10.00
SILK SHIRT WAIST SUIT
Made of best quality Taffeta Silk, made with straps of folds of silk to
match, in red, blue of green changeabl? or plain, black taffeta three styles
to select from, all sizes 32to 40 Carnival Special Price
$20.00

a Oz
n

3

Consists of a Heavy Panama Suit, Eton or Blouse, Jacket well lined, a
tailored Skirt velveteen bound, nicely tailored Jacket, silk lined, in all sizes
from 32 to 40 this a regular $12.50 suit Carnival Special Price
$7.50

2

O

all man tailored and well fitting

,

Wo

....YOU NEEDNT BE...,

dress or length, lined or unlined, in all the latest models and np
Cheviots, Plain Cloths. Hub Yarn Effects, Snow Flake Cloth,

garments In all colors and values tha'. cannot be matched elsewhere
Prices: $50.00, $40.00, $35.00, $25.00, $20.00 and $15.00.
and to start the Carnival Week Sale la this Department we will make.
special bargains this week.

Notice.
The Rico Cafa serves the best meals
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
orders. 6 cents vp, 111 North First

O

,

to date cloths

--

street.
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Straight Party Ticket and
'
Will Make a Strong Fight
for Success.
The republicans of Eddy county held
an enthusasyc and largely attended
convention at Carlsbad and the first
straight republican ticket ever put up
in that county was framed and is now
before the people. It Is as follows:
Put

-

Albu-querqu-

THE ECONOMIST

EDDY COUNTY REPUBLICANS.

o

San Juan Democrats.
The democratic county convention
of San Juan county was held at Aztec,
every precinct In the county being represented.
A. J. Gllmour, of Flora Vista, was
elected permanent chairman and I. N.
Selph, of Largo, secretary.
e
The follow Inglelegates to the
convention were elected: Geo.
H. Browne, L. C. Grove, M. Mackenzie,
J. E. Manzanares.'
The following were nominated for
county officials: For representative,
Ricardo .Archuleta; county commis
sioner, second district, J. R. Williams;
county commissioner, third district,
George H. Browne; sheriff, E. R. Stewart; collector and treasurer, W, G.
Black; assessor, Boono C. Vaughan;
clerk of the probate court, Joe Prew-ett- ;
probate Judge, Marcelino Garcia;
superintendent of schools, Albert C.
Thomas; surveyor, C. F. Holly.
The following county central committee was named; J. L. Jones, chair
man; A. Rosenthal, secretary; Walter
WILLIAVI FARR.
Von Bruddenbrosk, A. Villman, F. M.
Harrison, John w. Brown, P. M. Sal
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in Fresh mon, Cornello Valdez, W. T. Mullar- and Salt Meats.
key, Leonor Garcia, Frank W. Sharp.
William Farr conducts the largest
Tacs Democrats.
wholesale and retail meat business of
The democratic county convention
any butcher in the southwest. He established his business in 1889, and of Taos county was held recently, evsince that time has built up a trade ery precinct in the county being rep
,
that demands the best of facilities. Ac resented.
Juan Francisco Montoya, of Arroya
cordingly, he has spared no expense
In the equipment of his place, and Seco, was elected permanent presithere is not another establishment of dent, and Patricio Lopez, of Questa,
the kind In the territory that compares and Henry Gonzales, of Taos, secreto the shop and factory he conducts at taries.
The following delegates to the terri217 South Second street.
Some Idea of the magnitude of Mr. torial convention at Albuquerque were
Farr's business may be had from the elected:
Alexander Gusdorf, Antonio Joseph,
fact that, to supply his trade requires
the slaughter of eighty fat beeves, 150 Leandro Archuleta, A. Llebert, H. J.
sheep, 125 hogs and as many veal Young, R. C. Pooler, Porflrlo Abreu,
calves as he can buy every month. At Laurlano Mares, Escolastlco Martinez
the presetn season New Mexico range and Cristobal Mares.
The following were nominated for
stock supplies the demand for cattle,
but during the greater part of the "year county officials:
County commissioner, second disbeeves are shipped in from other
states. The sheep are all grown in trict, Patricio Lopez; county commisthis and adjoining counties. Hogs and sioner, third district, Juan B. Vigil;
calves are bought both locally and are sheriff. R. C. Pooler; collector and
shipped in from other places, in in- treasurer, Sllviano Lucero; assessor,
Clemente Mascareno; clerk of the prostances remote from Albuquerque.
bate court, Henry Gonzales; probate
Mr. Farr does his own slaughtering,
and has abattoir is situated on the out- Judge, Santiago Abreu; superintendent
skirts of the city. It is provided with of schools, Antonio Joseph, Jr.; surveyevery appliance for handling the or, Donaclano Jaramillo.
The convention agreed to endorse
beeves, sheep, hogs, etc., and the utmost regard for cleanliness Is observed from the time the animals are
slaughtered until the emats hang in
the refrigerators at the shop. After
ten days in cold storage, meats are
ready for the block, and the tenrerest
viands of prime beef, mutton, pork
and veal are sold right In Mr. Farr's
shop.
Besides the fresh meats above noted,
Mr. Farr has venison, other game,
poultry, fish and oysters in season,
and carries all kinds of smoked and
cured meats, sausage, etc. All smoked
and cured meats sold are the product
of his own smoke house and curing
room, and he has a steam sausage factory of large capacity. eH also makes
his own lard, which is put up in tin
buckets, bearing his name. He makes
a specialty of this product, in which
his business is so large that he main
tains a box factory, where cans and
buckets are loxed for shipment. His
finer grades of lard are equal to the
best brands of commerce.
He will
make a specialty of mince meat dur
ing the present fall and winter.
Mr. Farr's shop is exceptional in
many respects. The average butcher
shop has the odor oi the meat, whether
tainted or fresh, and if it is not offen
sive it Is nevertheless pronounced
There is no odor to be detected in his
shop. Everything is kept immaculate
ly clean, and the effect is to remove all
factory evidence of the meat shop. The
refrigerator is both the finest and the
largest in the territory. The forward
section has a capacity for half a car of
meat, the middle room accommodates
twice that quantity, and the rear compartment will hold a half car of poik.
All meats are brought in through the
back and are placed in position in the
refrigerator by being suspended on
hooks attached to rollers on overhead
rails and being pushed along until the
desired spot is reached, where they are
left.
William Farr is a native of Missouri,
but lived nearly all his life until he
came to Albuquerque, in California.
He has been here for thirteen years,
and during that time has built up a
trade that covers the entire territory
and a portion of Arizona. He is a man
of praiseworthy
public spirit, and
takes the initiative in all. enterprises
designed for the public weal.

by
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HAWES $3.00 HATS- HATS.
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swinging his massive body which Is so
natural with elephants. Duke Is the
obstinate one of the herd. His brain
Is about as thick as his hide, and teaching him to perform was a task that required the combined efforts of all the
trainers to bring him into his present
form.
These clever animals will be seen In
fhe grand spectacular street parade
which will be given at i o'clock on
the morntug of the exhibition. The
mammoth waterproof tents will bo located at the corner of Railroad avenue
and Sixth streets. .

ALVARAOO.
Greatest Ornament Mui-tur- n
and Indian Collection
Rooms
Albuquerque has every reason to
fori proud of tho Alvarado, with Its
antique Spafilsh'architecture. consti
tuting the most unique and thoroughly
equipped hotel in the southwest. All
credit Is due thr-- Santa Fe, who-b- o
Kencroufly made Albuquerque the po
F.essor of an Institution of this kind,
and under the excellent management
of Fred Harvey it 's complete in all
Hut their ambition
1U appointments.
was higher than the building of a beautiful hotel, and in ccnsequt;nce a build-Incontaining an unrivalled Indian
collection and museum, which any of
our grent cit'es oiilJ be proud cf.
were instated.
Fred Harvey is to bp complimented
In collectins with judicious care, articles or such great rarity and variety.
moEt of which tome of our national
museums would consider splendid acquisitions.
The collection rooms are unique on
account of the artistic arrangement
of a great varkty of rare and valuable
articles. This beautiful and artistic
effect undoubtedly could only be obtained throvgh selection from a large
and valuable stock.
The arrangement of the general display room appeals to the artistic sense
of every visitor. Iarge blankets of
the characteristic designs of the Indians are arranged in a striking manner on the floor; large tables are covered with pottery made by the different tribes; the walls are adorned with
rare, old blankets, baskets, , beaded
wearing apparel, etc., so arranged as
to make this room a most beautiful

The City'

sight

-

v

The next room which Is of particular
Interest In this locality Is the Spanish
room, which contains articles of great-

est value from old Spanish missions
old tapestry, swords, Maximilian china
and many other articles used by the
PpanUh In bygone days.
A room containing relics from Samoa, Maori, Brit'sh New Guinea and
other of the South ' Sea Islands U a
great attraction for those who are
more familiar with our own Indian production.
cupboards filled w'th a great
rarlety of Navajo blankets intersected
by coxy corners decorated with Indian
war bonnets, beaded leggins. wampum bags and other articles which at
some time adorned th great warriors
and their squaws constitute ths artistic arrangement of the modern blanket
room.
The beautiful decorations of the
room containing old blankets, pottery,
etc. Is about to be despoiled to make
a place for the Indian blanket weavers, basket and pottery makers, silversmiths and other skilled Indian workmen, who aro to become an Important
feature of this department.
In addition to this there Is the ethnological and archeologtcal museum,
which contains specimens relating to
the life and custbmsOf Western American Indians, past, and present, and
also the prehistoric pottery and other
articles excavated' from 'the ruins of
the Cliff dwellers.
The collection In the museum cannot be purchased. All these articles
were carefully selected by Dr. Dorsey,
the noted collector of the Columbian
museum. ' The" work of classification
Is now under way and when this Is
completed a printed catalogue will be
Issued describing everything In detail.
New features will be added constantly.
'.i be name Albuquerque Is becoming
Identified with Indian collections and
curios. The tourists who make trips
of sight seeng tbrdugh the southwest
leave the city carrying with them the
memory of having seen the greatest
collection of this kind in the world,

.'

Mr. Thomas' voice could nut be heard
to better advantage than In his selection at Miss Albright's concert, Wednesday night.

SILVER AVENUE STABLE.

Notice of Dissolution.
Notice Is hereby given that the partnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned, under the name of
Model Baking company, has this
If you want reliable Information the
day
been dissolved, D. C. Gardell reupon life Insurance cr.ll on Ralph
tiring, and J. M. Muggley continuing
Room No. 1, N. T. Armijo build- the business. All accounts of
the firm
ing.
will be collected by J. M. Muggley, who w
will assume and pay all outstanding
'
Fresh Candies.
Junt received, a fresh shipment of indebtedness.
J. M. MUGGLEY,
fine candies; also fruits, nuts and
DAVID C. GAUDELL,
cigars, at the New Kngland Bakery,
N. M., Oct. 13,
Albuquerque,
Dated
opposite postofflce.

L. E. Carey, Proprietor.
The Silver Avenue Stable was established by L. K. Carey September 1st
of the present year, and. though not
the largest establishment of the kind
In the city. Is equal in quality of equipment, having Rome of the finest roadsters and saddle horses used for livery
purposes in Albuquerque. There are
at pt eseat nbout a doaen horsffs in the
livery department, together with all
the vehicles and paraphernalia nere.1-sarfor their use. Including road wao
gons, single buggies, phaetons,
8TOVE WORK.
Gentlemen! let us taKe your measGo to E. J. Tost & Co. to have your
etc. Hoarders are also kept
by the day, week or month, at reasan-abl- e stove work done and get a gnod job by ure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
rates, and receive careful atten- competent mechanics.
tion. Feed is sold and horses traded.
Mr. Cary came originally from Independence, Kan., where he was engaged In farming, and before opening
the Silver Avenue stable, ran a livery
establishment on Gold avenue, lie Is
a thorouRh horseman, and keeps only
good stock.
He expects to enlarge
his stable In the near future and add
a nuniier of horses and new riga. Call
up Bell 'phone A22, when you want
prompt livery service.
Hal-lora-

I

Furniture, Crockery or
Glassware

I

'

y

two-seater-

THE

DAY

BEFORE.

(Concluded from page one.)

tanled by their wives and a few are
making this trip their honeymoon, having taken to themselves wive3 since
the past season closed.
Tiie lino up for tomorrow's game
will be as follows:
Albuquerque Kl!ng. of the Chicago
Nationals, or McDonald, of Albuquerque, catcher; James Callahan, of the
Chicago White Stockings; Wicker, of
St. Louts Nationals, and "Kid" Nleh--l3- ,
of Kansas City Western, pitchers;
Frank Chance, Chicago Nationals, first
bafe; Bert Vorhes. Albuquerque, second base; Jimmie Williams. Baltimore,
third base; Joo Tinker, Chicago Nationals, chort stop; McCarty, Cleveland, left field; Shrang, Chicago White.
Htocliings, right field j llatry. Bay of
Cl?veiand, center field."
El Paso Beville, of the" Kansas City
;
'Wyatt Lee, Washing-tonJohn Gibson, Kansas City, Flaherty, Kansas City, pitchers; Mike
Grady, first base; Farrell, St. Louis
Eecond base; "Kid" Lewee, Kansas
City, short stop; name of third base,
man unknown; Miller, Gear and
all of Kansas City,' fielders.
In the official program, which will
be sold on the fair grounds, will bo
found sketches of all the players parIt will
ticipating In the tournament.
tell where they came from, where they
learned to play ball, who they have
played with, where now playing and
where they are to play in future, as
well as telling of their strong points,
in the game. The program Is a very
neat piece of printing and will be a
nice souvenir to take home and keep
for future reference.
Blues.-catcher-

Ker-win-

J.

Largest Wholesale and Retail
Druggists in the Territory.

Therefore Stuart Robson Sues South
ern Railway for 52,000.
Stuart Robson, the actor, who play
ed In Albuquerque a few months ago,
has gone Into the courts at Richmond
to And out whether a time card adopt
ed and published by a railroad com
pany is a contract under which a pas
seneer can secure damages. Mr. Rob
son has sued the Southern Railway
company for $2,000 damages lecause a
train run over that road was behind
time, and luggage, costumes, etc.,
to his company arrived too
late for the company to give a per
Railroad
formance as advertised.
companies never give a guarantee to
run regular trains on schedule time
although guarantees have been given
to deliver a special train at a certain
time from leaving the initial point.

ii
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We are making especial kbargaina
for those who wi3h to prepare for fair
week. If you wish a new bed, mattress or springs, a new rocker, or anything in our line just remember we
have the largest stock to select from of
any firm in the territory at right terms
and prices. Call and inspect our stcck

One of the leading contralto singers

in America today Is Miss Claude Albright, who will sing in Colombo hall
next Wednesday evening. This will be
MisB Albright's last appearance in Albuquerque before going to New York

to enter upon her three years' engage
ment wi'.h Henry T. Savage.

.M,

o
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Go to Scott's, 206 South Second Street,

vjv

raw, stewed and fried.

"
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Be sure to call and see Ralph Hal- loran, manager New York Life Insur
ance company, at Room xso. l, is. i.
A
Armijo building.
o

Home made bread, cakes and pies
at Mrs. Ackers, 501 Keleher avenue.

Uwk
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FAMILY MEDICINES.
Don't save pennies to lose dollars don't be too . economical
when your health's at stake. We
sell drugs and medicines at rea- sonably cheap prices we don't
sell cheap drugs. Anything your
physician prescribes or you order for yourself you'll get no
substitutes, but the genuine arTwenty
ticles, at fair prices.
years' experience In the prescription trade.

j

'

.

MOST MAGNIFICE KNT STOCK OF TOILET ARTICLES.
Invitation to Fair Visitors to Call and get a box cf
Dr. Jos. Gray's Dry Climate Headache Capsules.

GEO. B. WILL1ANS.

Corner Second Street and Gold Avenue.

ALL READY
to cut for your table the choicest meat
delicacies obtainable. Good deal in
the cutting, by tho, way. Many a fine
Bide of beeT, many a leg of mutton is
ruined by inexpert work on the part of
buy the best and
the butcher.
meats arid cut them up with
skill. Need we say more to ask for a
sample order? . ,

Both Wholesale and Retail
you
Do not buy until you examine our stock We can please

PERFORMING ELEPHANTS.
Fargo,. Duke and Hero with Norris
Rcwe'i Shows.
Fargo, Duke and Hero are the three
performing elephants wth the Norri
& Howe big trained animal show whic
Is to appear in this city for one day
nlv on next Thursday. October 16
These three miniature pachyderm
have been taught by Mr. Norris to ie
form many intricate tiieks such
standing on their heads, walking upon
their hind feet, performing in a military drill and playing praifks with the
clowns and trainer, who exhibit them
of
lu the ling. Fargo is the comedian
on
the
looking
always
Is
the trio, and
i.rioi.t cM.. nf everything, arid if lie
was human and had the powers ui
speech he would bt termed an optimideas which
ist. Ho readily graaps the
- Ills
trainer wishes to convey aud is
without a doubt the most intelligent
and greatest performing elephant
alive. Hero, the largest of the three,
leing given
la the opposite of Kargo, remaining
in
to melancholia, and often
vea
oot
lroftrs;
blHjseW
for
ky
a eortter

-
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BALDR1DGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.
SherwIn-WHlia-

Company

ev

Wm. Farr,

it.

f

J. C.

Gas Fitters
Jobbers of Shelf and lleavy Hardware. numbers, Steam and
Tinners and Cornice Makers. "We'buy only in car lots.

Paint Building Paper ALAV';7

ms

Coyers More I Looks Best
est t Most Economical

!

"Wears Long-

SASH,

BLINDS,

PLASTKK
PAINT, Ktf

BORRADAILE & CO...
NEW AND SECOND

HAND HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Furniture

DR. B. BARNES

Crockery,
Granitewear,
Tinware,
Art Squares,
Mattresses,
Springs.
BEDS-ALL
SIZES
IRON
$3.00 UP

.

DENTIST

Albuquerque, N. M.

Room a, N. T. Armijo,

GOODS
HOUSEHOLD
ON EASY PAYMENTS

ICE "

Hf"""

19

'KAif

t
L

G.

TYRRELL

to lecture on

a2frwns

f

!
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MONDAY, OCTOBER

II

117 Gold

60

HOUSE FURNISHINGS
New and Second Hand. "J
Albuquerque N. M.

Avenue

DAY SPECIAL SALE
ON OUR STOCK OF

20

Wagons, Carriages, Buggies, Harness and Saddles.

The First of Seven Unparalleled Attractions to be given
in Colombo Hall under the
auspices of the

El Paso Lyceum Bureau
9

"Fun and Its Functions"

-- az-

5
i

?.

dr&

f ii1

11
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FRANK

DOORS.

Foil Measure I LIME, CKMKNT, GLASS,
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albnqueraue.
1

Albuquerque, New Mexico

South Second Street

Program
Following is the program for the
gold medal contest at the Congrega
tional church Tuesday evening by the
territorial Woman's Chrlstlon Temper
ance union:
Piano Solo Miss Huntzinger.
Pantomime "Lead Kindly Light,'
Misses Carol and Ella Clyce, accompa
nled by Miss Erwin.
Vocal Solo J. Duncan Bell.
Recitations Nos. 1 and 2.
Powers.
Piano Solo-M-lss
Recitations Nos. 3 and 4.
Vocal Solo Miss Houghton.
Collection.
Presentation of medal.
"DIAMOND

STOVES

ten-dere- st

In New Mexico

....-Wliitxi-

j

PRESCRIPTION DRUOQIST
117 W. Bail Boad Ave.

WE H.WE THE LARGEST LINE OF

Last night Frank A. Hubbell on be-- ,
half of the city, was at all trains and
elcomed the crowd of democrats to
the territorial convention. Mr. Hub-bel- l
leads a strenuous political life,
and Is always ready to do the right
thing at the right time.
Through a letter received by Mrs.
Edward Grunsfeld, the engagement of
Charles Stern, of Philadelphia, to Miss
Rose Sidenback, of the same city. Mr.
Stern, who is a brother of Mrs. Grunsfeld, Is well known in this city, as he
was formerly in business here.
J. M. Wilcox, representing the Chi
cago Photo company, has opened up a
studio in Old Town, east of the plaza
He Is here for the purpose of securing
number of New Mexico views for
magazines. From here be will go to
the Grand Canyon in Arizona, and
thence to Alaska.

,

m

Visitsrc to the Fair.
will find the New England Bakery
headquarters for fine pastry, fresh
bread, pies, cakes, etc. Also lunches
Hot coffee at all
and short order.
hours. Open day and night. Also confections. New England Cafe, opposite
Anthony Xydias, propriepoetofTlee.
tor.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

jutant.

f.

O. W. STRONG & SONS

Armijo building, northwest corner Sec
ond street and Railroad avenue.

for oysters

J

-

o

Now la your opportunity to have your
policy explained, Room No. 1, N. T.

Orders taken for every known make
There will be the regular monthly of stovea and ranges. Albuquerque
meeting of Ballut Abyad Temple, A. A. Hardware com'W.
O. N. M. S. this evening at Masonic
hall. Visiting nobles cordially invited.
L. H. Cham-berliH. H. Tilton, potentate.
recorder.
There will be a regular meeting of
G. K. Warren post, In Knights of Pythias hall, tomorrow evening, October
All comrades are
14, at 1:30 p. m.
cordially Invited to meet with us. J. W.
Edwards, P. C. W. W. McDonald, ad

TRAIN WAS LATE.

H. O'Rielly and Co.

SEASON TICKETS:
1
$2.00
Entire Course
Scats on sale at O. A Mat son a and?
( Hall & Learnard'a.

s

Bain Wagons, $75.10.
Buggies for $58.00.
Spring Wagons, $38.20.
We will save you money.
Get our prices before you buy

.J.

Korber & Co.,
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BEAUTIFUL

.THE FAIR....

Fair Visitors Are Feasting Their Eyes
on Something Nice,

ESTABLISHED 1886.
!

Crockery, Glassware and
China in all its branches.
Graniteware, Unionware, Delf-warTinware, Table Cutlery,
Lamps, Tea and Coffee
the best with premium.
i

Give ns a call.

WINDOWS.

.

'ARTISTIC DECORATIONS.

'

C

The merchants of the city are show
their public enterprise In the way
of bealtiful windows, which will make
e.
a lasting and pleasing Impression on
the visitors during the fair.
A window that attracts the eye of
the stylish gentleman Is to be seen
at E. h. Washburn's
Everything that
Is up to date for men is on exhibition,
and for sale The effect of colored
l!ghts beaming through flowers is very
beautiful.'
The Seranton, Pa., Correspondence
schools have, a neat display of draw
ln.es and cuts of the work of the
schools on exhibition at Ruppe'a drug
store.
At the store of Albert Faber one Is
greeted by very prettily decorated win.
dows of tapestry, fancy work, cushions
and a fine line of carpets.
in beautiful costume offset
CO, byLadles
KELLY
contrasting colors of white, blue
and "lavender. Intersected by everything that charms and pleases the la(Incorporated)
dles, constitutes the window at the
Golden Rule.
The Fair has a very unique window
WHOLESALE
GROCERS of Alvarado souvenirs. Small cups
and saucers, china slippers and small
dishes of a variety of shapes are ar
. ...Wool,' Hides,
ranged in a very pretty manner. The
Mjuvenlrs are all of blue china with a
email picture of the Alvarado in- a
W handle
prominent position.
K. C. Baking Powder,
The Jaffa Grocery company have
Navajo Blankets,
r.n appetising window that cannot fall
Curtice Canned Good,
to appeal to the tastes of the most parColorado Lard and Mesta.
ticular. Ferndall canned goods, olives
spices, pickles and in fact the finest
Houaea at
line of fancy groceries that can be
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI seen on exhibition. A very striking
contrast of pink and green paper spirVEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
als gives prominence to the display.
ETA, N. M.
The latest styles in shoes arranged
In an artistic manner does not fail t
catch the glances and hold the attention of the sight seers at C. May's
shoe store.
All those articles that appeal to the
sense of beauty of the ladies are to be
found on exhibition in the windows at
the Economist.
Vaces,
cut glass and ornaments that are pleasing to the sight
are to be seen In the beautiful decorated windows at H. E. Fox's jewelry
Ing

J. W. MALETTE
GROSS,

I J if ( i

li

&

Pelts

.

''""my

B
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FOR YOUR NEW HOME.

0000000)30000000003
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Carpets are an Important consideration, and, when on a 'carpet or rug
buying expedition, It will be a good
thing for you to see our store and buy
from us. Frankly, what we have not
in thhe carpet and rug line, is not
worth the having. We would like to
have you put us on trial.
See our new patterns In Navajo and
Smyrla Rugs they are beauties.

bric-a-bra-

West End Viaduct
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue

ed.

great time

Is expected by the
and people who accompanied
them from the reservation.
There will be about 2on Indians here
This expedition
during th? fair.
brought only about seventy, the others
are on the road and will arrive during
the day or tonight.
Col. D. K. B. Sellers and his family
accompanied the party and will be In
the city all week.
A

Tickets for Elk ball for sale at The
Economist.
'

--

Reliable

at

Goods

Lowest

Possible

Prices.
Children's mittens 10c to 25ct
Boys' gloves 25c to 43c.
Ladies' mittens 15c to $1.
Infant Zephyr bootees 10c to 25c.
An A-- l stock of hosiery 10c to 25c. '
Patent medicines, all dollar sizes
90c, 50c sizes at 45c, 25c sizes at 20c.
Porous plasters at 15c.
Buggy whips that-givsatisfaction
10c to $1.
Paper covered novels 5c.
Stove shovels 5c to 25c.

Lanterns

50c.

Our grocery department Is a complete grocery store.
"Diamond G" high patent flour made
at Lamar, Colorado, $1.15. Why pay
more?
Van Camp's soaps 10c.
THE MAZE.
WM. KIEKE, Prop.

'

Learnard's booth will be one
A unique and t!mely
display of of the features of the exhibit hall. It
alarm clocks adorn the window of S, Is artistically decorated and they will
Vann & Son's Postal Pharmacy. An display several of their instruments,
Inspiration, which Is an Improvement
"DIAMOND ICE."
on Tennyson, tells the story of the
window, which la "no false alarm."
One of the most delightful events of
While windows are being filled with fair week will be the concert at
those articles that appeal to one's arhall, Wednesday evening, by
tistic taste, yet we cannot overlook Miss Claude Albright, assisted by the
those articles of daily use, a fine line best musical talent of the city.
of fancy soaps and toilet articles,
Oysters
which J. H. O'Rielly & Co. so generously displays.'
served in any style at the New Eng
store.;- -

Futrelle Furniture Co.

was met at old town by a delegation
consisting of J. H. O'Rielly, C. C. Hall,
n. S. Rodey. C. F. Myers, A. B.
Maynard Gunsel and the Fourteenth cavalry, under command of
Capt. K. Walker and Lieut. Reed.
Following the troopers was the
Kalian band. Then came the Indians,
picturesque In their gaudy finery, blankets and head wear. All along the
line could be heard the characteristic
chant which fills one with a feeling of
mystery. Over a hundred Indian ponies
were In the parade, kept Into line by
stveral cowboys.
Freighters loaded with blankets,
lilies, curios, fruits, and all kinds of
products, which are to be placed In
exhibition, form a large part of the
cutfit on its march.
The expedition was In charge of
Richard. John, Clay and Winn Wether-il- i
and John Hyde. They reported the
trip one of success and pleasure.
The caravan camped at Cnrrales last
night. Around great camp fires the
Indians spent the evening In wld singing and dancing.
A large corral will be formed with
the wagons as soon as they are unload-

Hall

&

.

DECORATIVE

'

EFFECT
la a most important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and best results are!
obtained from artistic designs and!
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooch
es, pins, etc, are of that high arti
and quality found only in Jewelry o.'
iae nucst make.

Mrs. McCreight,. on South Second
street. Is displaying some exquisitely
fine pattern and domestic hats in her
window.
A choice display of gents' clothing
lu Simon Stern's windows is bound to
win favor In the eyes of those who deJEWELER.
sire quality above everything else.
Mike Mandell has spared no efforts
Watch inspector A., T. ft S. F.
in making his store a sight that is sure
and S. F. P. Railroads.
to bring forth praise from the exacting public. Stylish fabrics of the lat. is. .
.
1 1 1 11 11 1 1
f .?
est In men's clothing fills the windows.
2
a--M.
E. J. Post A Co. have hit upon a
WHOLESALE DEALER IN
clever Idea of electric display. A large
J
target illuminated by electric lights,
throws Its search light rays In such a
g
manner as to make it a target for evA SPECIALTY OF THE
ery eye. The window contains a praisej
worthy display of firearms and am5
munition. The electric effect of the
stoves in the other window is unique
USED IN ALL FAMILIES.
and timely.
OUTSIDE ORDERS SOLICITED
Foster's .millinery window brings
forth many comments from the ladies
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.
who admire pretty styles In the line
of hats and bonnets.
A beautiful arch of yellow and purple forms the background of a window
of stylish ladies' cloaks and hats at B
Ilfeld & Co.'s, which is one of special
merit and receives many long wistful
looks.
Full of sights is the window of A. A.
Winterer
at Runpe'g drug store. It Im
1901
snug
for
reached
10,000
business
amount
the
of
coffee
fancy
Oar
proves
sight to take look at this
the
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and in order to do ao we are
window.
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
The prices in the well decorated
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
window of dry goods at L. B. Stern's
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
are the most attractive features.
at prices to suit from 20 centa np. Our S5 cent blend we consider equal
A line of decorations for decorators
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
constitute the display at the Racket.
Satisfaction can be the only result
As to teas. Everyone knows that w keep the very best to be had
of a look at the prettily decorated
In the territory.
millinery window of Mrs. Shoemaker
on Gold avenue.
The Indian tepee with the camp fire
214 W. Railroad Ave
burning, Illuminated by electric lights
produces a very picturesque Indian
window at the Hyde Exploring compa
ny on South First street. Mr. McGaffey
has an artistic eye for pretty effects.
Many are the windows which show
ARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS careful skill and artistic taste in decorations. Every merchant has an en
119 RAILROAD AVE.
tiiely different style of showing hlc
Only shop in town w". ;ch employs best goods, which produces a variety
first class workmen.
of beautiful and praiseworthy splits.
Mention of other windows which are
Thirty years' experience in selecting the latest novelties In the worthy of special mention will be
finest
Imported
Worsteds and written up from day to day.
Tweeds. Goods from all Jhe leadSAN JUAN CARAVAN.
ing cloth firms of Europe and
America.
Reached the City This Morning and
11 II
The best cloth display for Fall
Made a Fine Parade.
and Winter in Mexico.
people thronged
Crowds of cagi-We solicit your patronage, gen- the streets this morning to witness the
tlemen dressers. Satisfaction guar- entrance of the San Juan expedition
anteed or no salt.
Into the city. The caravan of red men

T. Y. MAYNARD,

t
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BERGER
High Grade Flour and Candies
FAMOUS EMPRESS FLOUR
'

Still a Growing

A. J. 1V1AL0Y,

ooocoeoocooo

Jt lsgs&

Frank Tomei & Bros.

Co-lom-

land Bakery, opposite postofflce.
o

'

Don't put off until tomorrow what
you can do today, but call at Room No.
1. N. T. Armijo building, Ralph Hal
loran, manager New York Life Insur
ance company.
o

The popular and enterprising music
dealers. Hall & Learnard, have Just re
celved a thousand caps, to be distrlbut
ed gratis. Ask for one.
Prof. Tom Kinsley, of Denver who
appears at Colombo ball on Thursday
night, October 16, at the Athletic club
smoker, arrived Sunday night. He
will finish his light work here and says
that he was never In better condition
In his life. Those going to the smoker
Tickets
will be royally entertained.
on sale at Matson's book store. Admis
sion $1, $1.50 and $2.
Tickets were placed on sale for Miss
Claude Albright's concert this morning
at Matson's store on Railroad avenue
Acorn base burners.

The

world's

standard. Whitney Comapny.
Boys' shoes a big assortment at

M.

o

F. A. Jones, t. M C E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Survey
Albuquerque, N. M.

Correspondence

solicited.
i
Gentlemen! order your new suit
now of the Nettleton Tailoring agency
and be well dressed fair week.
'

-

o

.

Have your nouse wen ventilated by
using a Peninsular base burner.
Whitney Company.
o

-jjiamona Ice, rtriivered in any
quantity and at all times during the
day. Southwestern ltrewery
Ice Co.

Carpenters' and

Note
All classified advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 16 cents.
In order to insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than 3 o'clock p. m. '
PERSONAL PMOPERTY LOANS.

ALBERT

HONEY TO LOAN
On

Headquarters

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels, also cn
Salary. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time Is given.
Witnout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain in your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
'
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railro-.- d Avenue.
FOR RENT.

FOR RENT Furnished rooms, i06
North Arno street.
FOR RENT Elegant furnished rooms
cheapest rent in city. Postofflce
building.
FOR RENT Fine furnished rooms,
from $1 per week up; everything
new; near shops and new freight
depot. Antonio Trosello, 1005 South
Second street.
FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for
light house keeping, 622 West Railroad avenue. Enquire in brick part.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms.
810 South Third street.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
light housekeeping between Second
and Third streets. Call at 203 West
TIJeras avenue.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE Good family driving horse
and harness at a bargain, 1036 South
Broadway.
FOR SALE A fine Art Garland heating atove. Call at 623 North Fourth

street.

FOR SALE A good family driving
horse, with buggy and harness. Inquire of Charlea Conroy, Highland
grocer.
FOR SALE A flnetoned high grade
piano, elegant case, at a sacrifice, it
taken immediately, as party la leaving town. Inquire at this office."
FOR SALE CHEAP Horse, buggy and
harness. W. U Wood, 114 Huning
avenue.
FOR SALE About seventy-fiv- e
live
live pigeons. Address Oscar Llffre-ing- ,
Bernardo, N. M.
FOR SALE Several Dearticul homes
and city lots. These are bargains
and must be seen to ts appreciated
No trouble to show property. See
Jno. W. McQuade.
WANTED.
WANTED Position by young man as
office assistant; bookkeeper
and
clerk; experienced. Address H., this

o

FABER,

30S RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU
for Carpets, Linoleum, Mattrng,' Curtains, Blanketa and';
House Furnishing Goods.

f,

i fromfe

5

i

Blankets..

Now, you will need them, as
the nights grow cooler. The
blanket offerings we are now
making are something no economical housekeeper can afford .
to miss. In the lot are white
and colored blankets, cotton and
bed
down filled comforters,
spreads and pillows, all offered
at substantial money savings.
Blankets from 60c to $15.00 a
pair.
Comforters from $1 to $12.50
each.

ill
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A. A WINTERER

OPTICIAIN

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO FILLING OCULIStS' PRESCRIP
TIONS AND FRAME FITTINGS.
.

EYES TESTED FREELouis,
St.

For the Past Twelve Years Optician wfth A. S. Aloe
307 RAILROAD AVENUE, with B. RUPPE,
i
ALBUQUERQUE, ,

CO.,

ESTABLISHED

"OLD RELIABLE"

Mo.

DRUGGIST.
NEW MEXICO

t

1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
CarrUa th Largest
ana
EstMsive
Stock l

Flour, grain
and Provision!.

net

Staple Groceries

Car lots a apedalty.

leaad seatkweet.

FARfl AND FREIQHT WAGONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

office.

WANTED At once, a good cook at
the Commercial restaurant.
WANTED Pupils In Spanish. Address
Prof. Montoya, Old Albuquerque.
WANTED Family washing, Ironing
and plain sewing neatly done. Apply
721 8outh Fourth street.
WANTED Family cook for three
grown persons; middle aged woman
wanting
permanent
comfortable,
home preferred. Hotel and restau
rant cooks need not apply. Address
C. B. Allaire, San Antonio, N. M.
WANTED Good girl for general
housework. Apply to this office.
WANTED Girl for general house
work. Two in family. 701 Roma
avenue.
WANTED Two teachers at $40 a
month or better. Apply to Frank A
Hubbell, county school superintend'
ent.
WANTED Good girl for cooking and
housework; good wages. Inquire at
.
Citizen office.
WANTED Ten men In each state to
travel, tack signs and distribute sam
pies and circulars of our goods. Salary $60 per month; $2.75 per day for
expenses. National Soap Works, Chi
cago.
WANTED Graduated music teacher
wishes pupils; references given. Ad
dress 1303 University Hill.
WANTED Active Catholic lady to
work at home; $36 paid for 12 days'
trial; permanent if satisfactory,
John Engwall, Lakeside Bldg., Chi
cago.
WANTED By manufacturing house,
reliable person to travel, calling on
retail merchants and agents. Local
territory. Positon permanent. Business successful and rushing. Salary
$1024 a year guaranteed and all expenses. Previous experience nn- necessary. Address.Standard House.
Caxton Building, Chicago.
WANTED Five young men from Ber
nalillo county at once to prepare for
positions in the government service,
Apply to Inter-StatCorres. Inst,
Cedar Rapids. Ia.
--

Mandeh's.

.

CLASSIFIED ADS.
'

'

e

nm ninists' tools of
Alliuqu- ri'ie
Hardware

ITIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

-U. S. DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-peand Santa Fe Railway Companies.
$$00,000.00
Authorized Capital
,$200,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits.. ,,

ka

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W.

'

" '

Flournoy' vice presi-

dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
-- -- - -- - AB. McMillan.

H. F. Raynolds,

Residence, Automatic, 'Phone 209.
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

LOCAL' UNDERTAKER

COMHERCIAL

SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

"

CLUB BUILDINU.

00Ce)OeXDC0OOCOeXro
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO BEARRUP BROS. & CO.

Wool Pullers, Tanners
and Manufacturers
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

We manufacture Leather Pants, Coats, Moccasins, Blacksmith
Aprons, and make Angora Rugs.
We do Custom Tanning of Hides, Skins and Furs. Satisfaction
guaranteed. We pay the highest prices for Pelts which we Use in
making our leather goods.
Don't fail to examine our exhibit at the fair.

MISCELLANEOUS.
IMPROVED
Automatic Gaslighter,
lights gas without matches; Just imported; sensational marvel. Sample
MONEY TO LOAN.
25c, dozen $1.50. Don't delay; get
On diamonds, watrnes, etc., or any
some today. Hamburger Gaslighter
good security; also househoM goods
Co., 79 Fifth avenue, Chicago.
stored with me; strictly confidential.
SAMPLE AND CLDB BOOM,
Highest cash price puid for household
Demlng. the coming city of New
joods. Automatic 'phone 120.
Finest
T. A. WHITTEN'. 114 Gold avenue Mexico.
WhlskUs,
Iteming water Is chemically pure-e-qual
o
JOSEPH BAKNETT, Prop.
Brandies,
to Polan Springs.
Fresh Cut Flowers,
120 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerqae.
Wines, etc.
Demlng water and pure ozone make
IVES, THE FLORIST.
strong and healthy people.
No tuberculosis preservalina or colDemlng has a magnificent school
oring in Matthews' Jersey milK.
system.
Tin, rraivanlzed Iron and copper
Demlng, the railroad center of New
Mexico.
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
Demlnr. the gateway to the best ny.
art of Old Mexico.
R. P. HALL. Proprietor
Mexican drawn work in endless vaWindow shades m ail colors and riety at Albert Faber'a, 305 Railroad
idtts at Albert Faber's. 306 Railroad vnnue.
'Too and B asu Cartings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings. Pulleya,
Demmg! Don't overlook It if you
Demlng is a great health resort-h- as
Grade bars, Batblt Metal; Columns and iron Wonts for Building;'
are looking for a sale and paying
no superior in climate for the cure
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
;t
of pulmonary troubles.
FOTJNDRY HIDE RAILU01"3 TBACX, AvUQCERQUT, Jf. U.
all kinds.
company.

ococoeooooooocecc
TH 1

...

ST. ELMO

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN MOMMY? OCTOBER 13 1Q02

The Montezuma....
Savings, Loan and

BuildingAssociation
220 West Gold avenue,
Albuquerque, N. M.

I

employed hauling fruit, now mostly
winter apples, from here to Durango, )
and all the men. women and boys are
engaged In packing and caring for it.
One llg orchardist says he cannot pos
sibly get his crop oft the trees, with all
the help he can get, before November
10, and many others are In the same,
are
fix. More experienced packers
badly needed.
Wednesday the San Juan county ex
hibit for the territorial fair at Albu
querque was loaded and started. It
teams and
consisted of twenty-fou- r
wagons and will reach Albuquerque by
October 13. About ten teams loaded
with passengers on light wagons will
leave Wednesday and will overtake
the freight in time to enter the city as
a caravan. About 200 Navajos will
also accompany them, in charge of
Richard Wetherill. The display Is un
der the charge or the Hyde Exploring
Expedition.
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J. M. flOORE
(ESTABLISHED 1880.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans
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ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
IN8URE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATE8. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS

SAN MARCIAL.

a safe and convenient
repository for small monthly savings and
to loan these savings on first mortgage real
estate on the monthly repayment plan, and
respectfully solicit your patronage.
Its business is to offer

I

... Directors . . .
A. B. McHUIen

J.
8H0T

F. A: Hubbeli

C. Baldridge

M. W. Flournoy

Special Correspondence.
San Marclal, N. M., Oct. 10. John
Becker, of Itelen, was in the city yesterday looking around San Marclal.
Messrs. Leandro Baca and H. Jose
E. Torres came down from Socorro
yesterday morning.
Harley Foultz returned from a trip
in Kansas last Wednesday evening.
where he has been spending a few
weeks.
Charles Allen, a merchant of Chlor
ide, came In yesterday overland after
a supply of goods.
P. B. Dalies, of Belen, was down
from Belen today bujJng up wool.
M. Cooney, mayor of Socorro, came
in from his ranch late last night,
where he has been looking around his
sheep ranch.
E. E. Thurgood returned from.Engle
yesterday morning, where he has been
looking after his cattle interest.
CHAVES COUNTY
A

Fatal Accident at Gardiner Coal Camp
Latt Sunday.
Last Sunday afternoon at Gardiner
Joe Robinson, a youth of about 16
years, accidentally shot and killed his
little 6 year old brother, Ralph.
Joe was shooting at a mark when
his brother ran in front of the gun
Just as it was discharged, the bullet
striking its victim In the back of the
head and coming out in the forehead.
The little fellow lived several hours
after the accident, but was unconscious until death.
.
The father of the two boys is Kyer
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Albuquerque Abstract Company
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Our Specialty is Photographs of Children
We
.

al&o

make portraits of older children.

Whi!e at the fair be sure to visit

BUTM AIM'S STUDIO
215 RAILROAD

Very Strong Ticket for the County

The republicans of Chaves county
met at Roswell and named the fallow
ing candidates for county offices:
Representative, E. B. Homan; sheriff,
W. J. Wilson; probate clerk, Harry H.
Hinde; assessor, W. P. Turner; treas
urer and collector, Capt. J. W. San- sqm; probate judge, Karl A. Snyder;
superintendent of schools, Robert Kel- lanin; surveyor, k. u. uaicom; com
missioners, W. Grant Chapman and A.
E. Macy.

Robinson, who is employed in the coal
mines at Willow Arroya, and at the
time of the accident he was away from
home.
Joe carried bis unconscious brother
for some distance to his home, and
medical aid was summoned, but to no
effect the shot being fatal.
The funeral of little Ralph was held
Tuesday afternoon in Raton, and the
Johnston's 8tare Line.
Will leave every Tuesday morales
body was Interred in Fairmont ceme
for the Jemex Hot 8prings and return
tery. Range.
on Thursdays.
One regular trip a
week and extra trips when ordered.
Fruit Wagons and Indians.
Leave orders at Sturges European ho
JAw. T. JOHNSTON.
A dispatch to the Denver News, from tel.
Farmlngton, says:
The Peninsular is a heater and ven
Fully fifty teams are kept constantly tilator. Whitney Company.

5

AVENUE.

AVENUE.
IN THE CITY.
.
CENTRALLY LOCATED..
REGULAR MEALS 25c
MEALS AT ALL HOURE
SHORT ORDERS IN PROPORTION.
We serve the best the market affords both in meats and
vegetables, and the cooking is unsurpassed by any restaurant
On the principal
In the city. Try us once and bo convinced.
street next door east of the 8k Elmo saloon. The street
cars pass in front of our building.

WHOLESALE DEALERS

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies

....CONEY ISLAND RESTAURANT....
118

...Bachechi & Giomi... !

WEST RAILROAD

' THE DEST RESTAURANT

J
j

WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST. ORPRICES
DERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
GIVEN ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENTS FOR LEMP'8 ST.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.

CO0riC

BACHECHI

ALBU0UERQUE

Planing nil! Co.,
.

107 and 109 8.

eoe
ocoooooocoooookj:

NO NAME STORE

GIOMI
Albuquerqus, New Mexico.

First Street,

RUPPE,

B.

SELVES

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
WK9r

&

000Ot)0OfKOC00C000000(

MANUFACTURERS OF

Sssli, Dcors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures.

TRUSS.,

')woooooMK

PRESCRIPTIONS

ZEIGER CAFE

I

i.:c:ir.

COCL.
r.ajy to Wcjr.
o pressuru ou
lips or Dack.
!9iinderfttraps.
ever moves.

QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

Needing household novelties should
call at the

-

000X0OOOC0

Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kinds to Order.
Mail Orders Solicited.

Fair Visitors

Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

HIS FIRST PANTS.

Offices.

W. H. Gillenwater

HIS BROTHER.

REPUBLICANS.

N

AND

LuvercsC

Hernia
whb ComlorU

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINCST WHISKIES. IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WINS A COGNAC
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
L Mst rno Beet Imported and Domestic Cigars

0xyj)eX0e00eX30eX3X30K0

Mutual Telephone 143.

Railroad Avenue,

Albuquerque
i

Mills
BelenANDRoller
ELEVATOR

t

Subscribe for The Citizen

SPRINGER & Co., Prop's.
No. 116 West Gold Ave.

,L. H.

rvv L rtri.1

Just received for the inspection of
visitors a

with

.ViJx.

AssDt i.vTios

JL

Hal

& ROWE'S BIG SHOWS
The One Great Tented Amusement Enterprise That Fulfills Its
Every Promise. Will Exhibit in Albuquerque, in EnorTents, at the corner of
mous Water-proo- f
Railroad Avenue and Sixth Strett, on

Large Stock of
16th
Fancy Chinaware Thursday, October
at
One Klg Performance
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o
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When you want to buy Flour and Bran,, or want to
Wheat, write to

Bell

BELEN, N. M.

JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

Headquarters for Notions, Novelties and FancyGoods.

o
o
o
o
o
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TOYS FOR THE LITTLE ONES.
s

a
Si.

Lit.,

J? PALMER.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.

Confetti, Masks and Horns for Carnivals for sale.

Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention

Pure Light Brabma Eggs for Hatching

Outside Orders Solicited.

501

L. H. SPRINGER (2 Co.,

Proprietors.

500 Performing Anfmals 500
Yunry Clowns
30

-- 30

100
100 All New Feature
Watch forthe4r newmoDster street parade 10:30 a.m
Four times bigger and better than ever.
g

Prices: Adults, 60c; Children, 25c

North

Flrt

Albuqueraue

Street

loti & Gradi

-

AND

Telephone S47.

Mezice,

Flour, Feed, ProvUiona, Hay
Imported French and Italian

DEALERS IN

GROCERIES

Nw

Goods.
LIQUORS.

S,UageoUfo,5a. AatoaloU..

Tnm dellTery to el l parts of the city.

sit Ill, ill Mortt Tkird ttreel
.
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REPUBLICAN

RESOLUTIONS

"
J

'

the conduct of that army under the
most trying circumstances of climate
and conditions to have been most
praiseworthy

and humane.

We

de-

Strong Endorsement cf National and nounce as unworthy of the name those
Americans who have assailed that
Territorial Administrations,
'army and sought to bring discredit
upon the gallant officers and men who
sre upholding our flag in that
ANDREWS THANKED BY
j

TAKE
ALL YOU

AFTER 18 "YEARS'fXPERIENCEj

far-awa-

CONVENTION

the Clothing, business in
Albuquerque we have prov- en that the following brands
of Merchandise are the very
best andwe recommend them
In

country.

"10. Wo affirm that the republican
party
is the first and only one to take
The territorial republican convection
any practical steps toward the sup- at Raton,v October 10, adopted the fol- prcsslon or control of the
lowing 6trcn5 resolutions:
("Trusts," or unlawful combinations of
'capital. The Sherman law passed by
"The republican party of New
by its representatives in conven- - 'congress in 1S90 has not proved ade- .
.e,mnncan
tion assembled, before proceeding vith ",am: lo mo .uu .mt
,t3
President
thro"
"d law
together,
the work which has celled u3
by every legal
deem It proper and fitting that wc.offlcer8' ,8 endeavoring
""nMnatloni
should as cuch representative lKdy iw'ftn8- to con!stan

WANT

I

They will remind you of
HAPPY HOURS.
I

.

Will Develop Your Films

Buy a Kodak and

Brockmeier
118

- a"fl
e8'10clal bI!1
profoundly deplore tic untimely death 'hcre
8 now
framed to be presented at
of President McKinlcy. which shocked
congress for that purpose,
the world only a year ago. and that we the coming
we denounce m willful fal.shood.,
should pay a silent tribute to that
great American and truest exponent of all charges made by the democratic
i
In
the principles of cur party whom we party, that the republican rorty
so highly eulogized ct our last conven- favor of, or In any manner friendly to
suc'j combinations of capital
tion.
"The work which then received our
The following cpecial resolutions
encomiums was more lasting and far were offered by Hon. R A. Hubbell:
reaching than we th.cn 'knew, and the,
"Resolved, That the thanlis of the
noble character of William McKinley republican party of the territory ot
and the deeds he wrought for the wel- New Mexico be, and they hereby are,
fare and glory of his country are more tendered to every member of the
enduring then the stately monuments
congretig of the United States,
now being raised by the people to his who by his vote, his sympathy, and his
memory. As a citizen, a model of in- work, aided in the passatre of the omtegrity and domestic virtue; as a nibus statehood bill, for the admission
statesman, the author of the practical of Oklahoma. New Mexico and Arizona
system which has made his name a to the union as states, through the
synonym for prosperity.
As a presi- house of representatives, and to the
dent, wlBe and strong, bringing togeth- placing of the sane In the splendid
er hostile Interests and conflicting sec- position it now occupies In the United
tions, until at his tragic death there States senate; and in this regard we
was but one lament, and a common desire to particularly mention and
sorrow for the great, wise and good thank Hon. William S. Knon, of Mas
man who had gone. Let us rise and sachueetts, chairman of the house
stand with bowed heads and sorrowing committee on territories. Hon. Joseph
hearts in memory of our great leader. C. Sibley, of Pennsylvania, aud United
"1. Be Is Reselved, That we again States Senator Matthew S. Quay, of
endorse the national republican plat- Pennsylvania, for their untiring zeal
upon in behalf of said measure, and their
form adopted at Philadelphia,
which President McKinley and Theo- disinterested, able, and patriotic work
dore Roosevelt were clecjed, and un In and about tne same.
And be it
der which prosperity has continued in further
our land; our prestige fias been In
"Resolved, That the secretary of
creased abroad, and a new republis this convention be, and he hereby is,
has been added to the nations of the requested to send duly certified copies
world. By the wise and patriotic ad of this resolution to each of the gen
of President McKinley tlemen last above named, and a copy
ministration
and its continuance by his successor. tc the speaker of the house of repre
American industries have prospered as sentatives, and the president pro tern
never "before and our commerce has pore of the United States senate."
expanded until the world is our
Special resolution No. 2:
"Be It resolved by the republican
"2. That we recognize in President party of the territory of New Mexico,
Roosevelt a fit successor to President in representative convention assem
McKinley faithfully carrying out his bled at Raton, N. M., on this 10th day
policies and when new emergencies of October, A. D. 1902, that the sincere
arise meeting them with the strong thanks of the republican party of New
courage of conviction; and we believe Mexico, and of the whole people of the
President Roosevelt has shown that territory, in so far as this convention
he deserves the position which he now can tender the same, be, and they are
holds, by the suffrages of the people, hereby tendered to Hon. W. H. An
Instead of by statute. We heartily drews, of Sierra county. New Mexco,
favor his nomination for president In for his untiring zeal, aide work, and
1904, when we hope to cast for him persistent efforts and aid rendered to
our first electoral vote.
the delegates from Oklahoma, New
"3. We most heartily endorse the Mexico and Arizona, and consequently
administration of Governor Otero in to the people of these territories, in
the territory of New Mexico, which and about the passage through the
has resulted In improving our financial house of representatives of the Fifty- standing and moral credit at home and seventh United States congress of the
abroad. It has Induced new capital to omnibus statehood bill for the admiscome into the territory and protected sion of those territories into the union
what was already here. Especially do as states, and In and about the bring
we endorse his personal and official ing of the said bill Into the splendid
efforts to improve the method of as- condition and position it is now in for
sessments and taxation, which have re- passage at the short session of the
mil- said present congress, in the United
sulted in adding one and one-hal- f
lion dollars to our tax rolls for the States senate. And be it further
present year. His official and personal
"Resolved, That the secretary of
conduct has been subjected ' to the this convention be, and he hereby is,
most searching scrutiny by two presi- requested to transmit a duly certified
dents and two United States senators, copy of this resolution to the present
with the result that It has been ap- address of Mr. Andrews."
proved by them, and on that result we
8peclal resolution offered by Colonel
sincerely congratulate him'.
Heman:
"4. We endorse our delegate to con"Resolved, That we, the republican
gress, Hon. B. S. Rodey. for his earn- of New Mexico, in convention assemest and untiring efforts on behalf of bled, do hereby thank the Hon. B. S.
the territory, not only in Washington, Rodey for the noble and energetic
but wherever he might be, and espec- laliors that ho has done for the terriially for his tireless exertions to se- tory of New Mexico to advance her
cure us statehood, which have resulted cause for statehood. And be it
In getting us nearer that deserved posi"Resolved, That we most earnestly
tion than ever but once before. We thank Senator Matthew S. Quay, of
urgently pray the honorable senate of Pennsylvania, and the Hon. W. H. An
the United States to at once take up drews, late of Pennsylvania, but now
and pass the bill now before it for our of New Mexico, for the noble and earnadmission as a state.
est assistance they have extended to
"5. We denounce the so called our delegate to congress in his efforts
Stephens or Culbertson bill now pend-n- to gain for us statehood."
in congress, which is aimed to deny
The convention also passed a resolu
us the use of our waters for the ben tion thanking the people of Raton for
efit of certain individuals In Texas the many courtesies extended to the
and Mexico and we earnestly pray, as delegates of the convention.
a matter of right and justice, that the
government cause its suit now pendMADAME PHILIPPS,
ing to prevent the storage of water at
Will Close Out October 18.
the Elephant Butte dam, to be withdrawn in order that this great work of
internal improvement may proceed.
"C. We extend our hearty thanks to
congress for the passage of the bill establishing reservoirs in the western
states and territories, aud hail it is
a long step in the direction of recognizing the claims of the west for assistance which has been so long monopolized by the east.
No. 21o South Second Street.
"7. We pray that congress may so Is closing out her hair dressing and
amend the act donating lands to the manicuring parlors.
Switches, wigs
territory that the sale and leasing of and bangs, powders, creams and hair
the same may not be restricted as now tonics all will be sold at a great
in order that we may derive more immediate revenue fro the benefit of our
common schools and public institutions.
"8. Resolved. That we regard the
coal oil inspection law as detrimental
to the best interests of the people of
our territory and we recommeud its repeal at the earliest iiosuiMe moment.
"9. We believe the acton of congress in the government of the Philippines to be wise, just and humane; and
must result in great ultimate good
to thoe people; and that retention of
the army there is a necessity, caused
Ly their own acts, and for which thty I
e believe mat
atoue are repontiuie.

W. Gold Ave.

Fifty-sevent-
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Visitors Should Smoke.
COMMERCIAL CLUB
HAVANA BUD
BRITANNICA
HALF SHELL

CIGARS

.Manufactured by.

..Kirster Bros..
550 South Second Street
OUTSIDE ORDERS SOLICITED

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

fl.

Grunsfeld Bros.,
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

The Only Exclusive Wholesale
House in the Southwest.
WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF

Dry Goods, Notions,

Domestics,
Boots and Shoes,
Furnishing Goods, Etc.
We Meet All Earnest Competition.
We Solicit Your Valued Patronage.

FAIR VISITORS
.are invited to call at.

Sam Kee's Place
17 S. SECOND STREET.

Chinese and Japanese Fancy Goods
INDIAN AND MEXICAN CURIOS.

A call solicited
(Homestead Entry No. 6902.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Oct. 11. 1902.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before Probate
Clerk of Bernalillo County at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on November 17,
19d2, vU.: John H. Smith, for the EV&
of NV4 and EVi of SW'i of Sec. 25,
T. 9 N., R. 2 E.
Ho names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Joseph Farr, of Albuquerque, N. M.;
Clarence A. Hudson, of Albuquerque.
N. M.; Manuel Chavez y Tunieta, of
Albuquerque, N. M.; James R. Bing- am, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.

Albuquerque
Miss Philbrlck's kindergarten Is now
located in the Commercial club building. In addition to the kindergarten a
few pupils may be taken in the primary and Intermediate grades. A conveyance will call for pupils living in
the Highlands.
Mlsa Heimbeck has
charge of the singing, which is such a
prominent feature la the best kindergartens.
o

Basket Ball at Colombo Holl.
Is the only thing doing Tuesday
night. The "Stars" will open the season with a game against a picked
team from the University and High
school. A social dance will follow the
game. Admission 50 cents.
o

Notice.
On account of the high price of feed
and increased cost of production, the
dairymen delivering milk to this city
will on and after the 13th day of OctoI
The Big Thing" at, Colombo hall ber Bell milk at retail at 20 pints or
10 quarts for f 1.00; gallons, 30 cents.
aursday night, October 16.
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Stein Bloch Clothing for Men

"!

TAKE IT HOME WITH YOU

H.

to you

-

.

Fully guaranteed.

'

MRS. JANE HOPKINS'

SCHOOL SUITS AND OVERCOATS FOR BOYS

Suits $2.50 to $10Never Rip.

h

Walkover Shoes for Men,
Rex Shoes

,"$4.a--

'

for Boys', all $1.50. -

YOUNG'S STIFF HATS,

$3 and $4

Shawknit Hosiery, 25 cents.

Stetson Hats - -

--

All Grades

Monarch Shirts, $1.25 to $1.75.

r

UNDERWEAR, TRUNKS AND GRIPS

WASH
122 S.

CI

Second St.

1

HUD SON,
DEALER IN

a?m

New Styles
New Designs
THIS MEANS

Right Styles, Right Prices.
Send your Orders and they will be promptly attended to,

C. A. HUDSON,.
118

North Seccnd Street,

iooooooooooxo

Albuquerque, N. M.

THE

I

I

FIT,
STYLE,
WEAR
NO DOUBT
LOOKING

FOR

IN

YOUR

FOOT-

WEAR. IN OUR SHOES YOU WILL
FIND ALL THESE QUALITIES IN
THE HIGHEST DEGREE.
AS TO
OUR PRICES, WE ARE POSITIVE
YOU
BE
WILL
MORE
THAN
PLEASED.

rip

'

Men' Patent Leather Shoeo
$3.50
Men' Vicl Kid Shoe. .: .$3.00 to $3.50
Men's Box Calf Shoe. .. .$2.50 to $3.50
Men's Colt Skin Shoes. . .$2.15 to $2.75
Men's Satin Calf Shoes. .$1.40 to $2.00
Ladies' Patent Leather Shoes. .. .$3.50
Ladies' Vicl Kid Shoes. .. $2.25 to $3.50
Ladies' Dongola Shcec. . .$1.35 to $2.00
Ladie' Dancing Slippers. $1.25 to $3.50
Boys' Shoes.
$1.25 to $2.50
Men's Shoes
$1.25 to $2.25
Children's Shoes
85c to $1.65
Babies' Shoes
23c to $1.25

a

SizeSfc4tfc.it

THAT'S CERTAINLY GOOD
'
COFFEE

0

O

0

Couldn't be otherwise If bought of J.
Bell & Co. We have several grades,
as. a matter or course some cheaper
than others; hut eacB one la the best
any honest dealer can afford to sell for
the money. For instance, MoehA and
Java and our Hawaii, and they're well
worth the money we ask.

J

L. BELL & CO.

Nos. 118 and

Hi

10 ToutU

Second BL

T. MUENSTERMAN.
203 Railroad avenue.

..SHOES..
BEST LINES OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES IN TOWN.
COME IN AND WE WILL FIT YOUR
FEET, SUIT YOUR TASTE AND YET
GO EASY ON YOUR PURSE.

J

0
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in not blng able to stay over. The
oil Acids of the company are highly
productive and that. t!i - Tamplco fields
have the largest oil cntp''prlse in the
wctirt. ,
Mrs. l.onla Homittcr and daughter.
Miss Hazel, of I.as Crmes, an; In the
city.
Deputy Unltc l Slati"-- , Marshals Fred
Fornoff and George
have returned frorti attenliniT rourt at Las
Crucen.
W. S. Prager, of Ilo; well, member
of the teft ltorial B.icep sanitary board,
who attended the Raton convention, Is
here and will take in th? fa'r.
Temperance rally at l
Avenv.:
i.ethod!st Episcopal church ths evening by local Woman's Christian Temperance Union, city pastors and Younc
People' City union.
United States Maishal C. M. Foraker
returned from Demlng this morning.
The final arrangement for the cowboy
tournr.mer.t. of which he Is superintendent, will be made at once.
The musical event of fair week will
be Mlra Albright's conceit Wednesday
night. It will commence promptly at
3 o'clo?k, to allow thoe who wish to
attend th club ball af::'r the concert.
DavI1
thn jpnlor member of the cigar manufacturing firm
of Flesher & Rosenwald, has arrange
matters so as to be here during fair
week. David has charge of the Ros-webranch.
Ellas Garcia, one of the most successful sheep buyers In central New
Mexico, and who recently delivered
several thousand sheep to eastern buyers, has returned to the city from a
business trip up north.
John Douglas Walker will delight all
lovers of good music witn his selections at Miss Albright's concert Monday night. Arrange to attend Miss
Albright's concert before going to the
club ball Wednesday night.
An aggregation
of natives were
present in police court this morning.
"Five dollars or five days" were the
Judge's harsh words. Not being able
to endow the police funds they were
sent up. A native woman, one Maggie
Lujan, was found in a drunken condi
tion last hight. Five days was the result. Vagrants were scarce this morn
ing, only one was in evidence. He was
given five days of security.
Hon. Ellsha C. Field and wife, of
Chicago, are guests of the family of
Garland Van Ness Crosby, their son-in- law, arriving last night. Judge Field
is one of the foremost lawyers and
best known men in the state of Indiana
and Chicago, and since his retirement
from the bench, some years ago, ha
been at the head of the legal department of the Monon railway. Judge
Field is recuperating from a serious
surgical operation, which necessitated
s rest. Accompanied by his daughter.
Miss Bernlce, Judge Field wilt leave

WWItifl

The Shriners will have complete
charge of this city next Saturday.
Co K. E. Twltchell, local solicitor
for the Santa Fe railroad, is In the
c :ty.
Herbert O. llrooks Is at home from
Masdalrna, and will remain until after
th? fair.'
Dr. W. O. Hope was called to Dernar-illlast night on professional business
He will return tonlpht.
Dr. and Mrs. Shilver are among the
hotel arrivals. They are from Honolulu, and stopped over en route cast tc
spend a few days In tlie city.
Charles W. Etkert, the well known
I.as Placltas miner, is in the city, and
will ramain during the week.
do territorial university will cloeO
Thursday and Friday to enable the stu
dents to visit the territorial fair.
Col. A. W. Harris is among the early
arrivals from Sierra county. He will
remain during the entire fair week.
The Bank of Commerce Is celebrat
Ing with a newly painted front. Black
with trimmings of gold blen.i prettily.
D. G. Grant arrived Saturday night
from an extended trip east and Is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Macpher-son-

Kn.-cnia-n

.

Felt Shoes and Slippers
Mft'm all

Local Happenings

o

WHAT YOU ARE

IS
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Keenan, of
Mr. and Mra. James
Rockaway, N. Y., are guosts of Dele
gate and Mrs. ' B. 3. Ro.ley for the
week.
Al ProbKt, who is known here among
the sports, is In tho city from Denver
h.is told his friends that he will
remain a few days.
Hen. W. H. Ore?r, the manager of
thn Victoria Cnttle and Land company
of Luna county, i3 here talking politics
and taking In the big fair.
Convention of tlie territorial Woman's Christian Temperance union will
convene at Methodist Episcopal church
'
dt 9:30 Tuesday morning.
Among the troopers from Fort Win-gat- e
is James Fillmore. He is a broth- Fillmore, a well known
r of
yong gentleman of this city.
A. E. Powell, the Wells, Fargo Ex
press company's route agent, has gone
north on business. He hopes to return
In time to spend a day or two at the
fair.
Tcm Kinsley and his manager, Tom
Ryan, of Denver, arrived last night,
They will take part !n the smoker en
tertainment at Colombo hall Thursday
ight.
Edmund Barke, the Los Angeles at
torney, Interested in timber lands in
western Valencia and McKInley coun
ties, is in the city, to remafn during
fair week.
Mrs. G. V. Crosby was at home Sat- rday afternoon to a number of lady
friends. The game of hearts was the
amusing feature of the affair. Prizes
ere given.
Capt. William- - Borchert desires The
Citizen to announce that he wfll close
his justice of the peace office during
this week, but will be found' at the
fair grounds.
Frederick B. Kellam, special agent
the Royal Insurance company of
Liverpool, with headquarters in San
Francisco, is in the city checking up
the local office.
The Woman's Relief Corps will" meet
at Knights of Pythias hall Tuesday af
srnoon at 2:30 p. m.. October 14'. By
older of president. Temperance Wh!t-com-

ll

.
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on his return to Chicago Sotldfty morning, but Mrs. Field will remain a few
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Crosby. Mrs. i. T. Bocklett and daughter, of
Gallup, are in the city, and wHl remain
until alter tho fair. Mrs.' Bocklett Is
the milliner of Gallup, and the owner
of some? vlauablo real estate here.
E. B. Booth, the Second street tailor,
left this morning for Kansas City,
where he is called by he serious Miners of his sister. Miss Nellie, who Is
visiting with her sister, 'Mrs. F. W.
Coover.
Mrs. Charles
F. Wlncheck
and
daughter, Miss .Marie, were at the
depct this morning to see Mrs. D. W.
Daley, of Fort Madison, Iowa, who was
'
cn route home from .a visit with
friends at El Paso.
The funeral of Mrs. Mae Ida
who died Friday of typhoid
fever, was held yesterday afternoon at
2:C' o'clock from the parlora of O. W.
bUprg Sons, Rev. T. C. Peattie
was In Fair-vieThe intc-mccemetery. The members of the
Woman's Relief Corps, of which deceased was arv honored member, attended In a t ody and a large number
of friends of the family were present.
j.

nt
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S.. Dental Sur-

W. V. Wolv'.n, V.

geon Santa Fe
Mock. Both 'phones.

Rail-'-a-

o

Piccalilli.
New Mexico Piccalilli made to order
in any quantity by Henry Goetz, chef
at Sturges' restaurant. Leave orders
at 1023 North Second street
o

ICE."
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Buy Insured Clothing!

g

OOOOOCOOCOOOCOOOC

IT COSTS NO MORE THAN THE OTHER KIND AND IS ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED IN EVERY RESPECT ANY GARMENT
NOT SATISFACTORY IN WEARING QUALITY CAN EE RETURED
TO THE MANUFACTURER AND A NEW GARMENT WILL BE
SENT TO YOU PREE OF CHARGE IN ITS PLACE. OUR

.... HIGH ART FALL SUITS
,
!
(
i V
ARE REALLY MASTER PIECES OF FINE- - TAILORING.
WE
HAVE THEM IN ALL THE NEW FABRICS AND NEW CUTS-TH- REE
AND FOUR BUTTON SACKS, SQUARE CUTS AND ALSO
THE NEW
OUR
PRICES
WILL STAND FAVORABLE COMPARISON WITH ANYTHING IN
THE TERRITORY. SUITS OF THE HIGHEBT CLASS RANGE
FROM $14.00 to $22.00 AS STATED BEFORE
:

TWO-BUTTO-

DOUBLE-BREASTE-

A FREE INSURANCE POLICY

Grant

d,

Casa cfe Oro.'
Rooms with board; electric lights
and Eas; hot and colli water in each
Special rates to permanent
room.
boarders; no invalids; . No, 613 West
Gold avenue. '

"DIAMOND

190'

-

WILL BE MAILED TO YOU DIRECT BY THE MAKERS OF THIS
HIGH GRADE CLOTHING. THIS POLICY IS AN IRON-CLAAGREEMENT FROM THE MANUFACTURER TO YOU THAT ANY
GARMENT NOT SATISFACTORY WILL BE REPLACED TO YOU
FREE OF CHARGE. ASK YOURSELF IF ANY CONCERN COULD
SIGN SUCH AN AGREEMENT UNLESS ITS
CLOTHING WERE
OF THE VERY BEST QUALITY. SUCH IS OUR LATEST OFFER,
AND WE ASK YOU TO CALL AND 8EE THE GOODS.
OOCOOOOOOOOCXDOOOOOOCOOCO

...SIMON STERN...
0

GENTLEMEN!
Call and examine our new fall samples 2300 pattern to, select from.
Our tailoring is unexcelled. The
style, price and quality, compels
you to be our customer. " '
Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 S.
Second Street.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier
oococooooooooooocc

-

0.

SONS,

&

STRONG

W.

Undertakers
and
--

Embalmers
20 Years' Experience In
201-21-

this City

North-Secon-

1

BOTH PHONES.

E. J. POST & CO.
C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.

HARDWARE,

American Jewel Base Burners, Radiant Home Base
Burners, Cole's Hot Blast Heaters, Soft Coal
and Wood Heaters, Quick ' Meal Steel
Ranges
x Ranges, Banquet Steel
.....and Cook Stoves.....

6t

MONEYIOLOAN

REPAIRS

WE

FURNISHED

EMPLOY

FOR ALL

ONLY

On aiamonas, waxcna or any goon
security. Great bargains la waichM
of every description.

MAKES OF

THE MOST

STOVES

COMPETENT

aot Booth' Second street, few doors
nortb ot viatoffle.

STOVES

MECHANICS

CLEANED,

AND

BLACKENED

DO ONLY

AND SET UP.

GOOD WORK.

A.

now.

h.

MISS ALBRIGHT'S

...CONCERT...
COLOMBO HALL
Wednesday Evening, Oct.
15th at 8 O'clock

secretary.

J. F. Shufflebarger has gone to Pr'es- cott, Ariz., as delegate from the local'
lodge to the annual district convention
of the A. O. U. W., which U In session
French heels, in soft kid and patent this wes k at that place.
CITY NEWS.
leather. Prlcft) from $1.25 to $2.50.
Mrs. M. J. Borden, terrtoriaJ' presl- C. May's Popular Priced Shoe Store,
ent
Woman's Christian
In Demlng you can bay lets Tot $100 208 West Railroad avonue.
union, returned this morning from a
which will pay you 100 per cenL'ii isas
New goods arriving fast; something trip of several weeks through the ter
' than twelve months.
new daily at The Economist.
ritory In the interest of the Woman's
Is
good
Iteming
hotel
In
another
Demlng will be
great smelter Christian Temperance union.
needed to norommiwiwte the enormous 2cnter. Two largethe
wlU be inplants
Mrs. J. W. Prentel has returned from
Increase of population.
stalled within the year.
sojourn at different popular
pleasant
Look Into Kleinwort's market on
We are sols egents for Wheeler A southern California resorts. Mr. Pres- North Third struct, lie has Uie nicest Wljson sewing machines.
FaAlbert
t'el, of the Golden Rule dry goods store.
freub meats In the city.
ber. 305 Railroad avenue.
or we art
In aicxican drawn
Why buy high priced lots when you Is in a, pleasing frame of minds as a
showing a bl acEOrtment. Albort can get them cheap in Demlng now, consequence of his wife's retorn.
Fiber, 305 Railroad avenue.
It Is understood here that tie elec
with certain advance assured!
Demlng! Have you been there? II
Agricultural lands in Demlng are un tric street railway service of'the towns
big
you
not,
there for the
should
Vegas will be completed and
surpassed for fertility, production of of
ale of lots on the 17th of this month. fruits and vegetables ol all kinds.
ready for use on November 13, and
Wm hfcve !uxt rcrpived a lnreo as- We carry the largest variety of lln- that the First Regiment band of this
Bortmt-n- t
one, I oleums and oil cloths In this city. city has been invited to make music
dancing slippers, with
.
.
.. of or rour
.
TT
- QAE
I
D.IUn,..1 ovni.A
llk..
vu luuitiwi
or
straps,
iwo, lurce
iicuun
for the occasion Gov Otero will" take
part In the celebration.
ooQOQoogopQooQoooooooooQaaajaaaa&g.aaaa&&aAgaa
The hydrocarbon lights are to be
removed from tuis c'.ty. Wm. Bur?
. ...
3
.
gess, who has had them in charge,
from W. R
received instructions
Dodge, of Albuquerque, to sell what
he could of the lamps, and pack and
fchlp the other to Albuquerque.
Re
port says they are tu go to Mexico.
at a very trifling percentage of
LaB Vegas Optic.
Three of the handsomest men in
jg
trade. We are building our
central New Mexico, especially in Al-Jo
business with, an eye' to the
l.uquerque, had tiiPir pictures taken
.'
future.
lin.l published in the Denver News'
Sunday edition. They are J. II.
'
Nobby
Mixed
Boys'
Scotch
1
president of the Territorial Fair
School Suits, 3 to 12 years..
P. F. McCanDa, secretary,
association;
to
$3.50
$2.75
and M. W. Flournoy, treasurer. Another picture is that of the queen's
Boys' Neat Cassimere
iloat.
Dress Suits, all wool, very
The private car of E. L. Doheny,
nobby
$3.75 to $4.50
the oil magnate of Los Angeles, passed
Boys' Fancy Worsted and
through the city last night. The party
Cheviot Suits, very swell..
were going to Tamplco on important
$5.00 to $7.50
business. Besides Mr. Doheny, presi
dent of the company, were A. P.
These goods were personally
manager; Herbert G.' Wylle
selected while in the east.
superintendent; Charles Milburn, sec...CALL AND SEE THEM...
retary; Charles E. Harwood, director;
guests were John W. Owen and E. D,
fe Burke. The party were much surprised to sea so much activity about the
city. When they were informed that
the territorial fair, with Us many important features, was the cause of the
crowds, they expressed much regret

PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED BY EXPERT REGISTERED PHARMACIST.

Teia-perane-

C. H. CONNER
DR.The Pioneer
Osteopath
New Mexico

cures fty the

Science of Osteopathy

V.

We Sell
Boys' Clothing

.

s

v

v

E. L. WASHBURN

Known as

ce:

nm

21-2-

3

i

1

Send tec Osteopathic literature.
Consultation Free.

Whiting Block

nni nm r nn; nnnnn nnuninV

2 DOORS NORTH OF POSTOFFICE.
S. VANN & SON, PROPS.

bULUtN HULtUill LUUU5 LUmrARl
FOR EVERYTHING

IN.

Dry Goods, Clothing, Shoes, Furnishing Goods

for
Men, Women and Children

1

........

Which are

curable.

gt

iuunuu,

Diseases

All

POSTAL
PHARMACY

..

Our Fall and Winter Goods...

Albuquerque Hardware Company
V

Builders' and General Hardware

V

are now open for your inspection. Largest stock ot
Merchandise ever brought to Albuquerque. J

GOLDEN RULE
Dry Goods Company
THE BIO STORE

WITH

LITTLE

PRICES

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
HERDERS
fllNERS

TENTS

WALL

WEDGE

AND WA GON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLE 8 AND CARBINES.
120 WE ST GOLD AVENUE.

SUBSCRIBE

FOR

THE DAILY CITIZEN
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NEW MEXICO
A

Territorial Candidate for StatehoodAn Undeveloped Empire Embracing the Richest
Section of

THE 6REAT SOUTHWEST
AMONG

ITS RESOURCES ARE

rise from 5,000 to 10,000 feet above the
sea level, and the altitude tempers the
summers, while the southern latitude
1b a safeguard
againBt the cold blasts
of winter.
There are 6,000,000 sheep In New
Mexico, Including lambs, hully a tenth
of this number Is shipped out of the
territory to eastern markets every
year. The annual wool clip aggregates
20,000,000 pounds.
The wool is of
every grade from the finest to the
coarsest. It is nearly all scoured In
the territory, which process reduces
the weight about 60 per cent, and in
the near future there will be woolen
tills that will consume a large part
of the product locally. Already there
Is a number of tanneries and wool
pulling concerns in the territory, handling hides and pelts, from which clothing Is manufactured.
No business offers greater inducements for investment at the present
time than sheep-raisin- g
and the allied
g
Industries. The annual cost of
sheep Is about 30 cents per
head. Shearing costs from ZV to 4
cents a head, but this item, as well as
herding, lambing, dipping and taxes, Is
included in the above estimate. Increase of herds Is rapid, and lambs net
the grower an average of $2 a head. A
home market completes the advantages.
Of recent years the Angora goat industry has grown to great prominence
in New Mexico. ThlB hardy little animal. Indigenous to the Pyranees, pros-par- s
better in New Mexico than on his
native range. There are probably 125,-00- 0
head of Angoras in the territory
now, and the herds are increasing with
great rapidity. They require but little
attention, foraging for themselves and
overrunning the foothills with the
of the wild goat. Their fleece
Is very fine and finds a ready sale.
Cattle and horses.
The cattle Industry Is hardly second
In Importance to sheep and wool growing. There are nearly a million head,
Including calves, within the borders of
the territory. Grant and Lincoln counties are the leaders In this industry,
but stock thrives in all of the counties.
Tbere are many herds of thoroughbreds, but the best stock for commercial purposes Is graded or Interbred,
so as to gain weight and at the same
Intime preserve the
stincts of the native prairie stock. The
ranges are covered with luxuriant
grasses that cure on the root, and no
other provender than nature provides
Is required summer or winter.
Tbere are not leas than 100,000
horses in New Mexico. Some of these
are fine registered animals with track
records, but It is not of the blooded
stock that New Mexico derives revenue. The range bred horse, known as
the "mustang," wiry and tireless under
the saddle and In harness, is the animal that is In demand today. The government wants cavalry horses that
have endurance, and buys in New Mexico, where horses are bred to endure,
horses that can carry a rider a hundred miles a day and feed on the
prairie at the end of the Journey. This,
the hardiest horseflesh in America, Is
bred without cost and Bold for the
price of a blanket. And for Intelligence they ask no odds of the thoroughbred. The best polo horses in
America are trained "mustangs."
maln-tainin-

Lumbering, Mining, Stock Raising, Agriculture, Manufactures, Commerce.
Greatest Climate on Earth.
The United States has been most for- the moBt healthful and deliehtful cli
tunate in territorial purchases and ac- mates on the face of the globe. Florida
quisitions. The cession of Florida, the is the only state In the union that Ilea
Louisiana and Alaska purchases and wholly to the soutn ot New Mexico's
1. UW1UCI, CUU IUC ItllUeU lit til til
the vast area ceded by Mexico, under uuuiuvi
resorts of southern Europe lie In more
the Ouadaloupe Hidalgo treaty, of northerly latitudes.
1848, are now priceless possessions;
Topography.
and the sanguine anticipate no less
New
Mexico
is watered by the Rio
greatness for our new accessions. But
Grande, which courses through the
no
of them all,
equal area offers more
neart of the territory, and by numerencouragement to enterprise and de- ous minor streams, among which are
velopment, or promises more richly to the San Juan, Oila, Canadian and
Justify the cost of conquest or pur- Pecos. Along these streams and their
chase than that territory embraced tributaries are fertile valleys, back of
which rise the
mesas and
within the borders of New Mexico.
foothills and, in the distance lofty
mountain ranges. The vast expanses
Both Old and New.
grass-grow-

This vast undeveloped empire, at
once the oldest and newest region on
the American continent, la the richest
section of the great southwest, and
numbers among its resources a meas- ...ureleas mineral wealth, millions of
acres of incomparable grazing range,
almost an equal area of fertile soil
awaiting the agriculturist, billions of
feet of timber, a growing field for
manufacture and commerce and unnumbered sources of wealth that but
wait on the Midas-toucof capital.
Hundreds of years ago the Spaniards
deemed this region worth their blood,
and shed it freely in wresting from the
aborigine his natal soil. They delved
In the mountains for their mineral
riches, and the early adventurers ballasted their galleons with precious
ores. The priests sought the fructu-ou- s
valleys and planted orchards and
vineyards In the more favored places.
Catholicism and the Spanish tongue
were planted at the same time. But
the restless, martial spirit of the
Spaniard was little tuned to civilization, and little progress was made under Spanish rule. In 1821, Mexico
threw off the Spanish yoke and a quarter of a century later the United
States assumed the burden of civilizing New Mexico.
Growth in Population.
When this territory came under the
control of the federal government, Its
white, or American, population might
have been counted by the hundred.
The old towns of Santa Fe and Albuquerque were the only settlements of
importance, and their inhabitants were
almost entirely Mexican. Some few
whites were operating mineral locations, some were in mercantile pursuits, some were engaged In freighting, and a very few were cultivating
the soil. Today the population of New
Mexico is more than 250,000. Millions
of acres of ground are devoted to agriculture, countless herds of cattle and
cheep ruminate the ranges, mines of
fabulous wealth are yielding annual
fortunes to their owners, manufac
tories are springing up in population
centers, and commerce is thriving
throughout the territory.
So much
for half a century of development un
der the stars and stripes.
Origin and Location.
New Mexico is In part territory annexed oy the United States, In 1845,
as the northern portion of Texas, and
Dart territory ceded by Mexico at the
close of the Mexican war. It embraces
122,460 square miles, and Ilea almost
Wholly between the 82d and $7th par
allels and the 103d and TUB meridians,
so that it Is almost square la form. Its
latitude Is Ideal, combined with the
high altitude, and its dry aseptic at
mosphere gives the territory one of
h

n

!

,
J

cerning the production of opals and
garneis, out it is known to be large.
The finest building and limestone In
the west are quarried In New Mexico,
and marble, onyx and lithographing
stone are found In some parts of the
territory. The onyx is shipped largely
to Germany, and the lithographing
tone la superior to the imported article. In the aouthern part of the territory la a desert of pure gypsum that
is now being developed by a strong
company.

nlm-blene-

Coal and Coke.
New Mexico has experienced

a greater percentage of Increase In coal production than any other state or territory in the union of recent years. Collieries are operated in various parts
of the territory, and many of the mines
are electrically equipped. The principal producers are at Cerrillos, Capitan
and Gallup, and the annual output la
nearly a million and a half tons, representing approximately a valuation of
$2,000,000 at the mlnea. Anthracite,
bituminous and lignite coals are pro-

of prairie afford grazing for millions
of head of cattle and the mountains
guard hidden treasures In gold, silver
and other precious metals and minerals. The lowlands, and the uplands
where Irrigated, yield bountifully to
the husbandman. Some of the mountains are covered with timber, and the
lumbering industry Is an important resource in the northern counties and in duced, and nearly 50,000 tons of coke,
the Sacramentos of the south.
valued at $140,000, Is annually made.
The coal deposits of the territory are
Mining.
known to be far more extensive than
The mineral resources of New Mex- Indicated by the area at present under
ico have been known since the time of operation, and there is a rare opportuthe Montezumas, and In many of the nity for investors and capitalists famdistricts of the territory the old work- iliar with this field of enterprise. In
ings of Spaniard and Aztec are still the next few years New Mexico will
visible, 'mere are mines in the Jarilla be one of the largest coal producers in
mountains that were worked 400 yean the west, and cheap fuel may be exago. The open pits and incline shafts, pected to give a stimulus to manufacin which still stand decayed "chicken" turing that will redound greatly to the
ladders, tell of the primitive methods general prosperity and advancement
employed In extracting the ores, and of the territory.
one may in fancy picture the stooped
New Mexico Oil.
frames of peons emerging from subterranean darkness with precious burWhere coal Is found in great plenty,
dens on their backs. Modern mechan- petroleum is also tound, if the char
a
ical genius has devised more effective acter and formation of the
means of elevating ores, and electric of the earth's surface are such as to
hoists now lift the metal-bearinrock retain oil. Hence the alternative name
from these same mines through deeper "coal" oil. New Mexico boasts no deand more regular shafts.
veloped oil districts as yet, but since
the Beaumont excitement in Texas
Districts.
greater activity has prevailed throughThere are probably more recognized out the country In oil development,
mining districts In New Mexico than and this territory has not been ignored
in any other state or territory. The or neglected. There are very many
principal ones are known by the names localities where the indications are
of the mountains in which they are lo- more favorable than appeared in many
cated, and may be enumerated as fol- fields that are now producing elselows: Jemez, CeJIta, Blanca, Gallinas, where, and there are very many capiBear, Datil, Ladrone, Magdalena, San talists who have manifested su(Hient
Mateo, Tularosa, San Francisco,
confidence to organize companies and
Black Range, Mirubres,
expend large sums in installing plants
Ouadaloupe, Diablo, Burro, Pyr- with which to bore for oil. What deamid, Sierrr Madre, Big Hatchet, Taos, gree of success will attend their enterSanta Fe, Ortiz, Tuerto, Sandia, Man-zan- prise is yet to be seen; out tbere can
Sierra Oscura, San Andreas, Or- be little doubt that the testimony of exgan, Jicarilla, Capitan, Sacramento, perts will be vindicated and New MexJarilla and Raton. All of the minerals ico become in the near future one of
are' found In these mountains. Many the centers o. the oil industry of the
of them are famous for their placer west.
diggings, and gold, silver, copper, lead
'
Stock Raising.
and iron abound. The baser metals
have been ignored in New Mexico until
raising
Stock
is one of the greatest
within recent years, as have also the sources of wealth throughout the
large
propositions in gold southwest; but the industry Is of more
and silver, and the result has been that importance to New Mexico than to any
the territory has not been const pcuous other section. Sheep Is king In New
as a producer; but with the extension Mexico. The first herds were brought
of transportation facilities, Improve In by the Spaniards more than 300
ment in methods of treating ores and years ago, and since that time these
a realization of the value of the baser bucolic sovereigns have outnumbered
metals, the future may be relied on to every other living animal within the
iring the production well up to the boundaries of the territory. The first
front rank. The annual production of sheep were the Merino, but the breed
gold, silver, copper and lead will now became corrupted with time and ultiexceed $6,000,000.
mately developed Into a distinctive
Fortunes have been made in mining kind. Half domestic, half wild, the
precious stones in New Mexico. In herds of New Mexico are born feed
many of the above named mountains rustlers, and subsist on ranges where
have been found opals of rare bril- other stock would waste and perish.
liance and beauty,
of rich color
8heep.
and clear ray, and turquoise that surpasses the oriental in its suscepuolllty
The conditions that prevail In New
proper- Mexico are especially favorable to the
to polish and
ties. The turquoise mines produce sheep Industry, and the herds thrive
about 1100.000 worth of gems a year. here better than in their native cames.
There is no accurate data at hand con The
mesas and foothills
sub-strat-

g

s,

Mon-gollo-

low-grad- e

gaxi

grass-covere-

d

'

Agriculture.
All products of the soil grown In the
north temperate zone flourish in New
Mexico.
The orchard and vineyard

products of San Juan and Otero

coun-

ties surpass in form and flavor the
famed fruits of California; and New

Mexico wheat took the first premium
at the world's fair. It has been said
by way of critlciHm that irrigation is
necessary in New Mexico. A sufficient
answer is a reference to the excellence
of the product ami the fact that the
agriculturist Is not dependent on the
rains of the season, which may be
timely or otherwise, and Is not subject
to ruin by the dread droughts of other
auctions. It is true there are millions
of acres that can uever be brought
under irrigation, but that need not concern those who come while there are
yet millions of acres that can be irrigated except that it should bring
them in time to secure the more desirable locations.
Irrigation has passed the experimental stage, and yet it is new enough
so that comparatively little of the Irrigable area . in the
"arid"
regions has been improved. There are
a number of fine streams in New Mexico and lnnunierablo creeks and tributaries. Along these there Is a natural
and ditches are not always required, but the general slope
of the ground Is such that canals may
be constructed to water vast tracts
with comparatively little outlay of
capital.
There Is on exhibit at the territorial
fair, this year, one of the flnest collections of agricultural products ever
brought to Albuquerque, and nothing
could speak more eloquently for what
New Mexico Is capable of producing.
No better exhibits of fruits and cereals
n
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has ever been seen at any exposition! iwordsburg and Hachlta. Another line
the continent
tapping Clifton is now under construction from Durango, Colo., and will penLumbering.
etrate the western part of the terriThere are three timber reserves in tory. This line,
to be known as the
New Mexico, embracing more than
Gulf,
Colorado
half a million acres of forests, but ble value &to New will be of incalculaas it will
there are still vast areas of timber open up a country Mexico,
remote
hitherto
land that are' untouched, and there can from transportation facilities and will
be no doubt that new mills will be put
the big copper properties of the
erected and put In operation within southwest In direct communication
the near future. There are already with tne collieries at Durango, where
large mil 1b in various parts ot the ter- an
excellent grade of coking coal Is
ritory, and New Mexico pine is sold mined.'
very extensively In Colorado and other opment It will also Ifad to the develof similar deposits to the south
western states. The mills at Lumber-to- of the border,
In New Mexico.
and Chama, in Rio Arriba county,
The Chicago, Rock Islandd ft El
have been large producers for very Paso ft Northeastern railways,
known
many years, and more recently the as
the El Paso-RocIsland route, have
Alamogordo mills were built to handle nearly
400 miles of track in the territhe timber of the Sacramento moun- tory, extending from
the eastern
tain region. The plants are modern in boundary, near the northeastern corequipment and have every faculty for ner, to El Paso, south of
the southern
producing lumber at a minimum coat. boundary near Its
point. This
central
The Alamogordo mills have a dally ca- line has reuueed the distance from El
pacity of 200,000 feet.
Paso to Chicago by several nundred
Thus, New Mexico may be said to miles. The Alamogordo ft Sacramento
mapractically
building
have
all of the
Mountain railway, twenty-ninmiles
terials within her borders, and it is a In length, extends from Alamogordo
consideration of prime importance to to the beautiful summer resort, Cloud-crofhome builders whether or not these
on the crest of the Sacramento
materials are cheap, for the price of mountains, and taps the pine forest
building Is reflected In rents and taxes that covers that range. The Santa Fe
and in practically everything pertain- Central will lie built from Santa Fe to
ing to life.
tap the Rock Island in the northern
Room for the Settler.
part of Lincoln county, and wl.. form
There is ample room and a cordial an extenslop of the Denver ft Rio
welcome for the settler in New Mex- Grande and Rio Grande ft Santa Fe
ico. The salubrious climate and wide- railways, whldh connect Santa Fe with
spread prosperity of the territory have Colorado points due north. The Rock
In the peo- Island has a new branch from Liberty
cultivated
ple, and here Is the typical western to Dawson, to tap the coal fields, the
generosity that has become bo insep- Colorado & Southern clips off the
arably associated with its people; and northeastern corner of the territory,
there Is so much of good yet in store the Pecos Valley ft Northeastern penefor those who will accept It that New trates the rich Pecos river country, in
Mexico tenders a wholesale Invitation the southeastern section of the territory, the Denver ft Rio Grande dips
to the world. .
There are three land "districts" in Into the lumber districts of Rio Arriba
New Mexico. The largest of these is county, and the Tlerra Amarilla Southern
railway, the shortest road in the
known as the "Santa Fe Land District," and emlraces more than 81,000,-00- 0 territory, completes the list.
acres of land. Less than 40 per
Manufacture and Commerce.
cent of this land Is appropriated, and'
The growth and development of the
only a little over 15 per cent has been
reserved by the government A terri- territory during the past decade may
tory more than twenty times the area be very accurately Judged by the inconcerns
of Rhode Island is still open to settle- crease in manufacturing
ment The "Las Cruces Land District' during that period, and the future may
embraces nearly 20,000,000 acres. This-distr- be fofesecn by the same token. In
is three times the size of the 1890 New Mexico had 127 manufackingdom of Belgium, which supports turing establishments, representing a
6,000,000 people. Only a little over a total investment of less than $1,000,.
tenth of this vast area la appropriated 000. Only about 800 people were emand less
and reserved, though- nearly 14,000,000 ployed by manufacturers,
acres have been surveyed. The "Clay- than half a million dollars was paid
ton Land District" comprises nearly out in wages during the year. The
9,000,000 acres, less than 1,000,000 value of raw materials consumed was
acres of which has been appropriated less than $700,000, and the value of
and less than half a million of which manufactured products was only about
is reserved for scnool and other lands. $1,600,000. Today there are not less
concerns in
Nearly all of this tract has been sur- than 600 manufacturing
the territory, representing an investveyed.
All of these lands are subject to en- ment of upward of $3,000,000; fully
try under the laws governing home- 3,000 people are employed; a million
stead and mineral locations, and there and a half dollars are paid out annuare millions of acres adaptable to Irri- ally In wages; nearly three million are
gation, though the greater area Is use- paid each year for raw materials, and
ful only as grazing land. The mining the finished products are valued at becountry Is of unknown extent. There tween $6,000,000 and $7,000,000.
The principal manufacturing indusis plenty of work for the prospector
yet, and his stakes will mark the tries of New Mexico are smelting, flour
boundary of many an undiscovered milling, wool scouring, tanning and
bonanza. There are also large timber wool pulling, sugar manufacture, fruit
tracts, and exceptional opportunities canning distilling, brewing, lumbering,
for persons engaged In lumbering pur- wagon building, iron caBtlng, etc. The
suits. This resource will be all the copper and lead ores smelted will net
more appreciated now that the pine the shippers a $1,000,000 a year; the
forests of Wisconsin and Michigan are flour product Is valued at $600,000 a
becoming exhausted, and already the year; fully $80,000 a year la paid to
Badger and Woolverlne millmen are wool scouring mills, and other enterprises contribute to run the total into
looking to the west.
the millions. Woolen mills will soon
Railroads.
be added to the list.
Railroads have been called the mesCommercially, New Mexico la one of
sengers of commerce. Certainly they the most prosperous sections of the
have advanced the development of west. So large a proportion of its popevery county they have penetrated. ulation is engaged either In stock raisNew Mexico, then, may expect whole- ing or mining that the mercantile pursome results from her 2,000 miles of suits are not overrun, and the merrailroad. There are a dozen companies chant who has a sufficient capital and
operation In the territory, and others an ordinary business ability has no exThree of cuse for failure In any part of the terhave begun construction.
those already In operation are trans- ritory. The country Is growing rapcontinental lines, viz.: the Santa Fe, idly, and there are very many opporSouthern Pacific and Rock Island.
tunities for big successes. There are
The Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe, countless Instances that might be cited
including the Santa Fe Pacific (form- where conscientious and industrious
erly the Atlantic ft Pacific), entered young men who came to New Mexico
the territory in 1880, and haa been without a dollar a few years ago have,
more intimately identified with its de- after a brief employment, established
velopment than any other road. It ex- businesses of their own, paid off their
tends from the northern boundary, indebtedness on stock, and taken their
near the northeastern corner of the places among the prominent and prosterritory, to Albuquerque, near the cen- perous merchants of the territory. It
tral portion. From Albuquerque one is the old idea, gone out of practice
branch takes a westerly direction, go- in the east, where the confidential
ing to the Pacific coast, and another clerk or the able young man either
goes south to El Paso, Texas. Tbere earns a partnership or a private busiis another branch from the southern ness within the space of a few years.
extension, opening up the southwestEducation.
ern portion of the territory. In all the
Illiteracy has been urged as one of
Santa Fe has about 850 miles of track
in New Mexico.
the objections to New Mexico's admisThe Southern Pacific has only 166 sion to statehood. Ten years ago the
miles of road In the territory, crossing objection might have had some weight.
portion en route Twenty years ago It would have been
the southwestern
Today the
from El Paso to Los Angelea. Thia an insuperable obstacle.
tame country Is traversed a little leda is absurd. A high percentage of
further to the south by the El Paso ft illiteracy was to be expected when the
Southwestern railway, and by the Ari- territory was young, for the Mexican
zona ft New Mexico railway, which population preponderated to such an
taps the Clifton mines and forms Junc- extent. With the influx of white poputions with the Southern Pacific and El lation and the Improvement ot the
Paso ft Southwestern, respectively, at school system the percentage of illit
on
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eracy has been cut down to less than
"
20 per cent.
800
schools
There are now more than
and more than 1,000 teachers In New
Mexico.
The school property of ths
errltory Is valued at a million dollars,
and nearly a like amount is annually
paid out in salaries to instructors. Of
school age.
the (8,000 children of-tuhy &0 per cent are enrolled as scholars, and the average dally attendance)
is near 32,000. .
New Mexico has provided facilities)
tor htgner education and schooling In
the agricultural and mechanical arts
normal training and mining. The highest of these Institutions, the University of New Mexico, is located at Albn-lUerque, and, with the exception of
post graduate work, carries students
as far as Harvard or Yale, The College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
at Mesilta Park, near Las Cruces, fits
young men for lives of usefulness and
competency In these branches ot industry. The No rami university, also
at Las Vegas, fits students for teaching In the grades, and the Normal
School of New Mexico, at Silver City,
is a training school for teachers. The)
New Mexico School of Mines is situated In Socorro, and embraces courses
In geology, mineralogy, chemistry, assaying and metallurgy. The New Mexico Military Institute is at Roswell.

,
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Other Institutions.
Among the other territorial Institu
tions are the penitentiary, asylum for
the deaf and dumb, Insane asylum ana
hospitals, reform schools, orphanages.'
homes for the Indigent, etc, thought
the two latter are more properly coun
'
ty Institutions. '
Taxes, Etc.
The assessed valuation of New Mexico's taxable property is under
but the actual value of such
property approaches more nearly
The bonded Indebtedness ot
the territory is only a little over Sl
000,000, or about $4 per capita, and Is
being yearly reduced.
New Mexico
bonds are at a premium, and the credit
of the territory Is good in all ths
money centers of the world.
$40,-000,0-

$150,-000,0-

00.

Statehood.
The statehood bin, which includes
New Mexico, Arizona and Oklahoma,
passed the house of representatives at
the last session ot the national congress and will undoubtedly pass ths
house of representatives at the last
session of the national congress an
will undoubtedly pass the senate at ths
next session, and the president's signature will create the state of NeK
Mexico.

Climate.
New Mexico could ask no better testimonial to the excellence of her climate than the United States government gave voluntarily when Fort Bayard and Fort Stanton sanitariums wers
founded. Fort Bayard is in the southwestern part of the territory, and Is
maintained for the benefit ot consumptive soldiers. Fort Stanton is in south
central New Mexico, and is a marine
hospital and sanitarium for naval consumptives.
It may be roughly stated that then-are
consumptives in romore
bust health in New Mexico than in all
the other states of the union. Sufferers
from tuberculosis have come here In
the last stages of the dread disease,
when friends and physicians have despaired ot prolonging their lives, and
have practically recovered.
New Mexico covers a wide area, bat
there is no place in the territory that
is not favorable to a palliation of ths
disease, though there are many localities where tho conditions are particularly, congenial. The altitude varies
from' 3,500 to 13,0o0 feet, tbere is a
slight variation of temperature and s
In all
difference in the precipitation.
parts the air Is free from humidity, excepting when rain falls, which Is very
infrequently. The skies are blue and
the sun shines neany every day In tho
year. Extremes ot heat and cold are
unknown. The thermometer Is hardly
a fair registrar of the temperature In
the high altitudes anywhere In the
Rocky mountain region, and a quotation ot the degrees marked by the mercury would convey a mlsimpression.
The only Intelligent way of expressing
the utmost severity experienced la to
say that it is never too cold to be warm
in the sunshine and never too warm
to be cool in the shade, for beat and
cold are not so keenly felt in a rarifled
atmosphere as in denser and moister
air.
Outlawry.
For the edification ot eastern readers, who are very generally misinformed on the subject, it may be said
that the "bad" man is not numerous
The people of thia
In New Mexico.
peaceful cititerritory are
zens, and bravado and desperadolsm
have ceased to exist in this as in prats
tlcally all other sections ot the west
in any greater degree than in the centers of culture and refinement In tha
one-tim-

east

'

E. J. POST & CO
Wholesale and Retail Hardware

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

SBBBSBSBSBBBBBBBBSSBSSaSBBBBSSSSBBSBSBBBBSBBBBS

department of the store occupies both Winchester rifles, Colt's revolvers.
the forward and after portions of the Eclipse hay presses and Studebaker
salesrooms, and the stock Is disposed vehicles.
E. J. Post ft Co. do business all over
on shelves and In drawers and show
cases throughout the entire length of New Mexico and Arizona, and keep s
man on the road who makes these terthe room.
There Is a freight elevator and a ritories. The names of very many of
shipping platform at the rear of the the patrons of the house have been on,
building, and immediately across the the books for more than twenty years,,
alley is the firm's warehouse, a sub- evidencing more than the great growth
stantial brick structure, 60x142 feet In of the business in that period the fair
dimension. All heavy goods and sur- and honorable methods that have govplus stock are stored here, and every erned the management, both under the
The old and the new proprietors. The firm
foot of floor space Is utltlzed.
second floor Is devoted exclusively to buys exclusively in car lots, and shares
'
the cariage repository.
with patrons any advantages It secures
The stock of E. J. Post ft Co. may In purchasing from flrBt hands. In buy
be generalized as follows: Shelf and Ing by the car load and In paying cash

The wholesale and retail hardware
business conducted uader the Arm
name of E. J. Post ft Co. was founded
by Messrs. E. J. Post and H. A. and
J. T. Barraclough, In 1881, and has
years one of the
been for twenty-onforemost mercantile enterprises of
New Mexico. The present proprietors
are Messrs. C. F. Myers and William
Mcintosh, but the old name has been
retained for business reasons; and It Is
not too much to say that the reputation of the house, established under
Its former proprlestors, has been maintained, while in point of stock and
business transacted, it la greater than
ever before.
The salesrooms of E. J. Post ft Co.
are 25x142 feet In dimension. The firm
purchased the ground and building In
May of the present year, and the rear
half of the building has been erected
since that time. The offices occupy an
elevated platform In the middle of the
store, eight or ten feet above the floor
and a sufficient distance below the
celling to command a survey of the
salesroom In either direction. The
platform Is enclosed by a low wainscoting, above which rises panel windows, and the offices are lighted
through a large skylight. The retail

of Albuquerque, New Mexico

e

and handling commercial paper. Exchange Is bought and sold on all of
tne principal cities of Europe and
America. Money Is transmitted by
telegraph to any and every point of
Importance In the United States,
Mexico and Canada, and to all the
principal
cities of tne commercial
regreater
possesses
outbwest that
world. Acceptable commercial paper
sources or transacts a larger business Is discounted, and loans are made on
than the First National bank of this

If, as tt Is claimed, the stability and
character of a community and 1t Industrie may be best Judged by the
standing of Its banks, people of Albuquerque have every cause for congratulation, for there Is no bank In the

634,201 10
October, 1887
991.326 13
October,' 1892
1,600,010 2
October, 1897
1,917,166 12
October, 1902
The officers of the First National
hank are Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president;
Frank McKee, cashier, and Charles K.
Newhall, assistant cashier. The directors are Joshua S. Raynolds, M. W.

city.

For nearly a quarter of a century
the First National bank of Albuquerque has been recognized aa the financial power of the territory, and there
baa not been a time during that period
when Its policy has not been in accord
with the upbuilding of the country and
the fostering of Its industries and enThe management of the
terprises.
bank, while It has been so conserva- -

Resources.
Loans, discount and local

securities

Banking

ures

11,121,800 94

house and fixt
39,000 00
821,189 01
312,000 00

Cash and exchange
United States bonds
r

Total
Capital,
profits
Circulation
Deposits

12,293,989 95

Liabilities.
and
surplus
$

226,823 83
160,000 00
1,917,166 12

Total .
$2,293,989 96
The First National bank of Albuquer
que is situated In its own building, a
handsome stone and brick structure on
the corner of Second street and Gold
avenue. The counting room Is one of

heavy hardware, builders' hardware,
stoves,
cutlery,
mechanics' tools,
ranges, tinware, granltcware, guns and
ammunition, bar Iron and drill steel,
sheet and corrugated Iron, miners' supplies, pumps, cylinders, pipe and fittings, sewer pipe, fire brick, belting,
hose, packing, agricultural Implements, garden tools, barbed wire,
wagon and carriage woodwork, bard-wood
lumber, etc. The firm are agents
for Buckeye mowers and reapers,
Great Western stoves, Repauno Chemical company's powder and dynamite.

for goods.

As stated above, the proprietors of
the business are Messrs. C. F. Myers

and William Mcintosh. Mr. Myers has-beeassociated with the old firm since
1889, and is widely acquainted with Its
patrons throuughout the two territories. He Is a thorough business man,
and devotes his entire time to the
firm's Interests, when his attention is
not demanded by his official duties as
mayor of Albuquerque. Mr. Mcintosh
is also widely Known, being in tbs
sheep business In Bernalillo county. .

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
' Educational Institution Corresponding

to the

Higher Universities
It Is to be regretted that it is not a
matter of general knowledge In New
Mexico that the territory possesses
educational advantages equal to the facilities afforded by the higher universi
ties In the east and of California, to
which institutions our young men and
women are being sent every year, to

First National Bank Building

Residence of

M. W.

live as to establish a reputation for reasonable terms.

.stability in financial circles throughout the southwest, has, at the same
time, been liberal and progressive to a
degree entitling the institution to recognition among the foremost factors
In the development of the industrial
and commercial interests of New
Mexico.
The business of the First National
Is confined to recognized legitimate
fields of banking. Advantageous connections are maintained with the best
banks of all of the states and territories, affording exceptional facilities
for transacting business with promptEspecially
ness and thoroughness.
does this apply to making collections

The First National bank was organized and incorporated In 1882, to succeed to the old Central bank, established by Joshua S. Raynolds, In ls8'.
The bank began business with an authorized capitalization of $500,000 and
a subscribed capital of $50,000. The
capital has been three times Increased
In the past ten years, and the paid In
capital Is now $200,000, besides which
there Is a surplus of $20,000. The following table of comparative deposits,
taken at Intervals of five years, Is
even more Indicative of the growth of
the bank:
Deposits.
$ 369.172 17
October. 1882

Flournoy.

Banking Room or the First National.

rnoto

Dy

uuiman.

the largest used for baking purposes
In fVia wast anil tha flvtnrps And office
furniture are in keeping with the gen- eral prestige of the institution. A
modern Mosler steel vault protects the
securities of the bank, and a fireproof
safe is used for the books, affording
facilities for safety in this respect cor-'responding to the bulwark of conserv
The bank is the
ative management.
local depository of the United States
government and of the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, Topeqa &
Santa Fe Railway companies. It is the
largest bank south of Pueblo, Colo.,
and east of Los Angeles, and with respect to its condition Invites compari-

Flournoy, Frank McKee, H. F. Raynolds and A. B. McMillan. Joshua S.
Raynolds Is also the founder and
president of the First National bank,
Df El Paso, Texas.
The above personnel Is sufficient to establish the financial stability of any enterprise with
which the names are connected; but,
in accordance with the requirements
of the comptroller of the currency, the
bank issues regular statements, detailing its condition, which it mails to
patrons and to everyone desiring the
information it contains.
' The following figures are taken from
the report of the hank, as shown by
the last report to the comptroller, under date of September 15:

e

occupy nine rooms in the Albuquerque
public library, which is between the1
business quarter and the university,
but will be conducted In conjunction
departwith the other educational
ments.
'The university buildings, which are
situated on the mesa east of Albuquerspend months away from friends and que, commanding a beautiful view of
relatives, far removed from home In- the city and surrounding country, confluences and cast at an impressionable sist of the administration building, the
age Into an envlroment containing as Hadley science building and the ladles'
cottage. The administration building
much of temptation as of culture.
brick, with baseOwing to the fact that an academic, Is a fine three-stordepartment,
from ment, and contains the executive ofor preparatory,
which students may receive diplomas, fices, the library of about 7,000 vol
is maintained in the curriculum of the umes, the recitation rooms, the assemUniversity of New Hexico, graduates bly hall, and, temporarily, until the
of the academy have unwittingly given legislature authorizes an appropriation
currency to the erroneous impression for the erection of additional dormithst the university corresponds to the tory facilities. Vie young men's quarhigh schools of the territory; and, ters. The Hadley science building is a
brick, presented
when a mistake becomes popular, time handsome two-storalone can correct it. In matter of fact, to the university of Mrs. Walter E.
University of New Mexico, except Hadley, and is devoted to the study of
in post graduate work, will rank with climatology, more especially with ref- r thA InflnanKA et t ha lrtrtal
Harvard, Yale, Cornell, Princeton,
Stanford or Berkely. Its faculty Is climate on tubercular Infirmities. The
composed of men eminent as educa-- ' ' cottage is an attractive frame struc-torand the discipline is, If anything, ture containing the ladies' dormitory
y

!
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son with Institutions elsewhere.
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L. B. PUTNEY
Oldest Established House of the Kind in
New Mexico.
The wholesale grocery establishment
conducted under the above title was
founded by Lyman B. Putney, in 1878.
The building at present occupied by
the offices and main stock awa
ally built In Lawrence, Kan., and was
moved on wagons from the end" of the
railroad to Trinidad, Colo., where the
firm remained some years Id business
before coming to New Mexico. It was
then loaded In sections on freight cars
and took up its third stand at Las

grocery business of New Mexico that
it has come to be a household word
all over the territory. A reputation
for fair dealing Is the best advertisement a business can have, and it is today one of the most valuable assets
the house possesses, for it is one of
the few Jobbing concerns in the southwest that transacts any considerable
business without the employment of
traveling representatives. This consideration

is not only an Important

The Proposed Putney Building.

Tegas, at that time the western ter- salvage to the business, but enables
minus of the Santa Fe. It was subse- the management to extend Inducequently moved to Otero and finally to ments to patrons that would other
Albuquerque, where it has stood for wise be impossible.
nearly s quarter of a century. It has Mr. Putney carries everything de
been In a sense a pioneer building, ad- manded by the grocery trade and sells
vancing aa the frontier receded, and all over New Mexico and Arizona. He
has played Its part In the upbuilding handles the product ot the celebrated
and civilizing of the southwest. This Imperial Mills In Kansas flour and
old landmark, which has stood on so "Gold Coin" brand, of which there are
many sites, Is destined to make one more barrels consumed in New Mexico
more move, this time to vacate ground than of any other brand on the marfor the erection of s finer and more ket. In Colorado flour. There is not s
pretentious pile. The new building local merchant who does not handle
will extend for COO feet along the the product of the Imperial Mills,
Santa Fe tracks, from Railroad avenue either under the commercial or a prito Tljeras road, and cars will be un- vate brand, and there are few In the
territory who have not a demand tor
loaded direct to the warerooms.
The name of Putney baa ' been so "Gold Coin." Both represent s high
Jong associated with the wholesale standard ot excellence and are well

management over to his son, Robert E.
known to housewives everywhere.
Besides the above brands of flour, Putney, who, after his father's demise
Mr. Putney handles the product of his two years since, has been the sole pro- own mills at Bernalillo. These mills, prletor. Under his able management
built seven years ago, and originally the business has grown to such proporof small capacity, have been enlarged tlons that the building project above
and Improved until today there are no ' referred to has become necessary to
better flouring mills In the southwest, ; accommodate the stock. He has main-elthe- r
In point of equipment or of the talned the reputation on which the
The early growth of the business was
quality of flour manufactured.
plant Is modern throughout, embracing founded, and it is no venture to assert
a full roller process, and has a capac-- 1 that the business will continue to
ity or fifty barrels or flour per aay. i ne grow witn tne ruiure ueveiopmem oi
principal brand is Linda, and it is now , the city and territory.
Robert E. Putney, though not the
in great demand by the retail trade. In
grade it compares with the best artl- - present incumbent of the office, has
cles of commerce, and Its price has been several terms city treasurer of
made it an item In the household Albuquerque, ana is a member ana
economics of many of me best familes president ot the school board of the
city. He Is progressive and enterpris- in every town in the territory.
Among the supplementary lines, not ing in a business way, and as a citizen
commonly carried In connection with commands the confldence and respect
wholesale grocery stocks, is a large of everyone. He manirests tne same
assortment of Navajo blankets. The public spirit that animated his father
house buys these blankets direct from in the early days, and his Influence is
the Indian traders, and sells them at felt In the upbuilding and advancement
prices but a little higher than cost. It of Albuquerque.
is possible to do this and still make a
reasonable profit, because it is but one
W: H. HAHN
feature of a large business, and is a
feeder rather than the backbone of its
Dealer In Fuel.
success. The stock embraces every Wholesale and Retail
W. H. Hahn has been more than ten
variety of pattern and weave from the
simplest to the most studied and from years in the fuel business in Albuthe loosest to the closest, in both the querque, and has established a very
native and Oermantown wools. It also large trade both as s retailer and as
Includes blankets of every price from a wholesaler. His specialties are Cer-rlllthe cheapest and the most expensive,
and Gallup coals, which he rebut at rates that will interest both the ceives direct from the mines, and he
dealer and the individual patron.
handles anthracite, bituminous, lignite
Mr. Putney carries a full line of and smithing coals, coke, wood and
Mitchell farm wagons. These wagons kindling. He possesses every facility
are known all over the world, and no for filling orders with promptness, and
testimonial Is necessary to inform guarantees full weight at current marThey are ket prices.
farmers of their merit
Mr. Hahn's yards are Immediately
standard for light running and durability, and are very extensively used east of the Santa Fe tracks, on RailIn New Mexico and Arizona, where road avenue, and be maintains offices
these qualities are paramount consld- - both at the yards and In the Armijo
building. His office building at the
erations.
As a dealer In bay and grain, Mr. yards Is one of the handsomest small
Putney is both a wholesaler and
structures In the city, being of "misto
and pays particular attention sion" architecture corresponding
to the family trade ot the city. Small that of the Alvarado hotel and Is eleorders receive Immediate attention, gantly appointed and furnished. He
and this class of patronage Is solicited. also has s fine brick stable In connec
He buys by the car load, and Is able to tion with the yards.
quote the lowest prices to the retail
In connection with his coal business
Mr. Hahn Is a dealer In Itemlngton
as well as the wholesale patron.
The founder of this old bouse retired typewriters and U owner of the Oak
from active business about ten years Parlor barber shop In the Armijo bUlld
ago, turning the responsibilities of Its Ing.
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Regents.
His Excellency, Miguel A. Otero,,
governor of the territory,
Hon. J. Francisco Chaves, superintendent of public instruction,
Hon. Frank W. Clancy, president.
Dr. James H. Wroth, secretary and

treasurer.

Hon. E. S. Stover.
Hon. Juan C. Armijo.
Hon. Henry L. Waldo.
t
Faculty.
William G. Tight, Ph. D., president-profe- ssor
of geology.
Josephine S. Parsons, principal of
the commercial department and Instructor In mathematics.
Charles E. Hodgln, B. Pd., dean of
the faculty, professor of pedagogy.
John Welnzlrl. M. S.. vicn director
iTnatilnMtal lalnM- Uarllav
rt
tory, professor of chemistry.
Carl E. Magnusson, Ph. D., professor
of phycis and mathematics.
Ethel A. Hlckey, A. B., professor of
English.
Rupert P. Asplund, A. B., professor
of ancient languages.
Aurelio M. Espinosa, Ph. B., professor of modern languages.
John Douglas Walker, director of
the school of music.
Mabel Stevens Hlmoe, teacher of
piano and history of music.
Mabel E. Anderson, librarian.
, Florence S. Chapin, instructor In elocution and physical culture.
Marguerite Zearlng, Instructor In
primary music.
Vi
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ance to young men and women who-wish to work their way through college, is tne proximity of the university
to the metropolis of the territory.
where tnere are plentiful opportuni
ties to earn the $20 a month required
for room and board and the other
small sums required to defray the $5
matriculation fee and Incidental expenses.
But after all has been said, the personnel of the board of regents and the
faculty remains the most eloquent testimonial to the excellence of the university, and their names are quoted
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University of New Mexico.
President W. G. Tight, Ph.
3. Hadley Science Hall.
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more rigid than in the large universi
where wealth and Influence have
established social liberties that seri
ously encroach upon the time and ap
plication of the student.
The University of New Mexico
stands at the head of the system ot
public Instruction ot the territory. It
was Incorporated by an act of the territorial legislature, in 18S9, and three
years later the normal department of
the university was opened. Thus, the
institution has completed the first ten
years of its history, as a normal school.
and entered upon Its second decade
September 18 of the present year,
when It opened for the fall term.
Besides the normal, there are academic, collegiate, commercial and musical departments. The academic, or
preparatory, course la four years, to
which one year is added for the normal and four for the collegiate course,
diplomas being Issued to graduates of
No term Is prescribed
each school.
for the course In music, and diplomas
of efficiency will be given to the pnplls
The commercial
when they leave.
school Is designed to fit students for
successful business careers, and is
modeled after the best business colleges elsewhere.
The school of music Is a new department. Inaugurated the present year,
but It will be made the equal of the
best conservatories in the west It will
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and the general dining room.
A consideration of paramount importance to many parents In selecting
a school for their sons and daughters
Is obviously climate.
Thin Is a respect in which the University of New
Mexico Is particularly favored, many
students carrying out their work and
regaining their health here who have
been compelled to leave other Institutions for recuperation and rest The
seasons are mild and, for persons suffering from pulmonary troubles, no
better natural sanitarium exlstc in the
world than the immediate vicinity of
Albuquerque.
Another consideration, ot lmport- -
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.:s-a,.--

.

The University of New Mexico has
as fine a corps of teachers as the country produces. Nearly all ot them are
college graduates and have degrees.
Professor Tight Is twice a graduate
and has three degrees, those of master
of science and bachelor of science having been conferred on bim by Denlsoa
university, Granville, Ohio, and that
of doctor of philosophy by the University of Chicago. Professor John Douglas Walker, director ot the new department of music, was a pupil ot
Showalter and Churchill, of Wisconsin,
and ot B. Blcknell Toung and Alfred
and Wardner Williams, of the University ot Chicago.

BANK OF COMMERCE.
ESTABLISHED
fne Bank of Commerce, of

Albu-

1890.

light of this fact every citizen of

Bank of Commerce are

Al-

M.

8. Otero,

querque, lg one of the largest banking buquerque should feel a personal pride president; W. S. Strlckler, vice presiJiBtltutlons in New Mexico, and there in the record made by the Bank of dent and cashier; W. J. Johnson, as-

sistant cashier; William Mcintosh,
it no bank in the territory that ranks Commerce.
higher for financial stability or for
The most recent report of the bank Solomon Luna, J. C. Baldrldge, A. M.
careful

and

ment; nor

conservative

manage-

was issued under date of July 3. 1902, Blackwell and W. A. Maxwell, all of
Is quoted below:
whom are residents and prominent citResources,
izens and business men of
Loans and discounts
$590,621 06

and
there one that has
a healthier growth during the
Is

past few years of business prosperity.
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BANK OF COMMERCE

Organized in June, 1890, under the
territorial laws governing banking, the
Bank of Commerce began Its career at
an inauspicious period, and had barely
become established when the country
was swept by the financial panic of
1893, the effects of which were felt for
several years following. Thus, in January, 1896, the deposits of the new

CORNER

ARMIJO

Real estate
Furniture and fixtures
Due from other banks

7.788
. 3,928
172,842
Cash on hand
65,175
Internal revenue stamp acc
643

....

1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902

$150,683 47
201,964 32
284,401 41
377,645 66
481,118'24
643,229 09
709,286 60

98
The Bank of Commerce is situated
47 in the handsome Armijo building, on

the corner of Railroad avenue and Secstreet, which is one of the best
business locations in the city. The

60

64 ond
46

banking room is elegantly appointed,
and furnishings
being

Total

$841,000 21 the fixtures

bank but slightly exceeded $150,000.
From this time on the revival of business was marked ait over the country,
and the Improved conditions are very
accurately portrayed in the successive
reports of the bank. A reference to the
deposit item of the January reports for
the years 1896 to 1902, inclusive, will
be of general interest, and a comparative table of deposits covering that
period is herewith appended:
Deposits.

January,
January,
January,
January,
January,
January,
January,

(Photo by Busman.)
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The above data is valuable, not only
as showing the growth in business
from the standpoint of the bank, which
Indicates the confidence and respect in
which the management is held, but
also as showing the growth of the general prosperity in and about Albuquerque. The regard In which a bank is
W. 8. STRICKLER'S RESIDENCE
(Photo by Butman.)
held by the people is valuable to the
bank only when the people have money
Liabilities.
modern throughout. A fire and burglar
to deposit, when they are engaging In
proof vault occupies the rear of the
Capital
paid
$
In
72,400
00
enterprises that require capital and1
room, and every facility is possessed
.93
profits
19,637
Undivided
when securities are on a stable basis.
for the safe keeping of securities, val
Deposits
28
748,962
The prosperous condition of a commuuable papers, cash and the books of
nity's banks, then, is the strongest
the bank.
Total
21
$841,000
to
testimonial
the prosperity and staThe Bank of Commerce la the local
bility of the community itself. In the
The officers and directors of the depository of the Santa Fe.
located. Each box is supplied with
make and break attachments, which
are set In motion by the turning of a
crank' on the cover of the box, and
which attachments, when thus operated, transmit to the central office a

ALBUQUERQUE A. D. T. CO.
PROMPT MESSENGER SERVICE

The American District Telegraph
From a few call boxes, the system that office the location of the signaling
company's plant which was installed In has gradually grown until now all the box. tn the cover of theses boxes
Albuquerque a year ago has taken well principal places of business In the city the point to which the crank should be
to secure the service desired is
with the public. The bright intelll- - are In direct communication with the turned
plainly marked.
The first district messenger service
system was established in this country
about twenty years ago on a small
scale.Today it is estimated that there
are over 300,000 call boxes In operation
1
1
When the service was Inaugurated, a
rental was charged for the use of the
box, in addition to the charge for the
messenger's service, but, in order to
t. ft
.v 4i
'

READY FOR A CALL.

messengers

are conSent uniformed
stantly seen on the streets going at a
break-necspeed, often toppling over
the unwary with whom they com In
k

contact

central office. Each of these call
boxes are electrically connected with
the central office at 207 South Second
street, where the messengers, policemen, expressmen and hackmen are

secure business, competing companies,
in the larger cities, undertook to supply boxes free, and this Is now the prevailing custom. This service has recently, after much opposition, been Introduced in London. Strange to relate, it met with considerable opposition in Albuquerque. It was only after
it had been in successful operation
several months that the Albuquerque
public took kindly to It Las Vegas
and Santa Fe are now possessors of
this same system of district messenger service. It is doing well at both
those points.
The uniformed messengers which
the A. D. T. company furnish are a
pleasing addition to the local street
sights. Togged in black corduroy bicycle trousers, trimmed in gold, cap of

same material with a golden shied and
black silk sweater appropriately let
tered, they give to the town a truly
metropolitan air.
Many laughable incidents have been
created by this new system and should
be added to the stories of the proverbial slow messenger boy. During
fair week last, a year ago, when the
city was packed with visitors, among
whom, doubtless, were many hayseeds,
we had a police call from a rooming
house on First street, not far from the
Sturges hotel. It was quite late at
night and the crowds on the streets
were tiring themselves out celebrating.
One of Albuquerque's "finest" was
despatched with all haste to answer
the call. Arriving at the scene almost
before the call had stopped coming In,
with visions of murder, suicide and
riot, the brave officer was horrified to
find one of these hayseeds, half undressed, tugging away at the call box
trying to call the porter to show him
to bed.
Shortly after the local plant was installed one of the colored porters in
a down town bank could not believe it
would work. While sweeping up the
bank early in the morning he would
occasionally give the box a turn, Just
to see If the messengers really would
come. They came so promptly that
It apparently pleased him very much.
He would tell the messengers no one
rang the box and ask them what they
came for. Finally, he thought he would
try a police call, accordingly, bright
and early the next morning, before
any of the bank officials were around.
he rang In two police calls in rapid
succession. Well, one can imagine
the excitement caused In the central
office. A police call from a bank in
the early morning hours before any
one is up! Feverish haste was made
and the call answered In the quickest
possible time to the great amusement
of the colored porter. When accused
of sending in the calls he swore he
never touched the call box. When the
president of the bank learned of the
he immediately dls
circumstances,
missed the porter from his services.
He said he did not want the old story
aliout the wolves repeated In his case,
The porter found that the pesky con
trivance worked all right.
The accompanying half tone engrav
lng shows three of the force about to
mount their wheels, "ready for a call.
These three boys are well known Albuquerque youngsters whose future it
might be well to watch. They are
starting out right, and it wlir not be
long until you hear of them on the top
of the ladder.
Tue American District Telegraph
company's Interests in the territory
are looked after by T. E. Oargan, local
manager for the Western Union Telegraph company. He is a sticker for
fast service and is making a record
along these lines which will be hard
to beat.
W. A. Keleher and Elbert McSpad
den look after the calls during the day,
while E. C. Wldmoyer takes charge at
night.
JOHN M. MOORE.
Real Estate and Insurance.
No member of a community may be
said to contribute more liberally or
more directly to its upbuilding and development than the real estate man.
and, regardless of the fact that he la
serving his own interests In the ad'
vancement of the general weal, he is
entitled to credit for his enterprise.
As the" leading real estate dealer of
Albuquerque, therefore, John M. Moore
may be said to have done as much as
any other man to promote the growth
of this city, and certainly none is more
public spirited or progressive in ad
vertising the advantages and resources
of this favored section.
Mr. Moore established his real es
tate business in Albuquerque in 1886,
and, with a single exception, is the old
est real estate man in nie city. In the
past sixteen years he has handled and
transferred millions of dollars' worth
of property, and none of his competitors approach the volume of business
that passes through his office.
In real estate, Mr. Moore handles
both city and ranch properties. Some
of the best business and residence locations in Albuquerque are on his lists,
and he always has a ba'rgain in ranch
property to offer his patrons. He also
does a large rental business, and represents the Interests of
property owners. In the loan department, he will make loans on good real
estate security for the lowest current
rates of interest, and always has
money to place to advantage. In Insurance, he represents the old line
companies, and does a large business
both in Albuquerque and out of the
city.
Mr. Moore is also manager of the
Albuquerque Abstract company.
non-reside-

CLAE8NER.
Tailor.
William Glaesner has been fourteen
years in Albuquerque, and has been
one of the leading merchant tailors
of the city since 18S9, in which year
he established bis present business.
In that time he has built up a large
patronage with the good dressers of
Albuquerque, and his establishment
has come to be recognized as the place
where the proper style in gentlemen's
wearing apparel Is to be had.
Mr. Glaesner's stock is always up to
date, and the suitings, trouserings and
overcoatings carried In stock are supplemented by a line of samples from
the large woolen houses of the east.
The fall styles are particularly attractive, both in cut and pattern, and Mr.
Glaesner's trade the present season
has been exceptionally large.
He
does his own cutting and fitting, and it
is his policy to make his garments
correspond in both price and set to
those turned out by the best merchant
tailoring establishments of th east

JOHN S. - HEAVEN
Wholesale and Retail Fuel Merchant.
John 8. Beaven was born In Marion
county, Kentucky, and was reared and
educated in his native state. He came
west in '79. settling in Osage Mission,
Kan., and was afterwards postmaster
of South Mound for three years. He
came to Albuquerque in '89, and was
in the employ of teh Atlantic A Pacific
railroad from 1890 until three years
ago, when he engaged In the wholesale
and retail fuel business on his private
account.
Mr. Beaven was reaiiy in the coal
business prior to establishing his present business, for he supplied the company employes with fuel for eight
years wh..e he was himself in the em-- .
ploy of the road as a caller of engine
crews, which position be held for nine
years and a half, during which time he
was not laid off for a single day. When
he engaged In business with the gen-- ;
eral public, the railroad company gave
him a location at the site of the new
freight depot, and when, within the
past year, the company required the
ground for its own buildings, he was
given another location near the west
end cf the viaduct.
Mr. Beaven's yards now cover more
than a block ot ground, and extend for
400 feet along the railroad track, so
that a train of ten cars could be
emptied from the siding into his enclosure. His office occupies the northwest corner of the yards, and is one
of the Handsomest fuel offices in the
west. The building Is of the old Spanish mission architecture, and contains
a general and private office, besides
two spacious closets, one of which is
fitted up as a lavatory. There are two
sots of platform scales of the latest
and handsomest patterns, the brass
beams, which are Indoors, being ornamental rather than otherwise.
The
scales are the Monarch pattern, and
the larger of the two sets have a capacity for weighing six and a half tons
at one' time.
Mr. Beaven handles Clarkevllle coal,
and, In token of the agency, named his
yards the Clarkevllle Coal Yards. This
coal is produced near Gallup, by a
mine owned by Senator Clark, ot Montana, and is the best soft coal on the
market. It will not clinker in grates,
and is a genuine luxury compared to
the ordinary bituminous coals. The

transmitting the coal from prodluceri ward and honorable dealing.
to consumer.
Hi has. been a member of the city
M'- Beaven .has the largest wood council for the past
years.
KiltQ rtoasi In than oU
Ua aixIam
has discharged his duties of citii
hlgh
flfty car, ht
Ume Md
ship both in his business and official
quently sells ten cars of sawed and capacities In a manner above criticism,
split wood a month. This would not He was first elected by the largest mabe much in a wood country, but where jority ever given an Albuquerque alcoal is so extensively used it is an derman, and at his succeeding electiom
I
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JOHN 8. BEAVEN
Item of some consequence. He has a
circular saw, operated by electric power, and kindling and stove wood are
cut on the ground. All the wood is

(Photo by Butman.)
he was the only democratic candidal
elected, notwithstanding the fact that'
his ward is the republican stronghoU
of the city.
He has never been aa
I offlceseeker, but has
always mani-- .
tested a becoming interest in publltt
affairs, and on assuming the response
bflitles of his present office acqultad
himself with such credit that he polled
a large republican vote at his Seconal
election. He commands the confidence)
and respect of all who know him, regardless of party affiliations, and la
esteemed for his adherence to principle in office.

Melini& Eakin
i
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JOHN 8. BEAVEN'S OFFICE
Clarkevllle mines are the best equipped
collieries in the southwest, every ton
that is mined being taken out by electric power. During the winter Mr.
Beaven sells about twenty-fivtons a
day to his retail trade. The bunkers
are immediately on the railroad, and
the utmost economy is observed in
e
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(Photo by Butman.)

shipped in from Glorleta and the Pecos
country, and is sold either by the cord
or the pound.
Mr. Beaven has been thirteen years
in Albuquerque. In that time he has
established a business which is second
to none of Its kind in the city, and has
earned a reputation for stralghtfor- -

Wholeseale Liquor Dealers.
Mellnl ft Eakin established
their
wholesale liquor business in Albuquer
que in 1883, and, in the nine years that
they have been selling to the trade,
have built up a patronage second to
that of no other wholesale house In the
southwest. This has been' dona as
much by virtue of their fair treatment
of patrona as by the celebrated brand
they handle, and it Is safe to say that
there is not a retail liquor dealer la
the territory who has not a good word
for Mellnl ft Eakln's traveling men.
The firm receives its goods direct
from the distillers, wineries and brev
erles, or, in the case of Imported wlnea
and cigars, from the importers. It has
the exclusive agency In New Mexico
for the famous Yellowstone whiskies,
distilled by Taylor ft Williams, ot
Louisville, Ky., and has a brand of Its
own patent (Alvarado Club), which Is
made by the same distillers. Both ars v
highly rated by connoisseurs, and ars'
In great demand with the drinking pub,
lic.
In bottled beers, Mellnl ft Eakin are
the exclusive agents for Schllts and
for the American Brewing company.
Schlltz; "the beer that made Milwaukee famous", is sold around the world
and undoubtedly has contributed much
to the fame of the Wisconsin metropolis as well as to the refreshment ot
parched throats In every quarter of tha
globe. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian,
known as "the king of all bottled
beers," is a great favorite with lovers
of the amber beverage and has s very
extensive sale.
Mellnl ft Eakin handle various
brands of cigars, but their leaders ars
the Alvarado Club and Flor de Manuel
Garcia (Especlales). The Alvarado '
Club is the firm's own patent, and Is
manufactured in Key West The Oar
cia is a genuine Havana, for which ths
firm has the exclusive agency for ths
territory. Both are the highest grads
of cigars that can be manufactured for
the money, and are demanded by smokers wherever sold.
It is safe to say that If you trad
with Mellnl ft Eakin ones they vUL
hold your patronage.
An Illustrated catalogue and pries
list will be presented or mailed to
dealers upon application.
The firm has a branch house at Santa
Rosa, New Mexico, and buys exclusively by ths carload for both
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NALILLo COUNTY
Center of New Mexico's Wealth and Popu-- '
lation--It- s
Mining, Stock Raising,

Agriculture, Manufacturing
hut there is practically unlimited
range where water can be developed
at little cost, and the stock of the
country is better than ever liefore.
The Ion? horn has survived only in a
cross breed that combines foraging
ability with weight, and the cattlemen
of Bernalillo county now receive the
highest market price for graded stock.
Sheep have been correspondingly improved, and will clip from eight to ten
pounds of wool a year, per head, as
against four to six pounds formerly,
iiesldes whim there is a marked Improvement in the quality of the wool.
There Is no field of enterprise that offers surer profits on a large scale
lan stock growing in New Mexico,
and there Is no part of the territory
where the Industry thrives better than
in Bernalillo county.
Agriculture.
It Is estimated that there are more
than a million acres of Irrigable land
In Bernalillo county, which is equivalent to saying there is that area of
Mining.
arable land, for there Is not an acre of
Until wlthm the past few years ground In the county that pan be irrithere has been comparatively little gated that Is not arable and desirable
development in Bernalillo for agricultural purposes. The soil Is
mining
county.
Prospectors have devoted fertile and productive of the best readequately
watered.
when
their energies to exploiting fields that sults
were considered more promising, and There are 12,000 acres already under
as a result some of the best mining ditch in the county, 3,200 acres of
territory in the southwest was over- which are under cultivation and 1,800
looked and neglected. More recently, acres of which are swamp or meadow
however, mining men have awakened lands, caused by waste from the
to their error, and the development of canals. The remaining 7,000 acres are
the past year has been unprecedented unimproved. There is an abundance
of water for the entire tract, and there
la the history of the county.
The most Important mining district seems to be no explanation for the
In the county is the CochiU, known as ground remaining" idle, excepting that
the Cripple Creek of New Mexico. It the farm and orchard development
la situated in the northeastern section has been slow, immigrants devoting
of the county, about fifty milea by road their their energies more to the other
from Albuquerque. The principal town pursuits, which are equally prosperous.
of the district is bland, a prosperous Some fruit growing is done on the
camp of about 1,200 population. The ' mountain sides, where the trees are
dlntrlrt In about six bv seven miles in sheltered from late frosts. Apples
extent, and all of this area is traversed j especially thrive in these places, and
by Immense parallel ledges of gold- - potatoes, beans, chili, wheat and oats

Bernalilln is New Mexico's wealth-los- t
and must populous county. It Is
situated In the c ntral part of the ter--'
rttory and is 'irregular In form. The
h, from north to south.
greatest
Is Beventyfie miles, and the greatest
length Is 13' miles. The county has
an area of 3.2M.2WI acres, or more
than four times the area of Rhode Island. Of this. I.ti25.888 acres have
been appropriated, 653.800 acres reserved, and more than 1.000,000 acres
are still open to entry under the federal land laws.
Bernalillo county Is the twelfth
largest county in the territory, and
has a population of atiout 30.000 Inhalt-ltantat least a third of whom reside
In Albuquerque, the county seat and
metropolis of the territory. This gives
the county an average of aliout six
persons to the square mile, a desnlty
that Is exceeded by only one other
county In the territory. Its chief resources are mining, stock raising, agriculture and manufacturing. .
hrc-ai-

.

J

acres of ground, four acres of which
are In corn and alfalfa, for the maintenance of a cow and horse, and two
of which are used for orchard and
buildings, he can realize from the other four acres. If they are In sweet potatoes, onions, celery and asparagus, a
gross Income of from $3,500 to $4,000
per year and cultivate the ground and
harvest the crops practically unaided.
He will have a home market and every
advantage pertaining to irrigation,
which removes the uncertainties from
farming. There is room for thousands
of such farms and the land can be secured for a email consideration. Im
proved or unimproved.
Alfalfa, barley, oats, rye and corn
do well in Bernalillo county, but there
are other products that are so much
more prolific of yield, that the cereals
and fodders are little raised. Fruit
growing is one of the Important Indus-trie- s
and there are very many fine orchards In the Rio Grande valley; but

grape culture Is of greater importance.
The "Mlselon" grape, w hich was Intro-duceInto this country by the Franciscan friars and priests who came
with the early Spaniards, or followed
closely on the heels of the conquest, Is
the principal variety. The town of
Bernalillo, a village of 800 Inhabitants,
is the center of the vineyard district,
and therp are a number of wineries In
t ,.
the vicinity.
Manufacturing.
In manufacturing, as in wealth and
population, Berlalillo b ads all of the
counties of the territory, but these,
which are nearly all In or near Albuquerque, will be treated in a general
r.rtlcle on the metropolis and in spec-- ;
lal articles elsewhere, so that It Is not
necessary to go Into details In the
rresent connection. The same may be
tald with regard to the educational facilities of the county, and of many oth-er subjects that might ue suggested.)
'
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HON. JAMES A. SUMMERS
Clerk of the Probate Court
James A. Summers was born In the
county of Qlengary, province of Ontario, Canada, In the year 1832. and was
reared and educated there and In
Franklin county. New York. His mother's people are all New Yorkers, and
the old homestead was only seven
miles north of the St. Lawrence river
so that his boyhood days were spent
on either side of the International
boundary.
Mr. Summers came west soon after

attaining his majority and engaged

In

placer mining In Tuolomne county,
California, where he met with gratifying success. It was In this state that
he firBt exercised the right of American franchise, and he cast his ballot
for John C. Fremont. He has been a
lifetime republican and never since he
became a voter has he wavered In his
adherence to the party.
Mr. Summers was in California from
1854 until 1851, In which year he returned east and established a general

HON. EPIIY1ENI0 A. MIERA
Chairman of the Board of County Commissioners
Hon. Epimenlo A. Miera, the present chairman of the board of county
commissioners of Bernalillo county,
was born at Algodones, this county,
on the 24th day of March, 18C2, and
was reared and educated In New Mexico. He received his schooling at St.
Michael college, in Santa Fe, and after
leaving school entered the employ of a
merchant in the capacity of clerk. He
remained an employe- - only a short
time, and In 1879, when he was but 17
years of age, engaged in business on
his private account, opening a small
general merchandise store at Cuba,
on the Rio Puerco, where he has lived
for nearly a quarter of a century. Mr.
Miera's mercantile Interests expanded
with the growth of the country, and today he has the largest mercantile establishments outside pf Albuquerque
In the county. Me conducts stores St
several points In the Rio Puerco district, and has other Important Interests besides, among w.hich may be
mentioned his flouring mills, saw mills
and Bheep Interests. He 1b the largest
Individual sheep and wool grower in
the territory, his herds, ranging in
hills and
thousands over the grass-claon the fertile lowlandB of the Nael- miento valley. His annual wool clip
exceeds 200,000 pounds, and his revc
nues from all sources are equal to the
Income of any man In the county.
Mr. Miera first came into political
prominence in 1898, when he was

elected county commissioner of Bernalillo county. Notwithstanding the
was
fact that his administration
praiseworthy, when' he' was a candidate for
the opposition
made a personal fight against him. and
employed every means to defeat him.
But it was all to no avail. In 1900 he
was elected by an overwhelming majority to succeed himself In office for
the long term, and he will have been
six years in office when his present
term expires. The prophets lived before the development of political
and it is doubtful if the seers
of the past would have been very successful at forecasting the actions of
conventions two years hence; but one
may safely predict that, if the party
leaders are awake to the party's interests In 1904, and name Mr. Miera as a
again, he will
candidate or
carry the county by storm.
Mr. Miera's record as chairman of
the board of county commissioners
has won him the admiration of every
one, of whatever political faith; and
he has the respect of those who, for
party or personal reasons,
bitterly
oppose him. It's voice has always
been ifiltfod n the Interest of progress
and development, within reasonable
bounds, where the county is to be benefitted without making taxation a burden to the people, and has exercised
a wise discrimination in determining
what of the many proposed actions

HON. THOS. S. HUBBELL
tearing quarts.

'

Several of these
ledges have been developed and there
Is a number of producing mines In the
district. The principal properties are
the Albemarle, Star, Iron King, Washington, Grant, Crown Point, Black Girl,
Little Mollle and the Lone Star. There
Is a number of mills in operation in
the district, and a depth of bOO feet
has been attained in several of the
properties. The production of the
mines is about $2,000 a day in gold bullion. The district is eighteen miles
from the railroad, but the ore Is free
milling, and with the exception of expense and inconvenience In transporting machinery, the distance from the
railway is of little consequence. One
company has a payroll of $14,000 a
month, and the district is one of the
best In the territory.
There are a number of other promising camps In the county, prominent
among which are Hell Canon, Coyote
Canyon, Las Placitas, San Isidro, Copper City (Naeiemento) and Algodones,
at which latter point a smelter is now
being erected. The mines of these
districts are not extensively developed
as yet and the production of ore Is
light, but they will figure In the output of the terrltorry before many
years have elapsed, and reward those
who have invested in the district.
Llv Stock.
Bernalillo county owes much of its
prosperity to the stock business. Before the county was settled to any extent by whites, many Mexicans had
accumulated fortunes in this pursuit,
and the conditions are now more
favorable than ever before in the his
tory of the territory. There are not
the same opportunities, of course, for
electing range, and one cannot rustle
m herd of mavericks, as in the old days,

COURT

In A.uqerque' la
1882, and Immediately eng?e(j
DUB.

ness. The following year 9 accepted
a position In the offices f t, Atlantic
& Pacific railroad, and was ar years
with the company, reslgnig to become deputy probate clerk oipernal-ill- o
county
Of the twenty years he has ben In
Albuquerque, Mr. Summers has been
fifteen years In the county clerk, office.
He received his first appint-men- t
the year after the county bidding was erected, and since that tie
he has not been sixty days away froo
his desk. He was four times appoint
ed deputy, and has twice been elected probate clerk, receiving at each
election an overwhelming majority.
There could hardly be a more elo-quent testimonial to the popularity of
Mr. Summers, and the estimation in
which his services are held by the voters of Bernalillo county than Is evident in his prolonged retention In office, and there Is certainly no public
man who merits the confidence of his
constituents In a greater measure. He
has discharged the duties of his office
with the most scrupulous regard for
accuracy and neatness, and his administration has been above criticism.
Mr. Summers Is a man of family,
having a wife and five children, all
grown. His wife and two daughters
have recently returned from the east
where they visited their relatives
and former home scenes. One of his
sons Ib a railroad engineer, one an express messenger and one a rancher.
Mr. Summers has always been a business man rather than a politician, and
HON. JAMES A. SUMMERS.
his preferment Is distinctly an Instance of the office hunting the man.
mercantile business. He remained un- made him Invaluable in similar re- Candidates have not been nominated
for the fall election, but The Citizen
til the latter 70s, when he came west, sponsible capacities.
Before coming to New Mexico Mr. ventures little In predicting that Mr.
settling In Colorado, where he wa
three years in the office of the county Summers returned to his old home and Summers will be renominated and that
clerk, and his knowledge of details has sold out his property and business in he will again succeed himself in office.
v
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terests. He arrived
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HOUSE.

prosper in the canyons and narrow
valleys.
' Bernalillo county will not throw
down the gauntlet of competition to
grain producing states of the west
though no better wheat is grown in the
world than In New Mexico. The local
husbandman operates on s smaller
scale than the farmer of the middle
west, but his bank balances are fre
quently very much larger. An idea of
the profits of the small farm In Bernal
illo county may be had by citing the
returns on a single product, viz: sweet
potatoes The yield in the more fav
ored sections will average a thousand
bushels to the acre, and the price per
bushel Is from $1 to $2, according to
the season. Thus a ten acre tract, under irrigation, will net the farmer as
much as several hundred acres in
grain in the rain belt.
The Spanish onion attains perfec
tion in this climate and yields about
200 bushels to the acre. The price In
winter and spring la three dollars a
bushel, thus making the gross amount
realized to tne acre about $600 a year.
Celery and asparagus are especially
adapted to the soil and climate of Bernalillo county. The celery Is superior
to the California product and Is equal
in excellence to the famous Kalama
zoo celery. The asparagus surpasses
In flavor and tenderness any that is
grown elsewhere on the American continent. The alkaline soil renders "salt
ing" unnecessary, and, during the cut
ting season, the shoots will grow as
much as six inches In a day. The
entire stalk Is edible. After three
years the asparagus beds will produce
200 pounds a day to the acre for sixty
days, and the product will sell at an
average price of ten cents a pound.
Assuming that a farmer owns ten

Sheriff of Bernalillo County
Thomas S. Hubbell, for the past six
years sheriff of Bernalillo county, is
one of the most noted peace officers of
the southwest. He was a deputy sheriff
in Arizona in 1884, at a time when the
territory was overrun by the lawless
element, and served warrants on many

.

J

He Was active in body, a dead shot
with, rifle and revolver and absolutely
fearless, qualifications very necessary
to the discharge of his duties in Arizona at that day.
Sheriff Hubbell Is a natfve of New
Mexico, having been born at Pajarito,
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RE8IDENCE OF HON.
notorious outlaws of the time. He
was then only 18 years of age, but was
fully matured Tn his physical development and possessed a powerful frame.

'
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THOS. 8. HUBBELL.
in Bernalillo county. July 26, 1866. He
received his early schooling under pri
vate tutors, and afterwards in the public schools of Albuquerque and Santa

brought up at 'each meeting of the
board would prove of the greatest
good to the gretest number.
Mr. Miera is a member of the Territorial Irrigation committee, of New
Mexico, and has made a close and intelligent study of irrigation in its bearing on the southwest. It is needless
to say that he Is Its firm advocate, and
the Influence of his testimony on the
subject has been of great value. - Mr,
Miera believes that the day Is coming
when millions of acresi of now arid
land within the borders "of New Mexico
will be traversed by artificial water arteries, and that the barren face of the
desert stretches will spring Into yard-ur- e
and productive life. He Is doing
his part and Ir enlisting the aid of
others to accomplish the work.
In his private character Mr. Miera
Is no less progressive and enterprising
than as a public official. He has contributed liberally to the betterment of
the county on more than one notable
occasion, and Is not one of those who,
having done one creditable thing retires with the sense of having finished
his work. He realizes that progress
does not mean a single advance, but a
continuous Improvement, and that to
keep up deveiopiflfint requires a per'
ennial public spirit.
Mr. Miera represents the young
blood of the republican party In
county, and there Is nothing
that promises more hopefully for the
party's continued virility than the
fact 'that there are men of his stamp
and character to maintain and build
It up. In conclusion we may say that
the verdict of the voters at. the last
election was a higher tribute to the
excellence of Mr. Miera's qualities of
heart and head than any encomium
The Citizen could pay him.

THE C1TV OF ALBUQUERQUE
Metropolis of New Mexico The Railroad,
Manufacturing and Commercial Center of the Southwest
'

The history of Albuquerque could
be spread over volumes and lose no
mite of its Interest, if told in good literary style, but it would be of little
value to the city or territory from an
advertising standpoint. It the present
edition of The Citizen, it is the purpose of the publishers to present concise data of a readable nature that will
be calculated to interest the Investor,
the home builder and the health seeker. To accomplish this end. It Is deemed wise to burden the paper as little
with statistical and historical matter
as possible, the one being
and the other, for the most part,
incomprehensible and uninteresting.
In touching upon the early history of

There was an abundance of room and
no obstructions, so the plot of the
town was conceived on a generous
scale, the streets "and avenues' being:
broad, and ample reservation being
made for parks and public buildings.
The thoroughfares were planted with
shade trees, and in due time modern
municipal
Improvements
appeared.
The little city grew slowly at first,
then more rapidly, until, in 1890, the
census showed it to be tne metropolis
of the territory, a distinction it has
maintained ever since. After two decades of general prosperity, despite
the temporary periods of depression
that have swept over the country, Albuquerque and the immediate environs
.

Ber-halill- o

Fe. He was an Indian trader for a
numler of years, and retired from thla
pursuit to accept the appointment to
the unexpired term of Charles Hunt,
in 1895, who was at that time the incumbent of the sheriff's office In Bernalillo county. After serving eighteen
months under this appointment he was
elected, in November, 1896, to succeed
himself, and was subsequently reelected in 1898 and 1900. He is again
a candidate the present year, and it is
a foregone conclusion that he will receive the verdict of the voters at the
polls In November.
With regard to Mr. Hubbell 's administration of the responsibilities of his
office, it is fitting tnat attention should
be called to the fact that Bernalillo
county has been freer from crime dur
ing the past six years than drlng any
previous period covering the same
number tf years in the history of the
county. There have been some infrac
tions of law, as everywhere else, but
there have been remarkably few heinous crimes, and In every Instance the
perpetrators have been run to earth
and brought to summary justice.
Mr. Hubbell does not come into such
of
close contact with the
the county today as he formerly did
H6 now devotes his time more to di
rectlng the office, and leaves the exeNewcomer, in
cution of under-Sherlf- f
w hom he has an able lieutenant. By In
traducing system Into the office he has
greatly Increased its efficiency, and
has sensibly improved the condition
of the county.
Sheriff Hubbell Is a man of family.
He was married in 1891 to Miss Rose
Guiterrez, and now has a son 5 years
of age. He owns a handsome residence in Albuquerque, and has, besides, other valuable city and country
property. In conclusion it may be said
that Bernalillo county has never had
a more efficient sheriff than Mr. Hubbell has proved, and there Is no tnan
in the county who has a wider acquaintance or is more universally
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the city, therefore, only sufficient of of the city, embracing "Old Town" and
the past will be called in evidence to Barelas, have a population exceeding
throw into relief the development of 12.000. .These three places in a sense
distinct, are practically one In fact. All
recent years.
receive mail through the Albuquerque
The Old Town.
postoffice, and are so closely built that
There has been a settlement on the no line of demarkation between the
Rio Grande, above the present site of towns exists elsewhere than on the

Albuquerque, for two hundred and fifty years. The valley was as attractive
to the Spaniard of that day as to the
American of the present, and the little colony planted by the conquestors
lived and thrived through more than
two centuries before there was any evidence of development In the modern
sense. The people, Spaniard and Mexican, with the exception of a few American freighters and traders who entered the country in the latter half of the
nineteenth century, led an easy life,
tending their herds and vineyards. Albuquerque was a military post in the
early days, and a small garrison was
maintained up to the time of the civil
war, when the small force and supplies were requisitioned to play their
part in the tragic drama of the 60s.
There has been some talk of
the military post at this point,
and in event it is done, a full regiment
will be garrisoned here.
Advent of the Railroad.
The history of Albuquerque of today
properly dates from 1881. In that year
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe rail
road completed its road to the point
of connection with the old Atlantic &.
Pacific railroad, and passed within a
mile and a half of the old town at this
point, though It Is questionable if any
dreamed that here would one day
stand the metropolis of the territory.
Accordingly, the townsite was laid out.

maps.

The Metropolis.

stated above, it 1b not the Albuquerque of the past, but the Albuquerque of the present, that is of interest to people who are destined to contribute to the growth of the city, and
it may be well to consider the subject
As

from the view points of
elements of society this
reach, as well as to glvj
information that concerns

the various
paper will
the general
everyone.

Commerce and Manufacturing.
Commercially, Albuquerque is the
trade center for an area exceeding
100,000 square miles. It Is a railway
and manufacturing center, and in every essential Tespect is the most important point between Pueblo and El
Paso and Topeka and Los Angeles.
Tributary to the city are scores of
mining districts, cattle and sheep
ranges and the smaller towns of the
territory, practically all of which receive their supplies direct from Albuquerque. The city has two of the largest wholesale grocery houses in the
southwest, has two large wholesale
hardware establishments, three whole
sale liquor houses, a wholesale dry
goods house, wholesale lumber and
commission merchants,' and a number
of other Jobbing concerns that sell all
(Continued on next page.)

The Square Music Dealers'
The culture and refinement of a community mayte more or less accurately measured by Its love of music,
and its love of music Is in turn reflected by its support of houses dealAccepting in musical instruments.
ing the above as a criterion by which
to Judge Albuquerque, citizens of the
Duke city should feel a sense of pride
In the fact that there are music establishments in this city that would do
credit to communities of far greater
population.
Hall ft Learnard,
known as the
"square music dealers," stand readily
first in their line In Albuquerque. The
firm began business in June, 1900, as
manufacturers' agents, anu maintained
an office through which they remitted
orders to the factories. In less than a
year their business developed such
proportions that they were warranted
In establishing a store, and since April,

pens are also ear
rled, and a specialty la made of fin
wjitch and Jewelry repair work stone
setting, etc. A large mail order bust
ness Is done, and Mr. Fox paya the
charges one way on all watch work
that is sent In by express. All work la
guaranteed, - A specialty Is also made
of the manufacture of gold flligre
work, for both the retail and wholesale
trade, aad' one man Js constantly employed In this department.
years
H. E. Fox has been twenty-twIn the jewelry
business, and was
twelve years In Emporia, Kan., prior to
locating In Albuquerque. He has never
solicited a cheap trade, and the Influence of his trade has been to elevate
the tastes. He spares no expense In
securing the latest novelties as soon
as they appear In the east, and does
everything to merit the fashionable
patronage he serves. His stock numbers many articles valued at hundreds
and even thousands of dollars.
E. Wirt fountain

H. E. FOX

HALL & LEARNARD

-

city. It Is difficult to pass the beautiful windows without pausing. The
artistic display of flashing gems, glistening glassware,
gold and silver
Jewels and graceful bronzes produce
a rich effect. Within the handsome
Flew Mexico's Leading Jeweler
cases hold a wealth of costly articles.
Diamonds, fine Jewelry, wedding and
batches and
The wealth and culture of communi lead that he ha since- - maintained. engagement rings, fine
braceclocks,
chains,
charms,
lockets,
In
reflected
the
usually
to
purchasers
stocks
Prior
fine
of
ties' are
that time
sunof thetr leading Jewelry establish- jewels, who lived ' in Albuquerque lets, gold headed canes brooches, perl-dotments. Judged by this criterion, Albu- bought of eastern houses.' Now there bursts, opals, pearls, turquoise,
fine art plaques and statuary are
querque is far In advance of the aver- Is no occasion to send away for handage city of twice Its population, as a some articles, for the trouble will a few of the articles that bewilder the
eyes.
Sterling silverware from Towle Mfg.
Co., Reed ft Barton, and Gorhams,
manufacturers who sell exclusively to
the best trade; a beautiful line of genuine
china goods; rich
cut glass from Hawkes and the leading
4
factories, and Indian curios and blankHi
ets are features of the stock that can
be purchased in no other jewelry store
in the city. L. EX Waterman and Paul

connection with the Chickerlng Bros.'
piano.
These fine Instruments adorn
the mansions of wealthy and cultured
Americans from Atlantic to Pacific.
D. H. Baldwin ft Co.'s Ellington and
Howard pianos are less widely known
than the Chickerlng Bros., but are Instruments of great beauty both in tone
and finish.
Messrs. Hall ft Learnard have recently put a piano of tnelr own brand
on the market. It Is known as the
"Hall ft Learnard" and embodies all
s
the essential elements of the
piano. It is sold for less than
the prices commanded by instruments
of similar merit bearing old, established names, and is proving quite as
ready a seller with people of means as
with those to whom the economies of
life are important considerations.
Tie last decade has developed the
automatic piano player and the past
first-clas-

Ing cash for every Instrument themsel-

ves, and thereby securing the lowest
manufacturers' prices. When their
customers are not able to pay cash,
they grant liberal terms, and many
homes today are brightened by music
that would be without instruments
but for the lllierality of this firm.
The Arm of Hall ft Learnard is composed of Messrs. Thomas Hall and
George P. Learnard.
Both were
formerly In the employ of the largest
music house In West Virginia, and
came to this city from Wheeling.
They sell all over New Mexico and
Arizona and keep salesmen on the
road In these territories. One of
these, Mr. O. Vargas, is continually
In the field, and Messrs. Hall and
Learnard go out on the road frequently themselves.
Mr. Hall is an expert
tuner, and it will be of Interest to
their patrons as well as to owners of
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1901, they have conducted a regular few years have perfected it. Originestablisment at 204 South Second ally mechanical in execution, it is now

Btreet.
It is hardly necessary to say that
Hall ft Learnard's salesrooms are
handsomely appointed. The superb
finish of the instruments alone is sufficient to set off the room with a rich
effect. It contains pianos, organs and
small musical instruments, including
violins, mandolins, guitars, banjos, accordions, etc., and a full and complete
line of vocal and Instrumental music,
embracing the compositions of the
masters and the popular bits of the
day.
In pianos. Hall & Learnard are the
territorial representatives of Chickerlng Bros., D. H. Baldwin & Co. and
other prominent manufacturers, and
always keep a line of instruments on
hand. No comment is necessary in

glimpse at the store and stock of H. E.
Fox will prove.
Mr. Fox is the Tiffany of New Mexico. When he established his business
here ten years ago there was not a
strictly first class jewelry store In the
territory, and he Immediately took the

an Instrument of expression, and is responsive to the mood of the operator.
The handsomest and best of these
that has yet been manufactured Is the Cecilian, and Hall ft
Learnard are making a leader of this
beautiful companion of the piano. It
is highly finished in mahogany, and is
a furnishing that would contribute to
the elegance of any drawing room In
the country. A child can operate it,
and for persons- who are not accomplished in music it is a luxury beyond
price.
Hall & Learnard are railed the
"square music dealers," and the name
They repreIs not a mere catch-word- .
sent the manufacturers, and sell to
their patrons at the lowest reasonable
margin above the actual first cost, pay- -

musical instruments generally, to learn
trips
that he makes
through the two territories, on which
semi-annu-

tours hhe devotes his time particularly to tuning. The firm recently issued a handsome catalogue, which will
be mailed to any address on request.
Hail & Learnard will have a booth
at the fair grounds, and will render a
musical programme every day. Music-lover- s
are Invited to call and enjoy the
recitals.
One or both members of
the firm will be present and, will extend a personal welcome to all.
Attention Is directed to the boys'
band which will be one of the features
of the street parade during the fair.
The youngsters have christened themselves the "Hall & Learnard" band, In
recognition of the firm's encouragement and support.

CRYSTAL ICE COMPANY
Manufacturers of Ice From Distilled Water

CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
(Concluded from preceding page.)
over New Mexico and Arizona. Among
the city's manufactories are two flour
ing mills, of 150 barrels dally capacity; a brewery of 40,000 barrels yearly
capacity; two ice plants with 70 tons
dally capacity; wool scouring mill that
handles several million pounds of wool
each year; a tannery and wool pulling
establishment that handles 300 skins
and pelts per week, manufacturing
sheep skin clothing, furs, etc.; woolen
mills for the manufacture of woolen
fabrics (prospective, but assured);
planing mill, empoylng twenty men;
foundry and machine shops (besides
the railroad shops), employing seventy men; mineral water bottling works;
cigar manufacturers, and other important industrial enterprises belong
ing under the head of manufacturing.
This field of enterprise Is fostered
by the three great factors that have
built up every manufacturing city, viz:
Cheap fuel, transportation facilities
and a wide market.
The city Is a great shipping point for
export as well as for territorial distribution, thousands of head of stock and
millions of pounds of wool being annually put on railroads here for the
eastern markets.
The retail establishments of the city
are modern, and many of tmem carry
stocks that would do credit to cities of
twice Albuquerque's population. The
stores are spacious, the stocks are attractively displayed and the merchants
are energetic and progressive.
The
show windows are dressed artistically
and contribute in a conspicuous degree to the metropolitan aspect of the
city.
The merchants enjoy a prosperous trade the year around. In this
connection It is interesting to note
that very many of the leading merchants of today In Albuquerque were
a few years ago working for wages.
Some of these are in business for
themselves and others are associated
with their former employers, an ad

J OirllN

serve neither economy nor vanity. The
finest and the latest are obtainable at
home, and sell for less than in the
east. If liought from responsible firms.
Mr. Fox's salesrooms are located on
the corner of Gold avenue and Second
street, in the business center Of the
vancement that speaks well of the opportunities the city extends to young
men of enterprise and Business ability.
There are two enterprising dally
papers In Albuquerque. The morning
paper, the Journal-Democrais a
bright and newsy sheet, eight to ten
pages, published every morning In the
week. The Citizen, of which this Is a
copy. Is the afternoon paper. Both
papers publish the Associated Press
dispatches and have a wide circulation
throughout the two territories.
People of Albuquerque have every
opportunity to keep clean. There are
two excellent steam laundries, two
and a number of public
baths to say nothing of the acequias.
t,

INTERIOR FOX'S JEWELRY STORE.
county court house is a representative
of the better type of public building,
the Hotel Alvarado is the finest expression of mission architecture on the
continent, and the residences of certain of the city's wealthy men would
not mar the appearance of the finest
residence sections of any city in the
country.
Moral and Religious Atmosphere, Edu-

cation, Etc.
The eoclal, religious and educational
atmosphere of Albuquerque is a feature of the city that makes it especially
attractive to home builders, who wish
to rear the children and maintain
their families In a cultured environment. In this respect the city la similar to the old college towns of the
east. There is a charming social element In the city, and the social functions and public entertainments. Including theatres, are considerations as
Public and Private Improvement
essential to the well being of the city
Albuquerque has more than twenty as many of Its more vaunted advanmiles of graded streets and twice that tages. There is also a business men's
distance of sidewalks. The city Is club, that combines the features of
drained by underground sewer, empty- the commercial and social clubs. The
ing Into the Rio Grande a mile below churches are well represented In the
town. It possesses adequate facilities city, there being eleven, embracing al
and
for protection from fire, having one of i most as many denominations
the most capable departments in the j sects, and the observation of the Sabsoutnwest. ine water wonts anoros a bath is more noticeable here than In algood pressure, and water mains cover most any other city in the west. The
the entire city with their ramifications. city has an unsurpassed public school
The water Is of the best for domestic system, having four ward grammar
uses, and at no season of the year does schools and a centrally located high
On the mesa. Immediately
it become contaminated with Impuri- school.
ties. The city has both gas and elec east of the city, stands the University
tric lighting and power plants, insur-- ; of New Mexico, an institution that
ing unfailing Illumination and power ranks with the best in the country. Befor manufactories at a competitive tween the city and the college Is the
coft. The streets are brilliantly light- Kaynolds public library and the New
ed by a series of electric arcs, and the Mexico School of music, conducted unmerchants, being liberal patrons of der the supervision of the university
the light company and thoroughly fa- regents.
miliar with the value of window lightFor Pleasure.
ing, aid In giving the city a brilliant
Within easy access of the city are
nocturnal effect. The city has two telephone systems and a street railway many popular resorts and places of Insystem, and will have electric cars terest for the pleasure seeker and
tourist, among them are the famous
in the near future.
Coyote mineral springs, Whitcorab
Architecture.
springs, Jemez Hot Springs and the
The architecture of Albuquerque Is Pecos country, where game and fish
one of Its most charming features. are plentiful. In and about the city
The business blocks are massive and are numerous beautiful drives. In the
substantial, the public edifices digni- city proper are miles of natural boa
fied and commanding, and the resi- levards, shaded by umbrageous trees,
dences, whether inconspicuous or im- and on the mesas, overlooking the val
posing, artistic In the extreme. It may ley, through which the Rio Grande
be truly said of Albuquerque that it is river winds like a silver thread In a
the best built city of ltB size In the field of green, are driveways extending
west. The magnificent A rail Jo build- to the bases of the blue mountains In
ing would do credit to any city, the the background of the landscape. At

A

certain seasons of the year the situation of Albuquerque Is very near Ideal
from the artists' point of view.
Health Seekers.
If all else that has been said were
rescinded, Albuquerque would still remain famous as a health resort. In the
central part of the territory, recognised as the greatest natural sanitarium
on earth, It Is the Ideal spot for the
Invalid. The climate, delightful for
all, Is especially adapted to alleviation
of pulmonary tuberculosis, and, while
It is conceded that there are some of
the ablest specialists in the treatment
of the disease in Albuquerque, hundreds come here every year in a crltl-ca- n
condition and Improve and get well
without medical attention of any kind
whatever. Moreover it has been established beyond question that consumption cannot be contracted In this
locality, and while a boon is being extended to suffering humanity in advertising the healing climate of this favored section It is not inflicting on real-- ,
dents any of the disastrous effects of
contagion experienced in other places.
The city has ample hospital facilities,
has modern ambulances for conveying
Invalids from the trains to their destination In the city and has the finest ho.
tels in the southwest.
.
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City and County Government
Albuquerque is the county seat of
Bernalillo county, and the county
court house Is situated In "Old Town."
Most of the county officers reside la
Albuquerque and are as thoroughly interested In the development and
growth of the metropolis as are. the
city's municipal authorities. The city
has no bonded Indebtedness whatever,
and the effect Is easily seen In the tax
rate, which Is exceedingly low for a
city possessing similar Improvements.
This Is a consideration of prime importance to Investors, and it will also
be of Interest to them to learn that
realty Investments in Albuquerque
yield a larger Interest than In any other city in the territory where values
are correspondingly stable.
f
'V )
Future of the City.
Of the future of Albuquerque It Is
sufficient to say that the city will maintain its distinction as the metropolis
of New Mexico and will keep pace with
the development of the southwest, and
that it will be a rapid pace no one caa
question. The growth Is on and its
momentum will carry thousands te
success.
.
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CRYSTAL ICE COMPANY'S

PLANT.

time, when one wagon makes the
highlands and lowlands on alternate
days, covers the entire city daily. A
businesss is
considerable
also done, and Ice is shipped by the
car load as far as Flagstaff on the
west, Las Cruces and Silver City on
the south, and Springer on the north.
The officers of the Crystal Ice com
pany are L. A. Grant, of Los Angeles
vice president, and C. A. Hawks, of
In cities having artificial ice plants, clusive ice plant in Albuquerque.
Mr. Hawks
but they will never result from Ice, if The company runs three wagons In Albuquerque, manager.
the water Is distilled before being summer and one in winter for the city was formerly with the First National
delivery, and, excepting in the winter bank, and has lived here since 1883.
frozen.
The Crystal Ice company, of AlbuThere arc some things in which man
lias Improved on nature, and one of querque, makes a specialty of manuthem is the manufacture of ice. In facturing ice from distilled water, and
many places where the population is no plant In the territory is better
dependent on natural Ice, epidemics of equipped than that of this company. It
typhoid fever and other infectious dis- employs what is known as the absorpeases are directly attributable to this tion system, and has a capacity of
tons a day, ten tons a day
source, Impurities in the water being thirty-fivfrozen Into the Ice during the winter greater than that of any other ice
months. Similar epidemics may occur plant in New Mexico. It Is the only exe

n

John A. Lee was formerly a promi
nent contractor of Muskegon, but he
that he is a typihas been so long
cal western man. lie was west of the
Rio Grande forty years ago and has
lived In the west sinee 1879, In which
year he established himself in the
lumber business in Kansas, but he did
not remain long in the "Sunflower"
state. He had been less than two years
In his adopted home when the Santa
Fe railroad reached Albuquerque, then
a Mexican village, and he removed to
this place the same ear the new town-sit- e
was platted. That was in 1881,
and In June of that year he began furnishing material for building what is
today, and has been for the past decade, the metropolis of New Mexico.
There were several small lumber
yards on the ground at the time, and
he bought them all out. Shortly after
another lumber yard was established
In the new town, and to this day there
are but two lumler establishments In
the city. It may bo conservatively estimated then tbut Mr. Lee has furnished lumber kt half the build- -

lugs now standing In Albuquerque.
Mr. Lee Is a wholesale and retail
dealer in lumber, sash, doors and
blinds, paints, oil, building material,
L 'Ik
glass and building paper. His stock
of lumber is one of the largest In the
territory, excepting at the mills, and
he carries a full line of rough and finished lumber, including the native
product and Texas pine, California
I
redwood, Oregon shingles, etc., etc.
His stock of sash, doors and blinds is
adequate to every demand and orders
can be filled on the shortest possible
notice. In paints he carries the brands
JOHN A. LEE'S LUMBER
best suited to the climate of the southwest, and he always keeps a good
stock of oil, building material and there are over 400 feet of corrugated
building paper. His line of glass con- iron sheds for sheltering finished lumtains all sizes, and is especially large ber. The yards cover nearly a quarter
of a block, and, being less than a block
for a town the size of Albuquerque.
yards are situated on from the railroad, are most advantMr.
North First street, and are among the ageously situated for receiving land
His main forwarding.
best in the southwest.
John A. Lee has been a builder of
building, 25x100 feet, which Is a brick
structure. Is two stories high and con Albuquerque both in a literal and a
tains such articles of stock as require figurative sense, for while be has been
to be boused. Besides this buildlngfurnishlng the materials that have en
.

YARD AND OFFICE.

tered Into the actual construction of
the buildings of the city, be has by
his public spirit and enterprise contributed to its advancement and general prosperity. He Is one of the mainstays of the city who can always be
relied upon to appear in the front rank
of progress, and in his devotion to the
best Interests of Albuquerque, is In
fact one of the pillars of the

MIKE MAN DELL
Men's Outfitter

House Furnisher

George K. Neher, Prop.

THe Finest Line of Seasonable Goods
in the Territory.

George K. Neher's White Elephant
Is second in fame only to Barnum's
celebrated Jumbo. It occupies an entire building, on the corner of Railroad
avenue and Second street, and Is the
most handsomely appointed establishment of the kinu In the entire southwest. The barroom Is finished In solid
aVreast of the hour In point of styles. mahogany, and the fixtures are superb.
His fall lines are particularly attrac1
tive. There are a number of radical
changes In the fashions this year, and
men who wish to appear well dressed
will find the proper things In the various lines of masculine apparel at Man- -

nUN'LAP"AGENCY
It has torn said that all that Is necessary to Jud&e of a man's wardrobe Is
a glimpse of the inside or his hat, and
If It bears the name of Dunlap It Is a
safe venture he is properly dressed In
other respects as well. The same
criterion may le applied to establlsh- -

ALBERTVFSBER

The White Elephant
apartment devoted

The Largest Stock

the comfort and satisfaction of his
Fortune, where roulette and other patrons. His saloon Is a gentlemen's
gaming tables are run. '1 he business resort, and combines all the elements
office and a number of open booths, of the club. He keeps an orderly place
containing tables and rich leather up- and enjoys the best patronage In the
holstered seats, open off the forward city. Business men, professional men
part of this room, and in the rear Is and men of political eminence meet
a free lunch counter and great chafing by appointment at the White Elephant,
dish In charge of a culinary artist. and dilcuBs over refreshments and
to the fickle dame'

Tapestries in the Southwest.

THE LATEST IDEAS
Albert Faber conducts the largest cretones, Hungarian cloth, plushes,
In the south- velours, tapestries, brocatelles, silks
west, and hts stock of carpets, lino- and damask, and cord and fringes, sofa
leums, mattings, curtains, blankets and pillows, tops and cushion findings, tick
house furnishing goods is the most ex- ings and awning materials are carried.
tensive between Denver and Los An- A specialty Is made of table and couch
geles. The business was established covers, fine linens, drawawork, blankin July, 1898, and Is the Only one de- ets, pillows and comforters. The stock
voted exclusively to the lines above completely fills a saleroom, 25x140 feet
in dimension, yet is displayed to such
noted In the territory. '

establishment of Its kind
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SALESROOM

MIKE

MANDELL'S STORE

ments carrying the Dunlap, with reference to other items of stock. If a
tore is entrusted with the Dunlap
agency, it Is a very good evidence that
its stock is up to date in other lines.
Mike Mandell controls the Dunlap
agency in Albuquerque, and no one
will gainsay that the above rule Is applicable to his stock.
Besides the
Dunlap, Mr. Mandell carries the
Hawes, in soft and stiff hats, and In
other lines he handles such celebrated
goods as Earl & Wilson collars, Wll
on Brothers and Manhattan shirts,
Wilson's and American Hosiery company's underwear, H. S. & M. and
Washington' clothing, Sweet, Orr &
Co.'s workingmen's goods, Nelson and
shoes, etc., etc.
Mr. Mandell's stock embraces practically everything pertaining to the
masculine wardrobe, and he keeps
Lllly-Bracke- tt

xafj.

..t

SALLESROOM ALBERT FABER'S STORE
In carpets, the stock embraces Ingrains, tapestry brussels, body brus-selvelvets, wiltons, axminsters,
and moquettes, In yard goods
and art squares, rugs, etc., and contains the handsomest and latest patterns. The line in Turkish and PerTHE WHITE ELEPHANT BAR (Photo by Butman.)
sian rugs Is especially large, and doAn immense French plate mirror re Back of this is a lounging and reading cigars the subjects that bring them to- mestic and imported carpetings are
rugs are
flects a wealth of glistening glassware, room, containing chairs, tables and the gether. Many important business and carried in every variety. Fur mattings
Linoleums,
handled.
suggested
also
been
exhave
financial
deals
papers,
extreme
comport
dally
rear
and in the
in
and the liquors served
and closed In the privacy of the club and other floor coverings of every decellence with the elegance of the ap is a toilet. '
scription complete the line for the
The second floor is partitioned off room.
pointments.
Mr. Neher came originally from the floor.
To supply the bar the famed distil into a number of elegant apartments)
For doors and walls, the line emleries of Kentucky, Maryland and Scot containing card tables and chairs, and state of Wisconsin, but has been pracland, the wineries of California, Spain the largest one being devoted to bil- tically all of his life .n the Rocky braces rope portieres, chenille and tap
and France, and the breweries of this liards and pool. There is not a finer mountain country. He has been twenty-t- estry curtains. The lace curtains for
years in Albuquerque, and for windows Include nottinghams, brus
and foreign countries yield up their Mlliard room In the country. The ta- wo
r
years has conducted the sels. boblnet, point d' esprit, Irish
fourteen
or
nothing
mes
are the
in domestic
best. Ihere is
make, and the woodwork Is of White Elephant saloon. He is promi point, Arabian net and muslin. Shades
Imported wines or liquors that is not
served, and the same may be said of solid mahogany. The walls are ranged nent In business circles, not only as a in all widths and colors and curtain
mixed drinks. The cigar case, which with solid mahogany chairs, the fool man who conducts the finest establish- poles and trimmings are also sold. The
Is partitioned off from the bar In front, rests of which are inlaid with burnish- ment of Its kind in the territory, but, draperies consist of silkollnes, denims,
contains everything in Havana, Key ed br.js. The cues are kept in the as. well, as one who Is energetic, proWest and domestic cigars demanded best rendition,' and the balls, cushions gressive and enterprising In contributing to the advancement of the city.
by smokers, and the connoisseur of ar:U cloth are perfect.
Mr. Neher has spent thousands of His public spirit and liberality may althe weed will find his taste anticipated
and his pet brand set before him when dollars In fitting up the White Ele- ways be counted on when any project
phant, and there is no luxury money conceived in the Interest of the city
his preference is known.
Back of the barroom is a large can buy that he has not provided for is on foot.

(Photo by Butman.)

s,

dell's. His patrons could walk down
Broadway, in New York city, with a
sense of being properly dressed.
Propriety In dress is marked quite as
much by the smaller Items as the
larger. It is quite as essential to wear
the latest neckwear and hosiery as to
don a suit of latest cut. These will be
found where the Dunlap is sold.
Michael Mandell came here from
Mississippi, but has been twenty years
In New Mexico, practically all of which
time has been spent in Albuquerque.
He established his present business
three years ago, as a member of the
firm of Mandell & Grunsfeld, and suc
ceeded to Mr. Orunsfeld's Interest Au
gust 1st of the present year. He was
formerly In the wholesale dry goods
business, and Is a prominent figure In
business and social circles.

1

Brunswlck-Balke-Collen-de-

excellent advantage that It appears
nothing could be removed without lm
pairing the general artistic effect.
Albert Faber Is a native of Germany,
but has been fourteen years in the
United States. Before going into business for himself he was connected
with the dry goods establishment ot
Ilfeld Brothers, in the capacity of general salesman, and looked after the
carpet department. When he established his present business, his larga
Btock brought him an immediata pat
ronage from the best people of the city
and there are now few residences In
Albuquerque thatNhls taste has not
contributed to beautify. He meets all
competition by fair prices and genuine
goods.
Mail orders receive careful attention
and samples are sent on request to any
address.

W. V. FUTRELLE

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
JUST BACK OF THE POSTOFFICE

The MEYERSABEL

Satisfied Patrons All Over the
Territory

Wholesale and Retail Furniture.

CO.

The W. V. Futreue Furniture com Bieei coil springs, lor wuicn u is expany s estaDllsnmeni is certainly me clusive agent in Albuquerque; and of a.
couch and covering."
people's store for everything that en- wire, spring-framters Into the furnishing of the home In He is also making leaders or vinaeu s
Albuquerque. The store la located on Duplex cotton felt and silk floss matguarIn- South Second street within a block of tresses, which he sells under a
1,000-casorganized
company
was
and
above
bought
gram,
Is
in
which
im
Meyers-Abecompany
are
l
The
antee, and for which he has the excluyet
city,
of
the
center
Guggen-heimebusiness
the
to
business.
to
corporated
the
succeed
and
Wilson
Hunter,
lots,
porters and jobbers of all brands of
Albuquerque agency. He has a
and the leaders in bourbons The officers of the company are Ernest enough removed to make the Interest sive
foreign and domestic wines, liquors
novelty
in the rug line that Is worthy
economy,
ot
Item
an
values
Abel,
and cigars, and carry the largest stock are Old Taylor, Hermitage, Old Crow, Meyers, president, and D. J.companysecre- on realty
Mr. Futrulle's own of mention. It is in Navajo blanket
occupying
are
and,
tary
The
Sunnybrook.
treasurer.
and
The
Pepper
and
Oscar
They
Mississippi
river.
west of the
no rent to patterns, is all wool, and is in fast
make a specialty of straight Ken- house handles only contract goods, exclusive wholesalers, and, as above building, the business has
colorB. These are not sold under the
The Imperial laundry Is one of the ter used by the laundry Is exception tucky whiskies and are sole proprie- and the stock, which embraces all of stated, carry the largest floor stock pay. It will thus be seen that Mr.
representation that they are of Navajo
pure.
ally
at
or
soft
and
sell
No
the
chemicals
endeavoring
to
salesroom, which is
In
best laundries in the southwest, and injurious
tors of a number of brands, among the principal Kentucky, Pennsylvania in the west. The
weave, but the patterns are accurateused,
most
are
observed
acids
the
and
first
prices
the
has
people's
avenue
ot
corner
and
very
Railroad
on
largely
the
is
brands,
Maryland
whisky,
rye
and
Monongahela
why
are
there are very excellent reasons
ly copied, and, at the greatly reduced
delicate fabrics and laces are washed. which
make it possible.
that
economies
It should be so. Primarily, the busi- The laundry employs twenty-twpeo
It must not- be assumed from the prices for which they are sold comabove that Mr. Futrelle has only a mand some respect from people to
ness having ,oeen founded only a few ple all white, except one "culled
cheap patronage, for the contrary Is whom the economies of life appeal. He
months ago, there is no old machin- gemmen."
Manager
true. He sells to the best people in also carries pictures and frames, pictW.
L.
Edgar
his
and
broth
ery to handicap the operatives; the
er, E. It. Edgar, who is associated
the city, but his stock embraces every ure mouldings, crockery, glassware,
equipment is aew throughout, and with him in the business, were former
thing from the plain, but serviceable lamps, etc. In stoves and ranges he
for the
tsompriBes the latest patterns from the ly In the hardware business In Boone-villfurniture found in the worklngman s carries the Triumph-Eclipsgeneral line of heaters.
a
kitchen
and
in
elegant
articles
cottage
most
to
the
Seclong
nave
Missouri,
tVe
been
continent.
but
best factories on
is a high grade
solid mahogany, suited to the mansion The Triumph-Eclips- e
ondarily, the management employs enough In Albuquerque to be well
cost, and there
range
a
moderate
at
case.
either
In
of the millionaire.
known In business circles. They have
only the most efficient help. Other established
whether his customer be poor or are very many of them in use in Albuan excellent patronage.
wealthy, he proposes to save him querque homes. Mr. Futrelle also sells
are good soap, good and have earned a reputation for lib
considerations
money and retain his trade by merit White sewing machines, concerning
erality and public spirit toward all en
water and competition.
ing it. This is the policy that has bunt which no comment Is necessary, other
The present owners of the Imperial terprises conceived in the Interest of
up his business, and, alter only eight than to say his special prices apply
1900,
In
plant
purchased
laundry
the
their adopted city.
years In Albuquerque, he Is credited to this as to other articles.
manager
of the
and W. L. Edgar, the
Mr. Futrelle has two salesrooms, rewith having the largest patronage oi
DAVID A. BITTNER.
company, has been conducting the
30x100 ad 28x60, but they
spectively
territory.
in
the
dealer
any
furniture
business since June 1, of that year.
casn or are equivalent to four rooms, for each
for
either
sells
Mr.
Futrelle
Wholesale
Hay,
Grain,
Produce
and
in
pride
He has taken the greatest
on easy terms, and there is no reason has a double floor, and the elevated
Fruits.
maintaining the highest character of
why any household should lack tne platforms are as densely packed with
produce!
The wholesale hay, grain,
work, as well as In making punctual
I
boon of comfortable furnishings If the stock as the main floors. The main
fruit business conducted by David
deliveries, and his strict attention to and
head of the family deal with him. He room is devoted particularly to furniby
was
A.
Blueherl
founded
H.
Bittner
business, in conjunction with the cour- Ac Co. in 1884, and has been owned by
buys direct from the factories, in car ture, mattresses and bedding and the
items of
tesies too often confined to social in- its present proprietor since 1895. It is I
lots. and. paying cash for everything side room to stoves and other
tercourse, has secured him much of the only house In the city confining Its
himself, secures the lowest market stock. Every foot of floor space is utilthe best patronage in the city and sur business to the lines above indicated, I
price on every article purchased, so ized either for stock or passage ways,
rounding towns.
I
K
onH
he can quote patrons the lowest and there Is not a store of equal car
(rsnaatfs
knatnaaa
that
larva
I
Locally, the Imperial has all of the i
figure above the actual cost of manu pacity in the city that has more actual
throughout th(J terrltory
lunula work of the Alvarado noiei All business outside of the city la
facture and freight. This, taen into stock in sight. Yet there is not a piece
of
the
work
'
flat
5
and
consideration with the other econo of furniture in stock that has to be
bundle
both the
- vims.- ".
'"'.
?
transacted by correspondence, both
- 1
v
'.'T' 1
mies above noted suffice to make plain moved to show to patrons.
Hotel Highland and a large family with producers and consumers and or
W. V. Futrelle is a native ot Missisthe why and wherefore of some ot Mr.
trade. On the outside its trade ex- ders are received from all over New
sippi,
and, with the exception of the
competiArizoconfuse
prices
Williams,
that
as
west
Futrelle's
as
far
Mexico and Arizona.
tends
twenty
past
years, uved all his life In
Cruces
tors.
Mr. Dinner's warehouse is a brick
na, south as far south as Las
Mr. Futrelle's stock embraees furni- his native state. He was three years
COMPANY'S P LACE OF BUSINESS.
THE MEYERS-ABEand Silver City, and north to Ratoa. building, 72x142 feet in dimension, and
carpets, linoleum, oil cloth, sew- in business in San Antonio, Texas, beTwo wagons are run for the city deliv- Is stocked with hay. grain, fruit and A. A. A. Clubhouse (1878) sour mash stored in bonded1 warehouses In those Fourth street, Is 60x120 feet in dlmen ture,
stoves, shadea and fore coming to Albuquerque, and has
machines,
ing
In
besides
warehouses
maintained
other produce In season, for which he bourbon, and Kentucky A. A. A. Silk states, from which it is shipped in car sion and there are
ery, and agencies are
n
the house. In been eight years in this city. He put
everything
to
furnish
Mexico
patron-pays the ruling market price In cash. Velvet sour mash bourbon. They are load lots to supply the local house. In The company cover all of New
the iowns where the regular
making specialties of a up the building he at present occupies,
is
he
and
trade,
furniture
uuys
with
their
He
bananas
Arizona
established.
New
all
of
and
the
in
embraces
Orleans
&
and 80le agents for G. H. Mumm
Co.'s cigars, the line
has been
house $15 couch, or sofa, having a steel and Uvea with his family on the secstandard brands of clear and seed traveling representatives of thepatrons
The Imperial Laundry is located receives oranges by the car load from champagne, for James Hennessy's
frame, with springs covered with pad- ond floor, ib is a substantial brick
to
are re- make regular visits
He also bandies apples by nacs and for Pabst's Milwaukee bot-th- e Havanas, and importations
convenient
int back oftothethepostoffice,
and one ot the best buildings
throughout the territories. There will ding of figured velvet; of a 3.60 structure,
car load. He is agent for Wilbur's tied beer. They are importers of ceived direct from the factories.
business center of
of access
which has in the quarter in which it is located.
mattress,
spring
patrons
in
woven
wire
company's
Meyers-Abe- l
many
egg
food,
of
be
the
telmeal
for
the
seed
horses
delivery
of
and
and wines, gins and brandies, and are tne
The business
the city, but, with the necessary
all are a patent support to keep it from sag- Personally, Mr. Futrelle is a pleasant
that cattle and "White Rock" hoof packing, only direct importers of Bpaniah ports company was founded by Lowenthal ft the city during the fair, and inspect
ephone service, it is not
ging in the center after a period of and courteous gentleman, with whom
and
call
to
was conducted by cordially Invited
n
business be done at the office. There A large stock of seed grain is carried and sherries in the west Their lead-i- - Meyers, in 1885. andyears ago, when
use; of the celebrated Leggatt ft Piatt it is a pleasure to do business.
planting season.
the the firm's facilities.
ing brands in rye whiskies are Mono- that firm until two
wells on the premises and the wa-

Wholesale Liquor and
Cigar Merchants.

Promptness and Fairness
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half of the revolution, advancing and
washing the wooi as u is lea into the
ttiirMnea antomatlcally. first from the
duster and afterwards from the wring
ers between tne, oowis. From the
fourth, or rinsing, botl, me wringer
discharges the cleansed wool on an
endless chain elevator.
The next process is that of drying.
The drier is on the second floor, and
both men andwomen are employed
here. The moist wool is fed onto a
traveling apron in a narrow chamber
laid witn steam pipes, and at the exit,
seventy feet distant, is dumped onto
the floor, dry, clean and 60 per cent
lighter than when it entered the sortthrough an aperture In the wall and ing room. It is then sacked and is
conveys the wool to the scouring ma- ready for shipment to the factories,
chine on the floor below. Men are ex- from which it comes in various forms.
s
clusively employed on this floor.
of
The company buys
The scouring process consists of the wool scoured outright from grow- -

Albuquerque Wool Scouring Hills

Enterprise That Handles Millions of Pounds of
Wool Every Season
ing the shearing seasons are run full
blast. There are frequently as much
as a million pounds of wool in the
warerooms at one time, and there are
only three or four months during the

There 1b no enterprise in New Mexico that is of more importance to the
sheep men 'of the territory than the
Albuquerque Wool Scouring Mills. The
mills handle millions of pounds of

,

three-fourth-

and a private siding saves all expenses
'
of transfer.

J. C. BALDRIDGE

I

stated tha AthiiniiArmm
Wool Scouring Mills are the largest
mills of the Kind in the southwest.
Dealer in Lumber, Paints, Oils, Glass, Sash,
The company scoured more than
Doors and Building Materials
pounds of wool last year, which,
assuming four pounds to be the average shearing of a sheep for the year,
J. C. Bald ridge established his lum superior to Imported lumber of HM
would represent the wool grown by ber yards in Albuquerque twenty-onclass. The paints are the celebrated
1,000, OOu sheep. The company possesses years ago
s
present month. A large
brand, and are esthe
every facility for handling even a part of the building materials used In pecially adapted to the dry atmosphere,
greater amount of wool. All soaps the construction of the buildings now of the southwest. The stock la at all
used are manufactured on the prem- standing in the city was furnished by times sufficient to meet the demands
ises, and the cleansing fluids are tree him; and it may be added that he Is of the trade, and prices, while higher
from injurious acids.
doing his share of the business that on articles that are shipped in that.
The Albuquerque Wool Scouring is being done in his lines at the pres where they are produced, are suffl-- !
company is composed of James Wil ent time.
clently lower .on the home product to
kinson, vise president and general
Mr. Baldrldge's yards were located reduce the expense of building her
manager, and V. P. Utile, president and on railroad ground until within the to practically what It Is in other part
secretary and treasurer, i he company past year; but last spring he erected of the country.
d
was
in 1LHH), but the mills a fine
Mr. Baldridge is a native of the state
brick store and corrugated Iron sheds for the shelter of fin- of Iowa, bnt has been more than thirty
ished lumber, on his own ground, near years In the west He came to New
the west end of the viaduct. The build- Mexico In 1881, and the same year esing and sheds cover six lots, and two tablished his present business In Albuadjoining lots are used for rough lum- querque. He Is one of the city's
A

mlinv

!

4,000,-00- 0

e

Sherwin-William-

;

lMOf-oiate-

two-stor-

y

ener-get- ic

and progressive business men,
and has contributed by his public spirit
and liberality to the upbuilding and
permanent prosperity' of the comma
nlty. Mr. Baldridge was one term
mayor of Albuquerque and has been
prominently identified with the politics
of both city and county.

ber, which Is left without cover.
Mr. Baldridge carries a complete
line of rough and finished lumber, sash
and doom, paints, oils and brushes and
a general stock of building materials.
With the exception of Texas pine, California redwood and Oregon shingles,
the lumber is a native product, milled
at Flagstaff, Chllili and Howe, and Is
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ALBUQUERQUE CYCLE AND ARMS CO.
R. L. Dodson, Manager.
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Albuquerque Wool Scouring Mills.
wool every year and all of It is grown
within a hundred and fifty miles of
Albuquerque. There are other wool
scouring mills In the territory but the
Albuquerque plant is the largest In the
southwest and the wool it scours represents the shearings from nearly a
million sheep.
The Albuquerque Wool Scouring
Mills have a capacity- - for scouring
about 25,000 pounds of wool a day,
r
which is two
shifts, and dur- -

year that the plant Is idle. The spring
shearing begins in April or May and
the fall shearing in October.
The company employs about fifty
people, most of whom are women and
women in
girls. There are twenty-fivthe sorting room, on the second floor,
where the wool is divided into four
grades, according to its fineness, preparatory to entering the duster, a conical contrivance that rotates in such a
manner that it discharges the dust
e

ten-hou-

THE MASTER OF CASTLE HUNING
Pioneer Who Has Lived in Albuquerque
Half a Century
It was well when Destiny ordained
that an empire be builded in the western wilderness that there were men of
Franz Huning's stamp to lay the
foundation. Born a British subject, in
1827, when his native city of Hanover

was under the sovereignty of George
IV., Mr. Hunlng well remembers the
English
He was reared and
educated on German soil, but came to
the United States when he was 21
years of age. After a year In St.
Louis, he came to the great southwest,
settling. in New Mexico, first in Santa
Fe and later in San Miguel, where he
remained for a short time.
Mr. Huning came to Albuquerque in
1852. There were no habitations at
that time, outside of what is now
known as "Old Town," and aside from
soldiers, government freighters and a
few merchants, there were no whites
in the valley. After clerking in a store
for a year, be opened up. a general
stock on his own account, and later engaged in the freighting business, leaving his brother Charles in charge of
the store, while he made the long
trans-plain- s
migrations over tne historic Santa Fe trail. Kansas City and
Fort Leavenworth were the eastern

were wholly Ignorant of the
war cloud gathering over the nation in
the latter 60s, and when the storm
broke, and the small military force at
Albuquerque, consisting pf two companies of infantry and cavalry, was
called Into requisition, together with
freighting teams and supplies, belonging to the garrison, they were at a loss
to account for the singular action.
Subsequently there were two engagements in the vicinity of Albuquerque,
but no damage was done In the town.
The Indians were also threatening at
infrequent intervals in the early days,
but no attack was ever made upon the
town.
Mr. Huning erected the Molina de la
Glorleta, or Glorieta Flouring Mills, in
1864, and has been a manufacturer of
flour for nearly forty years. The pioneers derived a large part of their
supply for breadstuffs from these mills
and even at the present day, with the
Increase of population that the last
two decades has brought into the territory, the two brands of flour produced by the Molina de la Glorieta,
"Rosa de Castiila" and "Flor de
canela," are so well known as to be
household words over the wide area
Mexico
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Castle Huning.

starting points, and many perils menaced the freighter of those early days
who traversed the prairie stretches between Albuquerque and the Missouri
river. Mr. Huning was in a number of
Indian fights, and two members of his
family were killed in one ot tne engagements, but he was more fortunate
than most of the frontiersmen of the
time, few of whom escaped without
Scars of battle.
Mr. Huning says that people in New

that is warm In winter and cool In
summer. There were no architects In
the territory in those days, but Castle
Huning would do credit to many who
have come at a later date. Us lines
were suggested by the German castles
of the Nineteenth century, and the
large rooms and high ceilings are not
unlike those of American colonial mansions, while the similitude Is in a measure expressed by the clean white of
the exterior, as well.
Castle Huning Is the largest residential edifice in Albuquerque. It stands
in the midst of spacious grounds, well
back from the street, with a beautiful
fountain in the foreground. There are
more than a hundred acres In the
tract, and a part of it is set out in
fruit trees. There are stables at the
north of the grounds, and just north
of the enclosure are some smaller
buildings and the mills.
Mr. Huning was married in St. Louis
and has a son and daughter, both of
whom are married. H1b son, Arno, re
sides near Philadelphia, where he has
charge of the Heine Boiler Works, one
of the largest plants of the kind on the
continent. His daughter, Clara, is Mrs,
H. B. Fergusson, and resides in Albu
querque. - His brother returned to Ger
many, in 1876, and died there a few
years ago. Mr. Huning himself visited
the Fatherland in 1863.
Considerable surprise has been ex
pressed that Mr. Huning has not be
come a conspicuous figure in the po
litical arena, but he has ever preferred
to remain a private citizen, and, with
theexception of having oeen county
commissioner at the time of the coun
tyseat fight, he has never held any po
litical office. While active In mind and
body, he has of late years unshouldered
many ot the burdens of his business
interests, and he now devotes the
greater portion of his time to that do
mestic felicity which wealth cannot
purchase, nor poverty dissipate.

PELTIER & ROEDER
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The Scouring Room.

four distinct stages, during which the
wool passes through four separate machines. All of the machines are practically alike, being Immense Iron bowls
nearly filled with water and other
cleansing fluids, through which great
combs resembling harrows are raked.
The combs are attached to eccentric
points on wheels, the shafts of which
pass through their centers, and when
the power is applied the combs dip
below the liquid surface in the lower

commercially tributary to Alhumipr.
que. The capacity of the mills is fifty
barrels a day, and the demand requires the maximum output.
The
grain supply is almost entirely local.
Castle Huning was built in 1883. The
plans were drawn by Mr. Huning, and
the construction was prosecuted under
his supervision, the walls being made
of "torrones" (sod), covered with lumber. It makes a remarkably substantial structure, and, like the adobe, one

8anltary Plumbers.
No greater advance has been made
in any line of business In recent years
than in sanitary plumbing. Practically
all contagious diseases are now known
to originate In filth, and the best safeguard to health is conceded to be perfect sanitation. Indeed, it is of greater
Importance that one's plumbers be experienced and conscientious than that
one's physician hi the best; for,
Is preferable to cure, so Is
competency In the plumber more essential than In the doctor.
Peltier & Roeder, the sanitary
plumbers, are practical men, who have
had a valuable experience In the metropolitan cities of the east and Pacific
coast, and are prepared to guarantee
their work. E. P. Peltier Is from New
Tork city, where he devoted a number
of years to his trade, and William
Roeder came to Albuquerque from California, after years of experience in
the leading plumbing establishments
of Los Angeles and San Francisco.
Their shop is located at 206 West Gold
avenue.

ers, but also doeB custom scouring at
(he lowest, rates. The highest market
price is paid for wool in the srrense,
and during the shearing seasons the
company has buyers In the field.
Where wool Is i.andled on commission
liberal aavancrs are made on consignments, and the company, being In
touch with the commission dealers of
tne east, are In a position to dispose of
the product tothe best advantage. The
mills are Immediately on the railroad,

GROSS,

Incorporated-Wholesal-

KELLY
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& GO.

were operated by Messrs. Bearrup, Wilkinson and Eclie prior to that time. Mr.
Edle has lived in New Mexico for
twenty years, and was formerly In the
sheep business. Mr. Wilkinson was
formerly In the wool business In California and the east. Both have had
long experience In wool and sheep,
either as growers or' merchants, and
are closely identified with producer
and consumer.

The Albuquerque Cycle and Arms
company is the style under which Robert L. Dodson manages' the largest
sporting goods house In New Mexico.
The business was established only e
few years ago, but the magnitude of
the stock carried has made it one of
the most widely known enterprises In
the city.
In bicycles, Mr. Dodson makes a
specialty of the Racycle, for which he
is sole agent In Albuquerque.
It Is
sufficient to say of the Racycle that it
Is a high grade bicycle. He also carries the Oxford, which he is selling at
very close margins.
In the matter of arms and other
sporting goods, Mr. Dodson carries the
beet makes of rifles and shot guns, revolvers, fishing tackle, tennis and base
ball outfits, and everything for indoor

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
Incorporated.

Grocers and

Wool Dealers.
The wholesale grocery and wool
business conducted by Gross, Kelly &
Co., now the largest dealers in these
lines In the southwest, had Its incep
tion in the early 70s and was founded
by Otero, Sellar & Co. This firm was
succeeded, in 1879, by Gross, Biackwell
& Cd., and January 1, of the present
year, the above company was organized and incorporated to succeed to
the business.
The officers and directors of the new
company are W. H. Kelly, president;
Jacob Gross, vice president; George
Arnot, secretary; G. C. Robblns, treas
urer; O. B. Earickson and Donald
Stewart, who are the sole stockholders, and all of whom, save Mr. Arnot,
who manages the Albuquerque bouse,
and Mr. Stewart, who has charge of
the Tucumcari business, are residents
of Las Vegas..
The company has establishments at
Albuquerque, at East Las Vegas, at
Glorieta, and, under the title of the
Gross & Richards company, at Tucum
cari.t The personnel of the Gross,
& Richards company is the same as
hat of Gross, Kelly & Co., with the exception of the fact that Gov. De For
rest Richards, of Wyoming, Is a mem
ber. This firm will ultimately estab
lish another house on the Rock Island,
though the location is not at present
determined.
The Albuquerque house of Gross,
Kelly & Co., formerly occupied the
site on which the Alvarado now stands
and temporarily the business Is confined to four warehouses which the
company has rented just across the
tracks from the hotel. In the near future, as soon as the Santa Fe Railway
company vacates the proposed site, a
hendsome store and warehouse of mis
sion architecture, corresponding to
that of the Alvarado, will be built. The
structure will be 750 feet in length,
and the store part, which will be 80x
100 feet in dimensions, will be two
stories In height and will have a basement under all.
Gross, Kelly & Co carry everything
demanded by the trade, and buy exclu
sively from first hands la carload lots.
It would be futile to enumerate the
brands of goods carried without Inventorying the stock, but mention may
be made of the following lines for
which the company has exclusive
agencies:
Manzanola Tomatoes,
Curtis Bros.' Blue Label Canned
Goods.
Colton Canned Goods,
Diamond "C" Soap,
Kuner's Pickles,
Crocker's Crackers,
K. C. Baking Povier.
Rex Canned Meats,
Empsom's Canned Peas,
Van II,outen's Cocoa,
Dannemiller's Package Coffee,

and outdoor lecreatlona In the line,
including gymnasium outfits. He has
recently received some ping pong sets,
and will educate Albuquerque to that
charming parlor game. He has catalogues published by Spalding and other large dealers, and everything that
he has not In stock can be ordered.
Mr. Dodson has been ten years la
Albuquerque, and is well known is
Lusinesa circles. He is a skilled mechanic and maintains a bicycle repair
shop in connection. He also does all
kinds of gun and locksmlthlng.
Hs
keeps bicycles for rent and keeps the
wheels In repair without charge excepting in cases of damage other than
would occur In the ordinary wear and
tear. He makes an effort to gain at
well as to retain, as It Is that policy
that has built his business.
,

The Albuquerque Foundry &
Works Is the largest enterprise
of the kind In New Mexico. The business had its inception In 1884, and
from the latter 80s until very recently,
was owned and operated by R. P. Hall
as sole proprietor. In September of
the present year the business was Incorporated with Mr. Hall as president
and John Munn as manager.
The
plant was totally destroyed by Are In
1891, and was reouut auu enlarged the

e

machine tools of all sizes. .One of the
lathes, ten feetin diameter. Is the largest in the territory. The pattern shop,
which is an essential auxiliary to the
plant, contains jig and circular saws,
a wood, lathe and a machine planer.
Electricity is used as a motive power.
From sixty to seventy men, are employed in the foundry and shops, and
more than $40,000 Is annually disbursed In wages. Only skilled and experienced men are employed In positions requiring mechanical ability, and
the highest standard of workmanship
w

v

t
.

buildings, ore and coal cars. All kinds
of architectural and railroad castings
are made, and this plant makes all ot
the rougn castings for cars and loco
motives between Albuquerque and Saa
Francisco on the Santa Fe system,
heavy mining macninery is manufactured, and smelting plants, stamp mills
and mine castings are made to order.
Church bells and other brass castings
are also made. ' In machine work
everything la done that modern mechanics has made possible.
R. P. Hall is a native of the state of
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Home ef the Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works.
same year, the buildings and grounds is exacted from all. Mr.
Munn Is him- New York, but has been In New Mex-Ic- o
covering about three acres.
self a practical mechanic and counsince the early days, having corns
The plant now consists of a thor tenances no Incompetency.
west with the construction of the
oughly equipped modern foundry and
The Albuquerque Foundry & Ma- Santa Fe railroad
in the spring of
macnine shop. There Is a fifteen-tochine Works possess facilities for do- 18S0. He has
been Intimately identicupola In the foundry, where the metal ing all kinds of foundry
and machine fied with the development of the south-we- st
is heated, and every appliance neces work, and specialties
are made of
In general and of Albuquerque is
sary to foundry work has been pro- iron
and brass castings, shaftings, pul- particular.
vided. The machine shop Is equipped leys, grate bars,
Mr. Munn has been associated
with drills, planers, lathes and other powers, columns babbit metal, horseand Iron fronts for the business a number of years. wlta
Old Manse Maple Syrup,
are on display, Mrs. Foster having of New York city,
for the past forty
Cooper's Sheep Dip,
made a special trip to New York city years.
Black Leaf Tobacco Dip,
Champion Mowing Marhlnoa anri that she might make a personal selecMr. and Mrs Foster came to AlbuRakes.
tion of the stock.
querque for Mr. Foster's health. Mr.
Buying and selling of wool, hides.
Mrs. Foster Is especially qualified to
Foster had twenty-seveyears experipelts and goat skins is a very promi- buy
for the fashionable trade, having ence In millinery as
nent feature of the business, and the
a traveling salescompany does a larger business In been forty years In the millinery man, and, having an opportunity to buy
these lines than any other house In business. To supply the demands of out a millinery establishment, engaged
iew Mexico. Tne company has Its her trade she has to keep abreast of in business bera with Ma wtfa Tti
own wool scouring mills at Las Vegas. the hour
in styles. The business Is were not nanaicapped ror capital,
and
confined strictly to millinery, and she determined 13 handle
MILLIHEbTcOMPANY
the same class ot
FOSTER
takes no less pride In giving her pa goods that was demanded by
the St.
trons the very latest than she did Louis
Dutch-Javtrade. They have built tip aa exBlend,
Fine Millinery
when she was in St. Louis.
Imperial Flour (Kansas high patcellent business and serve a liberal
Foster's millinery store is among
There are few milliners In the coun share of
ent).
the finest establishments of the kind
the fashionable patronage of
Colorado Packing and Provision in New Mexico. The fall line Is par- try that have been longer in business
city.
Mrs. Foster is assisted In the
the
Company's Packing House Products.
ticularly attractive this year, and the than Mrs Foster. She has bought
trimming department by Mist B.
Qneen Bee Syrup,
latest conceits in feminine head dress from one house, J. G. Johnson
ft Co., D'Houlihan.
a
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WHITNEY COMPANY
(INCORPORATED)
for both high and low duty, and carry'
the largest line of pumps In the west.
Engineer' Supplies Cotton waste
and engineers' supplies of every description are carried constantly In
stock.
Corrugated Iron The company car-ra very large stork of corrugated
iron and black and galvanized flat
sheets, besides practically everything
in sheet metal designed for architec
tural uses.
The line
Ga and Electric Fixture
of gas and electric fixtures Is very ex
tensive and embrares practically ev
ery variety from the plain and low
Triced to the most ornate and expen
sive.
Rope and Cordage The stock In
this line Is designed to meet all demands, and large orders can be filled
promptly.
Howe scales The company are
agents for Howe seales, and carry
very complete line of counter and platform scales. These celebrated scales
are standard for accuracy, and are
used more largely by merchants
throughout the United States than any
other make.

ax ore cars, and carry cars in stock.
These cars are used in almost every
great mine on the continent.
Supplies Everything
Blacksmiths'
in this line from bellows, anvils, forges
and blacksmiths' tools to bar Iron and
drill steel, horseshoes, etc., is carried. The Iron and steel house contains all lengths and sizes. There is
also an extensive line of hardwoods
for wagon wood work, handles of all
sizes and wbodenware, such as kegs,
washboards, etc., that does not belong
under the head of "blacksmiths' supplies," but that may be mentioned In
connection with the wood stock.
Sanitary Supplies There is absolutely nothing in the way of sanitary
supplies that is not carried by the
Whitney company. The line of porcelain bathtubs, stationary washstands,
sinks, water closets, faucets, etc., Is
very extensive.
Iron and lead pipe
and fittings of all sizes, iron and brass
valves varying in size from
The Whitney Company are whole- - valued at $5,000. The line embraces of an inch to six inches, sewer pipe
sale and retail dealers in hardware, all lengths and widths and orders can and cast Iron soil pipe are carried.
but the stock embraces so many col- - be filled the day they are received. The
Marsh 8team Pumps The company
lateral lines that no definite idea of the company are also agents, for the Tru- are agents for the Marsh steam pumps.
stor can be given without going
somewhat into detail, and the lines will
therefore be treated in this article
under their proper heads:

Whitney Company Is the title of one
Harness and Leather Good
All
of the strongest mercantile corpora- kinds of eastern made harness, Includtions in New Mexico. The company ing heavy harness for draft teams,
takes Its name from W. R. Whitney, medium weight harness for ordinary
who founded the business In 1893. The uses and light harness for roadsters
Whitney Company was organized and and track horses, are carried, and
Incorporated three years later, and, the line embraces every description of
since 1896. the establishment has oc-- . harness goods and leather.
cupled a prominent and conspicuous
Agricultural Implements This line
rank.
Includes the most celebrated makes of
The company's salesrooms, at 113, plows and farm machinery, garden
115 and 117 South First street, cover tcols, etc. The company also carry
the floor spare of three ordinary stores bale ties, plain baling wire, barbed
on the ground floor and almost an wire, and practically everything in
equal area on the floor above. The the line in demand by ranchers, farmbuilding has a
front, and ex- ers and gardeners throughout the two
tends to the alley. 142 feet back of the' territories.
The stock Is compact, but ad-- 1
Mill and Mining Supplies The comvantageously displayed, and though pany are agents for the New York
no available space Is left unoccupied Belting and Packing company, and carthe general effect Is attractive.
ry a stock of leather and rubber belts
.

General Hardware The stock of
general hardware is composed of the
thousand and one articles of shelf and
heavy goods common to every hardware store, Including stoves, ranges,
tinware, granite ware, ironware, kitchen utensils, builders' hardware,
fine mechanics' tools, cutlery, fire
arms, ammunition, etc., etc. The line
of builders' hardware Is the largest in
the territory. In stoves and ranges the
company are agents for the Miller,
Acorn and Moore stove companies, and
In heaters they handle the celebrated
Peninsular and Acorn goods. These
brand represent the highest standard
of excellence In goods of the kind, and
re so extensively used In New Mexico
and Arizona that they require no other
testimonial of merit than their own
names.
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WHITNEY
The Plumbing Shop.
The Whitney Company have the largest plumbing business In the entire
southwest. They employ from a dozen
to fifteen Journeymen plumbers, according to the work in hand, and posse se every facility for executing large
contracts. Carrying a full line of sanitary supplies, they are not subject to
the delays that the smaller shops so
frequently suffer.
Their shops are
equipped with the largest improved
machine tools, and, employing only
skilled workmen, they are In a position to guarantee their work. They
will furnish designs and estimates for
work to be done anywhere In the
southwest, and for examples of their
work, will refer patrons to the plumbing in many of the finest residences,
business blocks and public edifices in
New Mexico.
The plumbing establishment is in
charge of Eugene Murray., who is a
Mr.
stockholder in the company.
Murray is one of the finest steam and
hot water heating engineer, and Is
one of the most skilled plumbers in
the west He has been identified with
the above lines of work In Albuquer
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SALESROOM,

que for the past fifteen years, and Is
known all over the territory for his
competency and the excellency of his
work.
Tin and Comic Shop.
The company have the best equipped
tin and cornice shop in New Mexico,
and they manufacture everything in
tin and cornice work required by architects and contractors. They furnish designs for cornices, and many of
their best conceptions now adorn the
finest buildings in New Mexico and
Arizona.
A Word to Patron.
The Whitney Company have built up
the largest trade in their line in the
southwest. This haB been done in
comparatively a few years. There are
reasons for growth and prosperity in
business, and the great success of
this company bespeaks business courtesy and fair dealing on the part of the
management. It Is hardly necessary
to aay that the business policy on
which the company's trade ha been
built will be continued, and that the
buying public will find it to their interest In the future a in the past to
patronize the Whitney Company.

Personnel of the Company.
The Whitney Company is composed
C. D.
of W. R. Whitney, president;
Goff, vice president; H. B. Raabe,
secretary, and M. W. Flournoy, treasurer. Mr. Whitney is a native ot
Michigan, but has been west twenty-fiv-e
years. He has been twelve year
in Albuquerque, and founded the business to which the Whitney Company
are successors less than ten years ago.
He is a thorough business man and
a public spirited citizen whose personality has been felt in the community ever since he has made Albuquerque his home.
Messrs. Goff and
Raabe hail respectively from Arkansas
City andMilwaukee. They became associated with Mr. Whitney when Bald
business was first started and have
always been his right hand bowers,
and, through their popularity and Integrity, have done their share toward
building up this large mercantile institution.
Mr. Flournoy 1 one ot the pioneer
of Albuquerque. He is also vice president and manager of the First National bank ot this city, and has other
important business and property In-

terests.

A. BOKDEKS
UNDERTAKER and EMBALMER
Volume have been written on the
are of embalming possessed by the ancient Egyptians, and many writer
hare lamented that the secret was not
handed down to posterity; but the science of preserving the human frame
after death ha been developed to such
perfection of recent years that regret
for the lost art are now seldom or nev-e- r
heard. Indeed, were one to regard
the withered mummy of a Pharaoh in

somest line of casket and trimmings
on the market.
This was evidencing a good deal of
confidence in Albuquerque at the out- start, but Mr. Borders' Judgment has
proved sound. He had not the advantage of a wide acquaintance, which is
of such Influence in a town the size of
Albuquerque, and his only claim to a
hare ot the business in his profession
was to make his place attractive, to
carry the best goods and to make a
reputation for doing his work right. He
the light of the present achievements did these things, and today he doe
In embalming, one might be grateful the largest business in his line In the
c!ty.
(or the loss.
The preparation of the mortal reIt has been the tendency of modern
mains
for interment Involves more
civilization, with the uprooting ot supmere process of embalming
thau
the
erstition, to rob death of many of its and dressing
the corpse. It Is as much
horrors, and it has been the mission of a work of art as of science, and the
the modern undertaker to make a undertaker who preserves an expresbeautiful and impressive ceremony of sion of peaceful repose, removing the
what was formerly a dismal rite. The haggard lines wrought by disease, in
a measure restores the deceased to
day of the sable shroud and other lugu
loved ones. Mr. Borders has no busiof the death ness responsibilities
brious environment
other than his
chamber is past, and the deceased of profession, and he devotes himself to
today is surrounded by floral decora ltb highest expression in performing
tions and is laid to rest in a casket of the last sad office for the dead.
handsome design.
As above stated, Mr. Borders' un
Albuyear
two
parlors are in the Commer
dertaking
Until within the last
querque has had no exclusive under- cial club building. An apartment thir
taking establishment, but since April, ty feet square, off from which opens
1901, when Mr. Border opened his an extension, or adjoining room. Is
parlors in the Commercial club build- used as office, reception room and cha
ing the deficiency has been most ade pel. It has plate glass windows In
upplled. Mr. Border was front and on the side, but the curtains
quately
formerly associated with Bresee Bros., can be adjusted to obscure the Interior
the leading undertaker of Los Ange- from the street without darkening the
les, and when he determined on Lo room. During funeral ceremonies an
Angeles a a location, .V spared no oigan occupies a position in the main
expense to give the city the best eatab room, and friends of the deceased are
Jishment of the kind In the Bouthwest. seated In the smaller room, which,
He brought with him the finest hearse having no partition, 1 virtually a wing
and casket wagon that ha ever been ot the chapel. Otherwise the room is
par- handsomely appointed, and is the largin the territory, and fitted up hi
he est devotttd to similar purpose in the
when
and
tyle;
lors in elaborate
hand
bought
the
city.
stock
hi
ordered
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(Photo by Butman.)

Adjoining the chapel is another
large apartment with plate glass front,
used as a display room for casket.
The immense windows flood the room
with light, and the caskets are so arranged that they may be critically inspected. The line embrace
every
thing from the plain rosewood coffin
to the finest steel casket with broadcloth covering, satin linings and silver
mountings.
Couch caskets, worth
hundreds of dollar, and draped with
the most exquisite taste, lose none of
their beauty in their association with
death, but rather touch with their
beauty the contemplation of final rest.
There are also very many beautiful
caskets for children and Infants.
Immediately back of the casket
room are the trimming room, store
room and embalming room. The stock
of trimmings is the finest that money
can buy, and the stock of caskets, stored in the boxes in which they were
shipped, is the largest In the territory.
The embalming room is provided with
every late appliance, to the end that
the mortal remains may be preserved
in accordance with the latest approved scientific ideas, and above all la
absolutely private and free from intrusion. It contains the only embalming table with glass board In the city,
and the table may be elevated at the
head to afford a perfect drainage a
sanitary consideration of paramount
importance. There is a rear entrance
to the establishment, and the driveway communicate directly with the
embalming room.
Mr. Border ha been less than two
year in Albuquerque, but bis most excellent qualities ot heart and head
have made him a host of friends and
he is prominent in socail as well as
business circles. He believes in Albu,
querque and I liberal in support ot
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J. W. Edwards

Jacob Korber & Co.

Progressive Mortician
b
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Open day ami nifht. Calls
attended to
I Aim.
Mminnii
Office and parlor iiiN.Secom.

Agents for the Celebrated

Bain Wagons and

anciia

Meat

E. G. Garcia & Co
Dealers

in

And Supply Co

Sheep, Wool, Hides. Pelts
Goat skins

Columbus Buggies.

WRITE FOR PRICES
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

L H. SHOEMAKER

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Wen Gold avenue.
Next to Tint National Rank.

205

New & Second Hand Furnitur
Stoves and Household Good
h! airing a Speclaltv

v

Furniture stored anil pared
mpinent
Highest price iial
epnnrt-hanr-

$
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BUTCHERS
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HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA FE, N.

M

FIRE
ELECTRIC
PROOF.
LIGHTED. STEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
SANITARY
BATHS AND
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.

Steam Sausage Factory

LARGE
ROOM
SAMPLE
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN

GEO. E. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owner.,

The Largest Harness, Saddle and Carriage Repository in the

Outside Orders Promptly Attended to.

oaoaoaAo xo

oooa
The ICEBERG
Railroad Avenue.

Southwest.

212 W.

Outside orders solicited and promptly
attended to.

The flnpst line of Liquors and Cigar
patrons and friends cordially invl'
ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch If
erved every day.
STEVE BALLING,
Proprietor.
All

A. E.

X3000000X300

WALKER

113 South
5

FIRE INURANC
t

Secretary Mutual Building Association
at J. C. naldrldge'B Lumber Yard

Corner 1st St. and Copper Avenue.

THE ABOADE
Mrs

NEW MEXICO.

-

ALBUQUERQUE,

Office

IX3X30C0000

TOPHAM'S

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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'PRiPTOR.

THE FAIR,

FLOUR

ARTCil AN
WATtR IS
ACKSOWtCOSED
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Telephone Service

p

3

YOU WANT?

0

3

QUICK ANli RELIADLEI

A

covered on the property of T. J.

Top-ha-

indie everything

que, and, being analyzed,

by 1'rof, John

University of

New-Mexico- ,

to contain most

medical properties,

taking

fir.it rank with

world.

the leading waters of the
Can be drank in any quantity

with beneficial effects.

CAR LOAD LOTS

Warehouse

116

1-

-2

A

SPECIALTY. 44

lylor

11

in-- st

Wm. Gioesncr,
. . . . Tal
Am matic
Zltil Knntl' Sswiiid

or.
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ROOMS

-

ri'ht.
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TEAS AND COFFEES.

West Railroad Avenue.

cmoooooooooooooo

ACCIDENT INSURANCE.
FIRE INSURANCE,
PEAL ESTATE.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
,

ar-

the display.

CIGARS

B. A. SLEYSTER.

New Mexico.

inspect
them, they

Call and see

fYX

trfst.

ii.

All nIimuM
call .m l

.tr

'phone 574
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models ot

pelkclii

JOE HICHAHbS,

te

suits are

N

North Second Stree t.
-

assortment

a WUlla

Albuqurqu

St.

These

An elegant

Kv

..ouIf.IUh. Kentucky

Automatic Telephone 473.

Albuquerque.

BAR GLASSWARE A SPECIALTY.

CIQ

to out

tistlllers Axente

Special dlstrtbutora

s

Coyote canyon near Albuquer-

LIQUORS).

WHOLESALE

The water contains the following ingredients in quantities of to 45 grains
of each ingredient per United Stat-gallon.
It is blended in God's Natural
Laboratory in such proportions that the
most scientific chemist cannot produce
such a health giving and thirst quenching article:
Iron Carbonate, Magnesium Hi Carbonate, Calcium Hi Carbonate, Sodiucr,
Sulphate, Sodium Chloride, Selica, Potassium Salts, Calcium Sulphates, l'lio
and free Carbonic Acid G;us in
quantities.

m

WARE, LAMPS, TOYS and NOTIONS.

MELINI & EAKIN
We

This wonder Mineral Water was dis

Uuecnswcirc

CHINA. GLASSWARE. TIN and ENAMEL

Vtxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

makes a delicious lemonade and blends well with wines and liquors.
We are the first and only shippers of Mineral Waters in car load
lots in the Territory.

wonderful

retailers of

TME COLORADO TELEPHONE Q
Q
.NO TELEGRAPH CO

3

it was found

JOBBERS AND

New Mexico
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D

Weinzirl, of the

IN CARLOAD

SPECIALTY.
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Albuquerque,

k4

It

AND
LOTS

J. W. MALETTE, Prop.

Kif'NEV UVLR
AND ilOMACh
THOUBL fc

RUfcS
FROM MOTHER
SARTH.

WW

CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico
1MAT

i

!00000000DOfX30

Mausard's Mills,

Is sold at all the principal Hotels, Saloons and Drug Stores.

Between Railroad and Gold Avenues.

street.

311

FRANK

The best of liquors served to t ti
runs nf the bar.
Sandwiches of all kivli serveo
Nice large rooms, eervthins 1)1
new. upstairs for loileine 'impose..

ARTESIAN COYOTE
MINERAL WATER

Fir.4 S trees

12-1-

CKOMWKLL

4uiomatlo Telephone

RLOO
X74.

J. W. MALETTE,
No. 216 Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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J.H.O'Riellv&Co.HI
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THE RACKET

Just received a
fresh lot of. ...

ft

cv

.

INVITES
FAIR VISITORS

HOTW TER BOTTLES
Fountain and Bulb Syringesprices to suit
to $3.00

J

your-self--50- c

Is the Best Laundry
in the

Water and Oil Atomizers
of every description.
Come and examine.

west?

J.

O'RIELLY

11

To Call and Be Sociable.

CO.

&

S

v"

Prescription Druggists

Corner 2nd St. and Gold

The Imperial Laundry

Ave

Dry Goods,

oocxxxioocicxxxxxyxcocxxioooo

COLUMBUS HOTEL

Millinery,

o'
204 South Second street.
Class Rooms and Board.

ol
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First

of course.

of

v
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SV

DEVOE'S
V

at home. It isn't

MIXED

PAIN

o

fefliMTER'S SUPPL IKS.

pleasant, you know that. Send your washing to us
we have an
Laundry Plant, fully equipped
s
and are turning out strictly
work, Will
you join us.

cv
cv
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5
IS

Gallon covers 300 Square Feet
TWO COATS

One

Do away with your tubs and suds

CV

HEADY

IS

Furnishing Goods.

Reasonable.
E. HOPKINS, Proprietor.

MRS. G.

(

Rates

lO

Suits Made to Order from $12.00 Up.

up-to-da- te

o
o
o

first-clas-

o

THE RACKET,

hh.N'D YOU R OKDKKS TO

s
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The Money Saving Storeof Albuquerque.

Imperial Laundry Co.
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D. H. B0ATRIGHT,
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SV
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1

213 West Silver Avenue.

2
ol

Albuquerque,

New Mexico.
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F Keleher
Albuquerque

.,

ATTENTION!

FAIR VISITORS.

si? a.

FEED AND SALE.
WEST SILVER AVENUE.

LIVERY,
114

Ot

Saddle Horses a Specialty. We
hoard horse amlbave first class rigs
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
for hire.

cv
a-

L TRIMBLE

W.

k

CO.

Second atrewl, between Railroad an
CJopier uvenue
Horses and Mules bought and fir-baLivery. Sale, Feed and
ed
Transfer ritables
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PUMPS,
TANKS AND WINDMILLS,

9atat.aaaiataiaiatA.atata.taia.ta.iitAt

HITCH
GUARDS.

a

Navajo Blankets
and Rugs.
Indian and Mexican
Curios.

STREET
Automatic Telephone 508.

315 SOUTH

SECOND

PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON bALLl
....

Successor

G.

km

Proprietor.

io lialliiiK Uros

Wedding :Cake :a rSpecialtj
Vt ileol.
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Take home with you a Souvenir of the
"Duke City of New Mexico."
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J. H. OLIPHANT,

The Metropolitan

ANSON & HOLMAN.
4:4': 434 i 4":

I

ft

lO

SKINNER

BUQUcPJU.

Address all communications to

0,4: 4343'4T4i4 143

am:

Staple and
Fancy Groceries

BUILDERS OF ARCADE AND DEPOT.
w

u .'iiiiMt!

tli.' ciah hak;na
First street. A'buq erque. N.
Let

I. A.

4'i

(

First Street.

29 9 f;

WELL-MAKIN-

METAL FENCING.
RINGS AND THEE

s

IS

9pa.af a.a.a.ea.eaaaaaaatAtataata.a aiaAtaxaa.tAt

No. 103 North

A. D. JOHNSON

BUILDERS OF ALVARADO HOTEL.

o

Indian Curio Store,

THE CIT
CO,
TRIMBLE
Address W.
Alhufijero.ie N. M

BEST TURNOUTS

t'a.

9.

o
o
o
o

ALL AR.E INVITED TO VISIT
J. W. BENNETT'S

cv

oa.

o
o
o

204 West Gold Avenue and 205 South Second Street.

Silver
Avenue
Stable

1

(

Proprietor.

Railroad Ave

406

Cutitivicturt-- t ruitl Hn i lt'i

cv

BF3
See the Goods.

Single buggy harness $5.00 to $20.00.
Double buggy harness, $15.00 to $25.
X C and Brass Mounted,
harness,
$15.50 to $20.00.
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
Saddles, $7.00 to $40 00.
Boys' saddles, $3.50
$7.50.
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
Blankets, etc., etc.

Tlios- -

Anson & Holman,

av

C

Pikes

See the

Corner of First Street and
Railroad Avenue,
Hag chanted tuin t and Is now one
of the niceht
in the city. Bent
ut toe bar.
I.ager
of liquors Bern-ibeen on draught l aronae solicited.
I IKE WALSH,
Proprietor.

Manager.
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The Hyde Exploring Expedition
Navajo Blankets, Aztec
Pottery and Indian Curios

New York

rfP 4

The main trading post, to which thp
smaller posts are tributary, is located
at Karmington, where general merchandising and bankinu departments
arc- maintained. The blanket and curio
headquarters are at Albuquciqiie, to
which point all Indian g Is are transferred as rapidly as accumulated at
the various trading posts. The idea In
establishing the- blanlit and curio
headquarters here v.a.- - to accommodate dealeis. to Whop: Albuquerque is
more accessible II a
Fa' PiMietoti.
which is reached by an oveilann journey of more than sixty miles mini the
nearest railroad point. It is also within a short distance ol the reservation,
and possessses many other advantages
unnecessary to enumerate.
The AlhuMUerquc store is unlike any
other establishment on the continent,
and is well worth seeing for reasons
other than the fact that it at all times
contains the largest stock of this lass
of goods in the world. The main salesroom Is a large apartment with a high
ceiling. It is on the ground floor and
very artistically arranged.
Navajo
blankets of every variety rover the
floor ind drape the walls, and Aztec
pottery and Indian curios complete an
Hack
effect pleasing as it is strange.
of tiie salesroom is a storeroom stocked with thousands of dollars worth of
blankets and other Indian goods.
The eastern lslness of the Hyde
Exploring Expedition, with headquarters in New York city, under the man
-

i

c

A

Corner in Hyde Exploring Expedition's Store.

For the pust few years the exhibits
of (lie Hyde Exploring Hxpedition have
been prominent features of the territorial fairs, and the exhibit for the
prebeut year surpasses anything ever
before seen in New Mexico, and iu
point of Navajo blankets, Aztec pottery and Indian curios, is probably the
finest single collection ever seen at
any exposition.
Tile Hyde Exploring Expedition was
oiiliittid iu f&HS, by U. T. IS. Hyde and
K. E. Hyde, Jr., wealthy uianulacturers
of New York, and was organized for
the purpose of exploring certain ruins
in the arid southwest, believed to be
the remains of the ancient Aztec civilization. Extensive excavations were
made at I'ueMo lionito, on the Chaco,
and many iclics of archaclugical interest were exhumed; but within the
past year operations were suspended
in compliance with the federal law
prohibiting private individuals from
exploring ruins op government lauds.
Hut the abandonment ol 1'ueblo liouito
did not mean the dissolution of the Expedition.
Tiie early explorations on the Chaco
were attended with serious diflicullies,
the Indians employed In the excavations striking the trail for Albuquerque
and other trading points on the railroad as regularly as they were paid
off each month. No reliance was to be
plat fed on their promise to return, and
the result was that a new force had
tc lie broifen In every few weeks. To
obviate this Inconvenience, a trading

p'.t was established at the ruins and
tiie ludiaus were paid off in merchandise.
Ultimately other posts were established at various points in the terri-t"iy- ,
and it is probably due to charges
preferred by malicious or miMuil'ormcd
persons, to the effect that the Expedition s stores were being used us media
through which to dispose of reins
taken I torn l'uelilo Liouito, that the federal law abote mentioned was enforced; but the lad that the Hydes
presented everything
of scientific
value louud to tiie American .Museum
of Natural History, should have been
a sulliciint relutatiou of the charge.
The posts were established for the
purpose of trading with the Indians,
provisions and supplies being bartered
huiige tor labor, blankets and
in
curios.
Through these trading posts, of
which tlieie wele ten, the agents of
the ihuYs became intimately acquainted with the various Indian tribes of
the southwest, and when It became
uecessaiy to discontinue operations iu
the interest of archaelogieal research,
the mauugeuient determined to continue the commercial feature. The Expedition was already recognized as a
prominent factor in the commercial
Importance of the territory, and with
the scientific consideration eliminated,
the Hydes devoted their energies to
developing its trade, and the Expedition was incorporated in New York
and New Mexico.

New Mexico

agement of J. W. Denham, Is assuming
immense proportions. Summer stores
were opened at Newport, NariaL-anset- t
I'ier, l.on liraii'-hin the Adiroudacks
and at oile r well known resorts the
piesent year, and met with unqualified
Mr. Henham Is a western
succ ess.
man. and the gratifying success of
astern stores is in a great measure
due to his long experience among the
Indian tribes ol the southwest, whore
be became an authority on their
rist ;c s Tiie New York city stole
s P ale. el No. "Ji; West Twenty third
street, in the midst of the bon ton
shopping distiiet of the town.
'tli the a qu oai-l- iim extinction of
the Tndian race, its destroyeis. albeit
the extermination is in the interest of
civilization, aie be;inuinu to realize
that there' are many of theii creatie lis
1'or inthat are wen tit pri'servinii.
the Navajo liauke t and Indian
stall!
relics are beginnin.; to siiverscele the
as
Turkish rug and oriental
articles of decoration in furnishing
homes. I'.ut as in the oriental
furnishings, their value depends upon
llieir nte and the assurance that they
.ere
There is probably no silb--;
on which the averaue person is
more ignorant, and consequently none
on whic h the testimony
of connoisseurs is of greater importance to pros-petive purchasers.
In view of the above, it w'ill be of
to visitors In the city to know
thai tnere is no place em the continent
e

c

har-iic--

i

e

bric-abra-

e

e

I

e

lieie people ran secure Indian goods
at less expense, with the assurance
that they are as represented,
than
right here in Albuquerque. No traders
in the southwest have greater opportunities for collecting Indian goods
than the Hyde Exploring Expedition,
nor of securing better bargains for the
trade. The Indians bring their goods
to the posts to exchange tor merchandise, thus saving the Hyde s tlx- expense
'i
i
:i
, a corps of purchasing
ol
agen's who are ote hi w ise unemployed,
and in the same time enabling them
to pav a gn ati r oqitivali'iit for goods.
The Indians, with whom they uie in
i' let. nit touch, have not been slow to
leali.e this advantage', anil the ed'fect
lias been to give the Hydes Hist hoice
on all articles of especial value.
Th" Hyde Exploring Expedition are
making an iutiiesting display at the
lair grounds, where blanket weavers,
silversmiths and pottery makers will
be at work daily. During the evenings
tliesc Indians artisans will be at weirk
salesrooms, on
at tiie Expeditious
South First street, opposite the Alva-radhotel. Manaue-- A. It. McCalTey
will be ulad to receive visitors, either
at the store or at the booth in the lair
store' ejr at the booth in the fair
grounds, and extends a cordial invitation to all who a'c interested in the
Indians or their work.
v.

i

i

c

o
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Salesroom "A"

Hyde Exploring Expedition.

Largest Stock of Indian Blankets
in the World
South First Street, Opposite Alvarado Hotel, Albuquerque, New Hexico
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